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INTRODUCTION

Otherspace – between realities
Date Unknown

   Ulka sat at the center of the bridge of the lead Lightship.  He felt tired.  So much had gone wrong.  
   The Comaghaz plague had begun to spread unchecked in the Star Sphere.  And then a chance for salvation.  Earth lit the Signal Fire.  Surely a 
civilization sufficiently advanced to do that would be able to find a cure for the psionic virus.
   And so the Akashans voted to take a fleet, and travel to Earth.  And the plague came with them.  And Earth was not what they expected.  Only at 
Tech Level 23 (barely past the Second Industrial Revolution) and Social 21.  They had sent the signal because they were under invasion by other 
cosms.  
   The Akashans' arrival only made things worse.
   Then the discovery of Betrayal.  Sarila, one of the most respected of the High Council.  She had created the Comaghaz.
   Fortunately, with her in custody, a better treatment could be developed.  Still not an outright cure.  But a bright beacon in the gathering darkness.
   The Vote came.  Time to return home.  Despite the Akites being discredited by Sarila, their voices called for a return to isolation.  And the Rotan 
had to agree.  It was the best way to restore balance.  To allow Earth to solve its own problems.  And for Akasha to solve its own.
   Barely half the fleet was making the return voyage.  All of the grounded ships,that could be found were rendered inert.  Though some of the 
Plagueships in Chile might have survived.  Certainly there were some unaccounted for.  Many of the larger ships were left hidden behind Luna.  And 
the return fleet was still running on skeleton crews.
     A number of ships were lost while inside the stargate.  What should have been a handful of days had stretched out into weeks.
   But they were emerging now.  Then they would return home.
   “Rotan” a sensor officer reported.  “Now clearing the stargate.” 
   A pause as the Draygakk read the console in front of him.  “I'm not reading navigational beacons.”
   “Check stellar placement.  How long have we been gone?”  Fear made the leader of the Star Sphere's voice quake.
   “Checking.  Approximately one hundred years.  Sir!  Long-range contact inbound.”
   There would be no rest for Rotan Ulka.  Or what was left of his people...

New England, North America, Earth
21 April, 1999
   
   Doctor Hachi Mara-Two was alone in her private lab.  The entire facility was built to monitor the cosmverse.  Satellites over Earth watched – with 
limited success – the advancing of the invading realms.  In addition to banks of cosmscopes, she also had a functioning Gate connecting back to the 
lab in Cape City on Kadandra.  Opening contact between Earth and her own government.
   One of the scopes chirped.  A contact.  With a mental command, she brought up the data on her own implants.  A Herald.  Point of Origin: Star 
Sphere.  Message follows:
   “This is Huayna of Akasha, seeking the Akashan Expedition.  Father!  Do not attempt to return.  Akasha has fallen.  The Star Sphere has fallen.”
   Further data followed.  A document on the state of the Star Sphere.  The date was in the Akashan calendar.  Conversion showed...
   That can't be right.  The date translated to 2016.  Firstly, if the date were correct, the message was coming from the future.  And the Akashans left 
over three years ago.  
   No.  Time in the Star Sphere must not move at the same rate as other cosms.  Like how Terra was in the 1920s when Doctor Mobius left, the 1930s 
when he arrived on Earth thirty years later.  And now it was in the 1960s.  
   But what had happened in the Star Sphere.  She read on.

About this book:
   This book discusses the home cosm of the Space Gods.  Chapter One reprints the axioms and world laws.  Chapter Two covers character creation – 
including race creation rules, Biotechnology, and starship Rules.  Chapter Three looks at the Star Sphere now (now being several generations after 
the departure of the Earth expedition).  And Chapter Four reprints the Comaghaz – with some changes based on the Infiniverse Updates.  
   Several Races found in this book are from Shatterzone and D6 Space Aliens 1 – both by West End Games.



CHAPTER ONE
AXIOMS AND WORLD LAWS

Magical Axiom: 7
   The Akashans have little knowledge of magic, even though their axiom set supports a low level of magic use.  Within the Star Sphere, magic is 
practiced by few races; the relatively small Magic axiom has prevented sorcery from becoming more than an esoteric pastime.  Magic is extremely 
difficult to manipulate and of limited usefulness.  Alteration magic is only available through rituals, and the effectiveness of psionics has limited the 
development of divination magic.

Social Axiom: 27
   The  Akashans have a very high social axiom which supports their form of government.  The High Council's stated aim is to eventually see 
representative governments established on all the client worlds.
   Their history as pultaaks has colored the Akashan's policies toward other races. The Akashans live in harmony with one another, and believe that 
this harmony is the natural and correct state of being.  Akashans are occasionally heavy·handed when dealing with other races. The Coar Akashans 
believe they know what is best for all the races in the Star Sphere, and that it is their duty to elevate the other races to the level the Akashans' enjoy.  
It is possible they are right, but some other races would rather find their own way than be put on the "correct path to enlightenment" by the Akashans.
   Recent strife between the Akites and the Coar, and the struggle with the Comaghaz, have given the Akashans better insight into how a race might 
not clearly see a  way to social harmony.  They have become a little less patronizing to the other races in the Star Sphere - but just a little.
   Within the Star Sphere, many races operate on social levels far less structures than those of the Akasha.  The Akashans hope that one day these 
races will achieve the total democracy that they themselves enjoy.  
Psionics: Linked to the Social axiom, psionics are a mainstay of the Akashan way of life.  Over fifty percent of all the species of the StarSphere 
possess psionic powers, and, with these powers, many social problems have been avoided.  Still psionics are not a perfect tool, nor does everyone 
have access to their use, but they do contribute to life within the Star Sphere.

Spiritual Axiom: 13
The cosm of the Star Sphere has a high Spiritual axiom that recognizes all deities as facets of Apeiros or the Nameless One.  As such, there is no 
dominant mythos - all religions can exist freely within the spiritual axiom.
   Miracles are fairly plentiful, but usually not as "miraculous" as those found in other cosms.  The Spiritual axiom also allows the Akashan beliefs in 
the concepts of Zinatt, Aka, and Coar to have a dramatic effect on the way skills, and psionic powers are used (see Alignment).

Technological Axiom: 30
The technology of Akasha is markedly different from that developed on Earth.  The Akashans make use of the science of biotechnology, which 
employs latent possibility energy to create too1s and equipment from living organisms.  Nanotech and bioengineering have combined to produce 
living factories and tools which can modify or repair themselves.  Equipment is powered by a being's internal energy or vitamin/mineral packs. The 
Akashan's technology is "clean"; it causes no damage to the environment and returns to its natural components when no longer needed.  Even the 
Akashans' lightships and geomantic shuttles are constructed of living tech.
   Comaghaz hosts are far less scrupulous about the type of equipment they use, caring only that Sarila's commands be carried out as quickly as 
possible. Their gear often leaves behind waste by·products and pollutants, often causing direct harm to the environment.  They have no compunctions
about making use of fossil fuels,
fission and explosive gases to drive their vehicles and vessels.  Comaghaz weaponry is designed to cause physical damage not only to its targets, but 
also to the  environment.  Chemical and biological weapons are frequently used by the Comaghaz.
   The Star Sphere spans all levels of technological development.  As such, all lower levels of technology are supported by the Technological axiom.  
Core Earth, Cyberpapacy and NipponTech equipment works perfectly well under the Technological axiom of the Akashan realm.  The many species 
representatives brought to Earth by the Akashans have their own levels of technological advancement and their own varieties of equipment.
Attitudes towards Technology: Even though Akashans have access to fantastic equipment and biotech organisms, and even though this equipment 
does no harm to the environment, most Akashans tend to do things by hand if they are able.  They believe that working without much equipment 
brings them closer to the environment and to Zinatt.
   They are not fanatical about this belief and, as war grows in the realms, they are beginning to see this mode of living as a luxury. More and more, 
they are interested in devising new and better biotechnologies to combat the growing threat of the Comaghaz.
   Among the Comaghaz, the attitude is entirely different. Being a scientist, Sarila believes in the "right tool for the right job," even when that tool 
maybe more destructive than is necessary, and she has imparted that philosophy to the group mind she controls. While somewhat shortsighted, this 
approach has been lethally effective against many planets in the Star Sphere.  

World Laws
The Law of Religious Compatibility
As the Akashans believe all religions are part of the cosmverse and contain elements of Apeiros and the Nameless One within them, there is no 
dominant mythos.  Characters from different religions may work together to perform miracles, and miracles may be successfully performed on 
members of other religions without a spiritual struggle occurring.

The Law of Acceptance
One of the most powerful laws in Akasha and the Star Sphere is the Law of Acceptance.  Unlike most cultures, as Akashan culture evolved, it did so 
on the basis of first accepting the unknown, and then coming to understand it.  Few cultures have been so able to assimilate others' beliefs into their 
own structure. This belief is tied into the philosophy of Zinatt and is so ingrained  into every Akashans' psyche that it has become a world law.  Even 
Sarila, in her mad desire for conquest, accepts this world law.  She accepts the ways of others and then perverts them for her own ends.
   As a result, when in the realm of Akasha, characters from other realms are not only subject to the world laws of that realm, but to their own as well.
   The Law of Acceptance allows characters in Akasha to operate by their own world laws (and the laws of Akasha) without fear of creating a 
contradiction.  Their world laws do not supersede the laws of the Akasha, nor can they be used against a native of another cosm.
   The Law of Acceptance only affects world laws, not axioms.  If something is not governed by the axioms of Akasha, it can cause a contradiction, 
just like in any other realm.



The Way of Zinatt
The way of Zinatt is more than just a philosophy; it affects all actions taken within the realm and cosm of Akasha.  The concepts of Aka and Coor 
actively govern how possibility energy may be harnessed and used. All Akashans strive for enlightenment through these forces, but there are always 
those who are aligned so far to one side or another that they lose sight of their true goal.  Alignment is used to keep track of how great a character's 
connection is to the three major Akashan belief systems.

Aka
   Aka-aligned characters are more introspective, looking after their own personal needs and "minding their own business." They are very 
individualistic and tend to refrain from any kind of group action. They prefer to find non-violent solutions, or not take any action at all.  Aka 
emphasizes meditation and introspection very strongly.
Aka Principles: Inner, Introverted, Individual over All, Precise control of oneself, Creation for the Sake of Creation and/or the Individual
Aka-aligned characters gain the following benefits from the Aka philosophy:
- They gain a +3 bonus modifier when performing the following skills:
Agility: Acrobatics, Dodge, Flight, Melee Weapons*, Running, Swimming, Unarmed Combat* 
Dexterity: Biotech Weapons* , Energy Weapons*, Prestidigitation
Strength: Climbing, Lifting
Perception: Language, Linguistics, Mathematics 
Mind: Artist, Business, Meditation 
Charisma: Disguise,Taunt*
Spirit: Intimidation*, Willpower
The +3 bonus modifier is lost if the character is stymied or setback.  *  only for active defense.
- Aka-aligned characters may use a Possibility to remove four packets of damage rather than the usual three.
- Aka-aligned characters may not receive any cards from other players as the result of leadership cards. They may not give or receive the benefits of 
a supporter card.

Coar 
   Characters who are aligned to Coar believe that aggressive assertion of one's own will is the way to true enlightenment.  They also believe in 
putting the group before the individual as a societal norm, and are very much in favor of the Akashans acting as pultaaks for other worlds.  This is the
oldest philosophy on Akasha, and dominated that world prior to the disaster on Earth. After that, Akites split away from the Coar group, and Zinatt 
was born as a compromise between the two.
   Many species of the Star Sphere, believe Coar to be the correct road not only to enlightenment, but power.
Coar Principles: Outer, Extroverted, Group over All, Action, Right of Superior to Guide Inferior, Destruction for the Sake of Destruction and/or the 
Group.
Coar-aligned characters gain the following benefits from the Coar philosophy:
- They gain a +3 bonus modifier when performing the following skills:
Agility: Beast Riding, Maneuver, Melee Weapons, Unarmed Combat
Dexterity: Biotech Weapons, Energy Weapons, Fire Combat, Heavy Weapons, Missile Weapons, Thrown Weapons
Perception: Find, Track 
Charisma: Charm, Taunt*
Spirit: Intimidation*
The +3 bonus modifier is lost if the character is stymied or setback. * only for active value, not defensive value.
-Coar-aligned characters may use a Possibility to remove only two packets of damage rather than the usual three.
-Coar-aligned characters may "buy" cards from other Coar-aligned characters.  The purchasing character spends a Possibility, which is transferred to 
the "selling" character. The selling character must agree to the sale of the card.  No more than three cards may be purchased in this way in a single 
round, and all cards purchased must immediately be played in support of an action.

Zinatt 
   The ideal for most Akashans is to achieve a state of Zinatt, in which all of a character's actions are performed to bring accord and harmony, and to 
achieve communal ends which benefit all members of a group equally.  In the Star Sphere, this is a relatively new, but popular, concept.  It has only 
existed for the last few centuries.  All holders of the office of Rotan must be followers of Zinatt.
Zinatt Principles: Balance, Unity, Community for All, Vitality, Harmony of Creation and Destruction for Enlightenment.
Zinatt-aligned characters gain the following benefits from the Zinatt philosophy:
- They gain a +3 bonus modifier when performing the following skills:
Perception: Deduction, First Aid, Scholar
Mind: Medicine, Mindsense, Survival
Charisma:Persuasion
Spirit: Faith
-Zinatt-aligned characters gain the ability to restore the balance. They may counter Coar-aligned characters performing Coar actions by performing 
Aka-aligned actions. Zinatt-aligned characters may counter Aka-aligned character who are performing Aka actions by performing Coar-aligned 
actions.  Actions which restore the balance receive a +3 bonus modifier. If the Zinatt character's skill total is higher than the skill total of the Aka or 
Coar character, the result points are read on the Taunt/Trick column of the Interaction Results Table.



The Philosophical Triad
The concepts of Aka, Coar and Zinatt are by their nature vague and sometimes difficult to define accurately.  Although they have some similarities to 
concepts such as good and evil or law and chaos, Aka, Coar and Zinatt are more closely tied to the Akashan notion of acceptance.  All three 
philosophies are very different but, combined, make a powerful force.  Creation without Destruction brings Stagnation, and Life without Struggle is 
hollow and worthless. Most Akashans and the other races of the Star Sphere that follow Akashan philosophy believe that the way of Zinatt, of 
Balance, is the answer; that the extremes lead only to bad ends.
   As well as applying to Akashans, Zinatt can also apply to a group of adventurers who are united in their common aims.  In the Possibility Wars, 
these common aims are often tied to defeating the High Lords and bringing possibility back to the people.  A Zinatt-aligned charaeter who is part of 
an adventuring group endeavors to secure the interests and well-being of the group.
   Players are advised to choose an alignment for their characters when playing in the Akashan realm.  Each player keeps track of her character's 
alignment on her character sheet, but it is the gamemaster who has the final say as to what alignment a character is (see below). 
   Characters native to cosms other than Akasha lose the benefits of their Aka, Coar, or Zinatt alignment as soon as they leave the realm of the Space 
Gods. If players continue to act in accordance with their chosen alignment, we encourage the gamemaster to award those players Possibilities for 
roleplaying their characters.
Aysle: Characters with the honor skill most often choose Zinatt.  Characters with the corruption skill most often choose Coar, but those focused on 
greed or personal ambition over the cause of corruption are Aka.
Cyberpapacy: Only those who subscribe to the faith of the Cyberpope are affected.  They take the Coar alignment.
Living Land: Characters who worship Lanala see the world in terms of Aka. Gotaks are aligned to Coar.
Land Below: Most Tribes of Merritika devote themselves to the good of the Tribe, and are Zinatt or Coar.  Darooni Wasp Riders, Leopard Men, and 
the like tend toward Coar.  Loners such as those who practice magic are likely Aka.
Nile Empire: Good-aligned characters are usually aligned to Zinatt; Evil-aligned ones are usually aligned to Coar.  Note: Sometimes, even good 
Nile heroes are prone to excessive violence and destruction (the "DarkAvenger,” for example, can often be played that way) or self-interest.  In that 
event, feel free to align them with Coar,.  Even fewer are aligned with Aka.
Nippon Tech: Nippon Tech characters who actively support the Kanawa Corporation are aligned to Aka. Martial artists who strive to attain balance 
are aligned to Zinatt, however too many are Aka.  Ninja, however, are always aligned to Coar.
Orrorsh: Good characters in Orrorsh are aligned to Aka, due to their reliance on their own power to resist corruption.  Evil characters, or those who 
have achieved some state of corruption (werewolf player characters, for example), are aligned to Coar.
Tharkold: Almost all Tharkoldu and Race characters are Coar-aligned.

Changing Alignment
   Occasionally, a dramatic event causes one to rethink their entire worldview, this can lead to a change in alignment.  If this happens to a player 
character, the player and GM must discuss the matter.  It should not be a common or easy change.
   If the change is simply temporary, and the character will resume their original beliefs once a certain condition occurs, the character should simply 
forgo their alignment benefits until it is over.  More permanent changes should be just that – permanent.  The game master will always have final say 
in the matter.
   In addition to changing the benefits granted by their alignment, psionicists and clerics face changes to their abilities.  Psionicists who possess the 
Aligned Power Group (Aka, Coar, or Zinatt) must change to the new group.  He then selects one power from the new group for each power he 
possessed in the original group.  These are not gained instantly, and should require downtime between adventures to learn. 
   Clerics undergo conversion.  They lose one add of Faith, and must take faith of the new alignment.  Like psionics above, the cleric replaces their 
miracles with an equal number from the new alignment.

Faiths of the Star Sphere
   All religions are accepted within Akasha, as they each contain elements of Apeiros and the Nameless One within them.  There is no dominant 
mythos, but the Way of Zinatt pervades all religious activity within the bounds of the reality.  The inhabitants of Akasha manifest spiritual powers 
fairly frequently.   However, the effects that they achieve are often limited.
   The Spiritual axiom of Akasha is 13.  Spiritual powers may be called upon through prayer, ritual, or invocation.  Invocations have a focus difficulty
of 40, but are generally not particularly "miraculous" in their manifestation.  Religious items may be created by groups of the faithful through rituals 
or invocations.
   The Law of Religious Compatibility states that all religions work equally well within the confines of Akasha.  Believers in any faith can work 
together to perform any miracle available to them, or to invoke any god they might be associated with.  
   The Way of Zinatt colors all religious activity within Akasha, creating the only limitations on spiritual cooperation.  These limitations only apply to 
those with faith(Aka), faith(Coar), or faith(Zinatt). 
   Characters who are aligned to one of the three Akashan belief systems may not use miracles associated with another.  In other words, a priest 
aligned to Aka cannot use miracles that require a Coar alignment. Miracles that require alignment are marked with an (A).
   A character who performs a miracle associated with his alignment receives a +1 to his focus total.

Aka
The philosophy of Aka:
   When Apeiros seeded the universe with his creative energies, he brought forth a myriad of creatures filled with boundless energy.  These creatures 
flourished upon the worlds of the Star Sphere, growing and developing, thriving in the quiet of the stars. 
   However, this success filled the Nameless One with envy.  Angered at the success of the Creator, the Nameless One sent his darkness to consume 
the children of Apeiros. Destruction, darkness, greed, and envy – these things were visited upon Apeiros' children.  The Destroyer sought to undo 
everything that had been brought forth from eternity.
   But Apeiros was wise.  To each of his children, he gave the power to resist the forces of the Nameless One.  Each of them, individually, had the 
power to undo the Destroyers plans.  Apeiros presumed that his children would develop the precise control of themselves that would be required to 
surmount the challenges they would face.  It was this development that the Destroyer stunted, and by so doing prevented Apeiros' creations from 
achieving the perfection for which they had been given life. 
   The way of Aka is to accept the many manifestations of Apeiros and the Nameless One, but always to work toward the perfection that is the destiny
of the individual. The greatest weapon against the Destroyer that Apeiros has given to his children is the mind. Only by concentrating upon inner 
development can a being release the power that will defeat the Nameless One.



   When an individual achieves the precise control that is his birthright, he will become pultaak to the universe, showing the way for all creatures to 
rid themselves of the Nameless One's corruption.  It is a difficult path, filled with sacrifice, and any misstep may bring destruction. In ten millennia 
of Akashan civilization, none have achieved the requisite levels of self-discipline and control. Perhaps it is impossible, but hope is always the first 
step, for from hope comes creation.  All to often, the quest for self-perfection ends in selfish obsession – as the Akite becomes focused on 'obtaining 
more money', or becoming the strongest', or 'learning all there is'.  Those that surpass this stage might strive to reach Zinatt, but be held back by 
minutia.  Many physical adepts become so intent on achieving purity of the body, that they ignore mental pursuits.    
   Priests of Aka, while capable of understanding and accepting any aspect of Apeiros or the Nameless One, most often strive to develop the qualities 
associated with Apeiros.  Miracles of Aka are most often invoked by intense concentration, sensory deprivation, or meditation.  
   Aka has no officia1clergy, and many who follow its path are not even aware that they do so.  Within the Star Sphere, the belief has been developed 
most fully by the poet Jelnata.  Her work is considered by most to be the pinnacle of creativity, and she is purported to have vast powers developed 
by intense meditation.  Much of Jelnata's work before the expedition concerned Earth, leading her to travel there and continue her studies.
   On Earth, the spread of Aka has been somewhat slow, and this is most likely due to the violence of the Possibility Wars.  There are, however, a 
number of individuals whose beliefs seem to naturally incline them toward Aka, and many of them have proven quite adept at unlocking their inner 
power.  
   Those whose Akashan faith conforms to the way of Aka can never participate in communal miracles.  Priests of Aka may learn the miracles of any 
other faith they have encountered, as long as it is within their Spiritual axiom, and does not conflict with their fundamental beliefs.  They may also 
accept the enemies of any faith as being true enemies of their faith.

The Prayers of Aka
Bless
Calm
Ride Lines
Soothe
Ward Danger
Ward Enemy

The Rituals of Aka
Blessing Vow
Enhance Food
Healing
Introspection (A)
Multiply Food
Refresh
Replay Reality (Al
Ritual of Hope
Ritual of Purification
Tongues

Coar
The philosophy of Coar.
   Apeiros created many things within the universe, but none of them were truly alive.  While each was filled with energy, there was within these 
creatures no passion or desire.  For Apeiros could see nothing but creation, and in his obsession with this aspect of reality, he failed to give his 
creations anything to challenge them, anything that would force them to grow and develop.  
   Seeing this failure, the Nameless One was moved with sympathy.  He could not allow his brother's creations to be so flawed.  Acting on this, the 
Nameless One brought forth challenges within the universe.  First he created destruction, a force that would push Apeiros' creations to greater 
perfection by culling out the inferior among them.  Then he brought forth passion, so that the creatures of the universe would be truly alive.  
   The gifts of the Nameless One taught the creations of Apeiros the way to true perfection.  By acting in unison, with the strongest in the lead, 
nothing could resist the power of their vision.  Together, it was possible to both create greater things and provide greater challenges.  Those who were
weak fell because of their weakness.
   Action is the way of Coar, and nothing can stand against it.  Those who lead through great strength will gain the rewards of that strength, and 
ultimately the most powerful leader will emerge.  This leader will be the pultaak of the universe and his vision will allow all of Apeiros' creations to 
achieve perfection.
   Priests of Coar are capable of understanding and accepting any aspect of Apeiros or the Nameless One.  However, most often they choose to act in 
accordance with some of the qualities of the Nameless One.  Miracles of Coar are most often invoked by destructive actions.
   Those who reach beyond mere violence, see Coar as submitting to the greater good, and being supported in turn.  Each individual devotes their 
abilities and possessions to the goals of the group.  The group in turn, strives to aid the individual become stronger, to see that each has their needs 
fulfilled.  Leaders of this sort of group must learn to put aside their ego and personal desires, in order to lead the group to victory.  This sort of Coar 
invoke miracles through group rites.
   Coar has many groups that claim to be the superior proponents of the faith.  In Akasha, the belief has been most powerfully dictated by the Machu 
Coar.  Many of the most powerful leaders of this group hold prominent positions among the Monitors.  The Machu Coar, more than any other group, 
advocated the complete takeover of Earth.  The Machu Coar leaders hoped that a more stable situation would allow a cure for the Comaghaz to be 
found. 
   On Earth, the way of Coar has proven popular among the many people who are worried about the expansion of the Possibility Wars.  These people 
are willing to follow almost any leader who promises to bring an end to the conflict, no matter what the cost.
   The followers of Coar can learn any miracle that is within their Spiritual axiom, does not deviate from the tenets of Coar, and which they have 
observed in use. They do not use the ward enemy miracle as they would rather destroy their enemies. 

The Prayers of Coar
Bless
Boost Damage (A)
Reduce Toughness (A)
Ride Lines
Spirit Sword (A)

The Rituals of Coar
Cure Disease
Enhance Food
Multiply Food
Ritual of Hope
Ritual of Purification
Tongues



Zinatt
The philosophy of Zinatt
   The universe is a balance between Apeiros and the Nameless One.  Neither creation nor destruction could exist without the other - only together is 
the true complexity of the universe possible.  While Apeiros would have a universe composed only of creation, it would be stagnant and 
unchallenged.  And the Nameless One would consume everything in a blind maelstrom of destruction that could result in nothing but a formless void.
It is the balance of these two principles which must guide the faithful to a harmonious accord.
   To achieve this balance. the followers of Zinatt must utilize both the tools of Apeiros as well as those of the Nameless One.  Boundless creation 
must be checked by destruction, and undue devastation must be stopped before it becomes all-consuming.  The rights of the individual must be 
protected from the tyranny of the collective. However, in tum, the collective must not be crippled by the whims of the individual.  
   In order to prevent either Apeiros or the Nameless One from becoming completely dominant, the followers of Zinatt must be eternally vigilant.  
The first step is to ensure that a balance is maintained by the individual.  The struggle is a difflcu1t one and as such the political process must be 
emphasized.  Thus the way of Zinatt is primarily that of the diplomat.  The goal of this diplomacy must be to channel the forces of Coar and Aka into 
pursuits that serve to enhance the lives of all.  Only where creation and destruction meet can true enlightenment be found.
   Priests of Zinatt embrace all aspects of both Apeiros and the Nameless One.  They seek to find a balance between the forces of creation and 
destruction in all situations.  The miracles of Zinatt are most often invoked through some combination of creation and destruction.  
   The followers of Zinatt work as individuals as frequently as they work in groups.  Within Akasha, the way of Zinatt is considered the ideal path by 
many.  Through great effort, they have secured political preeminence for their beliefs and now dominate the Kyat.  The Rotan is traditionally a 
follower of Zinatt.
   The dangers of the Comaghaz have, however, begun to destabilize the Akashan political situation.  This has raised the danger that the followers of 
Zinatt may not be able to maintain the balance much longer.
   On Earth, the Akashan bureaucracy is composed primarily of the followers of Zinatt.  As such, the human natives most often encounter followers of
this belief.  The influence of this frequent direct contact is expected to be positive.  However the spread of the Comaghaz to the native population 
may jeopardize this process of impression by example.
   Those whose Akashan faith conforms to the way of Zinatt may use any miracles that are available to their Spiritual axiom.  To do so, they must 
have seen the miracle performed at least once.  The followers of Zinatt can accept the enemies of any faith as enemies of their faith.

Prayers of Zinatt
Bless
Calm
Cure Disease
Ease Frenzy (A)
Electro Damper (A)
Ride Lines
Soothe
Ward Danger
Ward Enemy

Rituals of Zinatt
Blessing Vow
Common Ground
Communicate with Animal Spirit
Communicate with Elemental Spirit
Communicate with Plant Spirit
Computer Empathy
Create Reality Tree (A)
Enhance Food
Healing
Multiply Food
Refresh
Ritual of Hope
Ritual of Purification
Spirit Shield (A)
Tongues



CHAPTER TWO
NEW RULES

CHARACTER CREATION
   Star Sphere characters follow the standard rules except as follows.  Characters must choose a racial package.  Creating a new race is possible (see 
below) but requires GM approval.  Characters must choose an alignment: Aka, Coar, or Zinatt.  Unless noted, characters may take the Psionics 
advantage for free, however not all characters will actually possess psionic skills.
   Characters native to the Cosm should take Language:Quechua as their primary or secondary language.  Rather than Cosm Lores they take 
Scholar:Native Racial Lore at +3 and Scholar:Star Sphere at +2.  If the character will be playing in a game set on Earth, use the normal rules.

Advantages
Additional Biotech Implant (1pt Advantage) Your immune system has been adjusted to permit additional implants.  For each time you take this 
advantage, you can have another implant.  During play this costs 5 skill points or Possibilities per additional implant.
Balanced Coar (2pt Advantage) Must be Coar alignment.  You may negate three damage packages when spending a possibility, instead of two.
Genetic Enhancement (4 point advantage)
   Select: Adrenaline (AGI&STR), Physique (DEX&END), Intellect (PER&MIN), Presence (CHA&SPI).  Must spend at least 8 attribute points on 
   each attribute.  You were born with a Genetic Modification, this counts as one Biotech implant.  Gain 6 additional attribute points toward the 
   selected attributes (can not exceed racial maximum).

Disadvantages
Balanced Aka (2pt Disadvantage) Must be Aka alignment.  You negate three damage packages when spending a possibility, instead of four.
Prejudice:Client Race (1-3pt Disadvantage)

1 – Race is fairly advanced (Third Industrial Revolution, Social 22, Tech 24)
2 – Race is slightly advanced (Second Industrial Revolution, Social 18, Tech 17), or has some form of imbalance
3 – Race is primitive (First Industrial Revolution or earlier)

Reduced Implants (1-4pt Disadvantage) Your immune system can not tolerate Biotech implants, or perhaps your implants are poorly designed.  For 
each rank, the maximum number of implants you can have is reduced by one (to a minimum of zero).

Racial Packages
Akashan or Baseline Human (0 points, Varies)
No required Advantages or Disadvantages

Barathax (3 points, Aka)
- Acute Sight and Hearing (PER+1), Tail, Claws (STR+3/16), Skill Bonus:Acrobatics, Dodge, Jumping +1
- Arrogant (Persuasion-3), Hate Water (Willpower DN 10 or take no action until dry)(2)

Draygaak (6 points, Varies – mainly Zinatt)
- PER and MIN +2/15, teeth (STR+4), Claws (STR+2), Scales (TOU+3), Frenzy skill
- AGI and DEX -2/11, Prejudice:Client Race (2)

Elves (6 points, Aka)
- AGI, DEX, and PER +2/16
- END -3 (Max 10), Xenophobia/Bigotry:Akashans (3+)

Gilvahn (Heavy World Human)(4 points, Varies - mainly Zinatt to Coar)
- STR and END+1/14
- Explorer (Willpower DN10 to avoid wandering off)(2), Skill Penalty:Acrobatics, Melee Weapons Prestidigitation -2

Glahn (5 points, Varies - mainly Zinatt to Coar)
- STR and END +1/14, Trick +1, Gambling +1, Persuasion:Con +2
- Bigotry:Mutants/Enhanced (2), Bigotry/Prejudice: Psionics (2), Cultural Allergy:Traditionalist (1)

Gudasko (6 points, Coar)
- STR and PER +2/15, Teeth (STR+2), Claws (STR+4), Darkvision
- Min -3/10, Prejudice:Client Race (3)

Hurshuka (5 points, Zinatt)
- Large (1), Longevity, Shell (TOU+3/19), Psionic Manipulation:Senses+3
- Nutritional Requirement (Vegetarian)(1), Reduced Movement (MRG-2, No Jump)(3), Homesick (When reminded of home, Social penalty -1),
   Cold-Blooded (Temperature Extremes affect mood and health)

Ishantra (4 points, Varies - mainly Zinatt to Coar)
- Recognize Ishantrans (2), Racial Memory of Exodus (0), Genetic Modification (2 points+)
- Bigotry/Prejudice: Non-asexual Ishantrans (1), Cultural allergy:Technophile (1), Alien Outlook:Mutation/Genetic engineering (2)
- special: choose 1-2 very high attributes and 1-2 very low attributes (5-13)



Kestarian
Female (10 points, Varies – Aka leanings)
- CHA+2/15, Attractive, 4 limbs (no multi-action penalty)(2), Hypnotism (CHA+4) (3)
- STR-2/11, Prejudice:Prostitute/Love Slave (3), Hedonistic (Strong)(3)

Male (5 points, Varies, mainly Coar)
- CHA+1/13, 4 limbs (no multi-action penalty)(2), Hypnotism (CHA+2) (2)
- STR-1/12, Prejudice:Primitive and emotional (2), Alien Outlook:Emotional (1)

Larendi (4 points, Varies, mainly Coar)
- AGI+3/16, Claws (STR+4); Wings (speed 13)
- Min -1/12, Prejudice:Client Race (3)

Lonthyn
Inner World (5 points, Coar)
- AGI+1/14, Increased Movement (MRG+2)(2), Iron Will (Willpower +3)
- END-2/11, Untrusting (-1 to Social interactions involving trust)(1)

Outer World (3 points, Coar)
- Fast Reflexes (1), Increased Movement (MRG+2)(2), Nanotech Enhanced Skeleton (Unarmed and Melee Damage +2 but Difficulty +2)(1-1=0)
- Nutritional Requirement (Chemical and Nanotech Cocktail)(2), Paranoid (1)

Lorbaat (7 points, Coar)
- STR+3/16, Mandibles (STR+4), Claws (STR+3), Shell (TOU+3), Baatase glue (STR 16), Trioacid (Dmg 14)
- Prejudice:Client Race (3), Devotion:Hive (4); May not possess Psionics except for a Racial Hive Mind

Malcharan (Cyborg Human)(1 point, varies)
- Cyberpsyche Skill.  Begin play with up to Spirit+3 in Cybernetics (Use Tharkold/Kadandra list)
- Prejudice:Cyborg (1)

Mareen (NPC only, varies)
- Environmental resistance (END+6)(2), Electric Shock (Damage 10 A 1/round Range 3-5/10/20)(4), Waterbreathing (Swimming+3)(1)
- STR and DEX*-3/10, Atmospheric Incompatibility:Water Breather(3)*, Atypical Movement (Swim only)*
   Devotion:acquiring unique and beautiful objects(1), Cultural Unfamiliarity (1)
   * negated by exosuit

Pherro (3 points, Coar)
- Acute Senses:Sight, Hearing, Smell (2), Tail, Tracking+3
- Devotion:pack (1+), Bigotry:Felinoids(1+), Quirk:Impatient (Willpower DN 5 to think things through, Aim Bonus limited to +2)(1)

Razithar (5 points, Varies- mainly Aka)
- Natural Armor (TOU+3/16), Claws (STR+3/16), Tail, Business Sense (Business and Persuasion:Negotiation+2)
- Cold Intolerance (-2 to all actions at -1oc, 1 shock/round at -17oc until unconscious)(2), Arrogant (Persuasion-3), Devotion:Profit(2)

Rednas (5 points, varies)
- Regenerate Limbs (heal as if -1 wound)(3), Acute Smell (Find and track+1)(1), Scaly Hide (TOU+2/17)
- Cold Intolerance (-2 to all actions at -1oc, 1 shock/round at -17oc until unconscious)(2), Prejudice:Reptilian(2), Reputation:Violent(1)

Taurid (4 points, Coar or Zinatt)
- Teeth (STR+3), Horns (STR+4), Hide (TOU+7), Size +2 (STR+2/15, Lifting Limit 11)
- Prejudice:Half-Folk (2), Short Tempered, Size +2 (Dodge and Stealth -2)

Verdendrian (10 points, Zinatt)
- Extra Limbs:8 Tentacles, Equally Useful(4), Regeneration (5), nightvision
- Nutritional Requirement:4 hours sunlight (or equivalent) per day(2), Achilles Heel (Alcohol, Polluted Air/Water, Damage+3/10)(3), Mute (1), 
   Reduced Movement (-2/lost limb), Easily Surprised (Penalties+2)(1), Devotion:Root(1+), Devotion:Curiosity  (2), Poor Hearing (PER-2)(1)

Veronian (6 points, Coar)
- Shapeshift (Disguise+6)(2), Attribute Scramble (Physical +/-2, must fit disguise)(3), Scholar:Racial Lore (always roll skilled)(1)
- Alien Outlook:Don't understand why others are uncomfortable(2), Prejudice:Shapeshifter(4)

Yithra (5 points, Coar)
- Rock-hard skin (TOU+3/16)(3), Cold Aura (D15 R3m)(2)
- Must wear Envi Suit (1), Violent Temper (2), Prejudice:Uncaring toward others (2)



New Skills
Underlined Skills are Difficult
Agility
Melee Weapons – Biotech Melee Weapons
Dexterity
Biotech Weapons – Biotech Firearms, Biotech Missile Weapons, Biotech Thrown Weapons
Gunnery – Lasers, Blasters, Particle Accelerators, Slicers, Gravitic Rays, Mass Drivers, Missile Launchers, Plasma
Vehicle Piloting:Space – Fighter, Small Craft, Capital Ship
Perception
Language – Quechua (Akashan), Native Languages for each race
Psionic Manipulation – Specific Power Group
Scholar:Race Lore* limitations: Specific Race
Scholar:Star Sphere Lore (Cosm Lore) – specific regions, cosmic phenomena
Mind
Biotech – Weapons, Vehicles, Genetic Manipulation, Symbiotes
Mindsense – None
Psionic Resistance – None
Spirit
Faith – Aka, Coar, Zinatt
Frenzy – None

PSIONICS
Lorbaat Hive Mind 
   Normal Lorbaat, regardless of Caste, roll unskilled.  Queens may possess the Psionic Manipulation (Specialization Hive Mind) and Psionic 
Resistance skills.  All Lorbaat may use the Sense Powers: Beacon, Empathy, and Send Thoughts with other Lorbaat in range.

New Psionic Powers
   The Earth Cosmbook introduced three new powers.  These are available to Star sphere Psionicists as well.  Astral Projection is an Aka power.  
Psychometry is in the Zinatt power group.  Coar characters may choose, instead of Telekinetic Attack to take Pyrokinesis (fire), Cryokinesis (ice), or 
Electrokinesis (electrical).  

Biokinesis
   A rare Power Group, practiced almost exclusively by the Elves.  It is the power to adapt ones body to suit the environment.  Some of the powers of 
this group have been discovered by the Akashans and other psionicists, but with limited success, depending in alignment.

Accelerate Healing – As the Zinatt power

Major Biosculpting
Base Difficulty: 12
Base Range: self
Base Effect Value: 16
Bonus Number to: duration
Description: make major changes to one's physiology
   This power requires the user to first possess Minor Biosculpting.  Use of this power allows for the growth of claws, wings, a tail, or any other sort 
of features.  The effect value is compared to the user's Toughness on the power push table.  The result points are used to “buy” advantages – see the 
Race Creation Charts (below) for costs.  These alterations can allow for special abilities such as flight, water breathing, dark vision, or natural 
weapons.  This can allow the user to disguise himself as a race that is radically different (such as a Gudasko or Larendi).
   It also allows the user to re-arrange physical attributes.  Again compare the effect value to the user's Toughness on the push table.  The results are 
the maximum amount that can be added or subtracted from any attribute.
    Example: Edratar has a Toughness of 9, and successfully activates Major Biosculpting.  The push results are +3.  Up to three points can be added 
or subtracted from any attribute.  He chooses to reduce his Dexterity from 12 to 9, and his Endurance from 9 to 6, and adds three each to Agility and 
Strength.
   Or he could increase the Effect Value to 24 for a Push Result of +6.  And reduce his Agility and Dexterity by three each, to increase his Toughness 
by 6.

Minor Biosculpting 
Base Difficulty: 10
Base Range: self
Base Effect Value: 10
Bonus Number to: duration
Description: cosmetic alterations to the user's appearance
   This power allows the user to make minor changes to their appearance, such as altering hair, skin, or eye color.  Seen mainly as a vanity power, it 
can also be used for disguise.  The effect value is read on the disguise chart.

Living Harmony – As the Zinatt power



Shift Senses
Base Difficulty: Varies (see below)
Base Range: self
Base Effect Value: Find Value
Bonus Number to: duration
Description: alter senses into different ranges
   Allows the user to shift her natural senses beyond their normal range, such as seeing into the infrared, smelling specific chemical combinations, or 
hearing the presence of comm signals (but not the content). 
   Difficulties vary depending on the complexity of the change: 
Simple phenomena (heat, simple scents) – 10
Uncommon phenomena (comm freq. IR rad.) - 12
Complex phenomena (smell of a rare gas) - 15

Suspended Animation – As the Aka power

It is rumored there is a final power in the group, one which allows the Biosculpting of others – willing or not.

Sidebar: Ride Lines
   Some errata on the Ride Lines Prayer.  Firstly, while the miracle is Range: Self, the priest may carry others with him.  They must all be touching, 
and the maximum number is one person per add of Faith.
   Nextly, the Realmbook was unclear on what exactly the Lines entailed.  The Nazca Lines are merely decorative.  The actual Geomantic Lines the 
rider(s) use are found on every planet, and permit travel nearly anywhere.  This is not precise point to point.  But a priest may easily find the line in 
Machu Picchu and travel to Lima.  Or Santiago, Chile to Cerne Abbas, England.  The Gamemaster will determine the exact starting and ending point,
but they will generally be able to find a line within a 40 kilometer (25 mile) radius.  
   Finally, the prayer may be used as a Divination to locate the line.  Minimal or average success determines the closest one, and point in the right 
direction.  Good success pinpoints the line, and gives the cleric an exact visual sense of where it is.  For superior or better, additional lines may be 
located – because sometimes the nearest one is not a safe place to go.

RACE CREATION RULES
   There are hundreds of races in the Star Sphere, the ones presented are just a small sampling.  With GM permission, players may create their own 
race.  First, the player must create a background, describing the homeworld and culture of the species.  Then he selects up to 10 points in advantages 
and disadvantages to reflect the species.  In addition to those used to create an individual character, the player may select from this list.  Or, with GM 
permission, it is possible to create a new trait using these as a guideline to establish the cost and benefits.  Note: some costs vary from the  races 
above.  This is because those races are pre-built, and (theoretically) balanced.  GMs may allow player-created race packages to use those costs, at 
their discretion, dependent on the overall power level of the race.
   It is strongly recommended that race packages be limited to 4-6 points, in order to leave points for individual character traits.



Racial Advantages: Racial Disadvantages:

Numbers
Attributes
Additional Attribute Point 1pt
   Increased Attribute Maximum +1pt
Skills
Bonus (3 add bonus, may be to one to three skills) 1pt
Easy (Difficult Skill costs as Normal) 1pt
   (Free with Bonus) GM
   Examples:

Attractive (Charm+3 where appropriate) 1pt
Iron Will (Willpower+3) 1pt
Tracker (Tracking+3) 1pt
Business Sense (Business and Persuasion:Negotiation+2) 1pt
Agile (Acrobatics, Dodge, Jumping +1) 1pt

Reduced Attribute Maximum 1pt

Penalty (-3 add penalty to one to three skills) 1pt
Difficult (Normal Skill costs as Difficult) 1pt
Stymied +1pt
Unskilled +2pt

Arrogant (Persuasion-3) 1pt
Desert Dweller (Swimming is Difficult) 1pt
Primitive (Streetwise is Stymied) 2pt
Untrusting (-1 to Social interactions involving trust) 1pt

Physical
Size - both an advantage and a disadvantage (at equal levels).  1-10pts

Value equals size difference compared to Humans (Large or Small)
Dodge, Maneuver and Stealth - bonus for Small, penalty for Large (doesn't affect MoS) 
Strength, Toughness, Movement Rates and Lifting - bonus for Large, penalty for Small 

Limbs
Additional Limb, Cosmetic (Tail, cost per limb) 0pt

Useful (May use for AGI, DEX, combat, cost per limb) 1pt
Multi-Action (Cost per limb that can act simultaneously) +1pt

Ambidextrous (DEX <13) 1pt
   Dexterity 13+ 0pt
Armor (cost per armor add) 1pt
Natural Weapons 
   Claws, Fangs, Horns (cost per highest damage add bonus) 1pt
   Ranged Attack (Spikes, Energy, Implanted Biotech Weapon

Range = END, Base Damage = SPI) 3pt 
Increased Damage (+5 per level, Max two levels) +1pt

     Armor Defeating Attack (-5 adds armor, with one exception) +1pt
   Aura/Field (i.e Cold, Electrical, touch, base damage=END or SPI) 2pt

Increased Damage (+5, +10, +15)               +1-3pt
Healing
Fast Healing (Heal as if one wound lower) 1pt
Regeneration (1 Shock/Round, K in 1 minute, 

Wound Recovery Rolls in hours not days) 5pt
Drug/Poison Tolerance (END+1/point) 1-3pt
Resist Pain Skill (May take this skill, begin with 1 add) 1pt
Exceptional Lung Capacity (Hold your breath for END+4) 3pt
Longevity (lives much longer than humans) 1pt
Reduced Food/Sleep Requirement (up to 1/4th food/sleep) 1pt
Omnivorous (eat/chew any non-poisonous organic substance) 2pt
Movement
Increased Movement Rate (some/all values, cost per point increased)1pt
   Swapped/altered Rates (i.e. Run @ MRS and swim @ MRG) 1pt
Fast Reflexes (Haste 1/act/level and AGI+1/level for initiative) 1-3pt
Wings, Glider (limited flight, long jump distance MRJ+Height) 2pt

Flight (MRF=2*AGI+STR/3) 3pt

Reduced Limbs (May impose penalties to AGI, DEX, Movement) 1pt

Slow Healing (Heal as is one wound higher) 1pt
No Regeneration (only healed by Medicine or Science) 5pt

Mayfly (live much shorter than humans) 1pt
Metabolic Difference (must have twice as much food/water/sleep
   Fatigued and -2 penalty) 1pt

Decreased Movement Rate (some/all values, cost per point decreased) 1pt

Environmental
Environmental Tolerance (END+5 vs. one type temperature, pressure) 2pt
   i.e. Cold Tolerance, Alpine, Deep Sea (Pressure only)
Atmospheric Compatibility (breath additional atmosphere) 1pt
   Amphibious (Swimming+3, and can remain underwater indefinitely)

Environmental Intolerance 2pt
Cold Intolerance (-2 to all actions at -1oc, 1 shock/round at -17oc until unconscious)
Atmospheric Incompatibility (Can not breath normal atmosphere)
   Minor difference (higher CO2) 1pt
   Major difference (water breather) 2pt
Vulnerability
Allergy (Fatigued or Stymied) 1pt
Minor (1 Shock per round or Stymie ) 2pt
Major (1 wound per round) 3pt 
Lethal (Damage Value 20, ignore TOU per round) 4pt



Senses
Enhanced Sense (PER +2 for one sense or +1 to two) 1pt

(PER +2 for all senses) 2pt
Nightvision (half penalty for darkness 1pt
Darkvision (no penalty for darkness) 2pt
Extra Sense (i.e. such as radio hearing, internal clock, sense magic) 1pt
Alert (Alertness 1/act/level, PER+1/level for passive notice) 1-3pt
Combat Sense (Reduce Surprise by one level) 1pt

Poor Sense (PER-2 for one sense or -1 to two) 1pt
(PER-2 for all senses) 2pt

Lightblind (reverse darkness penalties for bright conditions) 1pt
Nightblind (double darkness penalties, max. +10) 1pt
Lost Sense (Blind, Deaf, etc.) 3pt

Mental
Patient (gain up to +4 from Take Extra Time) 1pt
Multitask (MIN on the Power Push table, may take one normal action and 
   the rest in mental only actions simultaneously) 2pt
Intuitive (Idea 1/act/level) 1-3pt

Poor Concentration (gain only +2 max from Take Extra Time) 1pt

Personality Quirks
Examples include:
Healthy Paranoia (+1/level vs. Stealth/Prestidigitation) 1-3pt
Skepticism (+1/level vs. Persuasion/Trick) 1-3pt
Gullible (-1/level vs. Persuasion/Trick, +2 for your attempts) 1-3pt

Paranoia (value equals penalty when trait is invoked) 1-3pt
Cynicism, Minor (Constant Complaining) 1pt
   Major (irritate others easily) 2pt 
Lying, Minor (preferred solution to problems) 1pt
   Major (You lie constantly and for no reason) 2pt
Phobia/Mania
Suppressible (Willpower DN 5 or -1 vs.) 1pt
Moderate (Willpower DN 10 or -2 vs.)         2pt
Strong (Willpower DN 15 or -3 vs.) 3pt
Devotion (Adherence to something greater than yourself)
Seldom inhibits your actions                                                   1pt
Comes into play regularly, may inhibit your actions (Willpower+1) 2pt
Almost always in effect (1LP to ignore, Willpower+3)                 3pt
Always in effect (may not ignore, Willpower+5)                      4pt

Social
Racial Fame (Value added to Social Rolls against other species) 1-3pt Cultural “Allergy”/Minor stigma - Stymie 1pt

   Alien Outlook, Minor (confusion at human behavior) 2pt
   Major (confusion, such as mistaking greetings for attacks) 3pt
Racial Bigotry (Your species hates some group)
   Minor-socially acceptable target (Cyborgs, Insectoids) 1pt
   Average-less than acceptable target (Psionicists) 2pt
   Major-unacceptable target (Humans) 3pt
   Xenophobia (You hate everyone) 4pt
   Dangerous level (you will try to provoke a fight) +1pt
   Suppressible -1pt
Racial Prejudice (Others dislike your species)
   Minor (Advanced Client Races) 1pt
   Moderate (Primitive Client Races) 2pt
   Major (Kestarian Females) 3pt
   Universal (Shapeshifters) 4pt

Special Abilities
Examples include: (May also select powers from Pulp Powers List from Khem Cosmbook)
Biotech (natural equivalent of any Symbiotic Implant) 1pt
Good Luck (Up 1/act/level) 1-3pt
Immunity to Physical Attack Form (Melee/Unarmed, Missile/Thrown, etc.)(1) 4pt
Immunity to Interaction Type (Trick, Taunt, Intimidate)(1) 4pt
Invisibility (Stealth +10, and +10 to avoid attacks) 4pt
Life Drain (SPI+10 vs. specific attribute.  Gain 1 life point/wound inflicted) 5pt
Paralyzing Touch (SPI+10 vs Willpower) 4pt
Possession (SPI-based skill vs. Willpower 6pt
Psionics (Free to Star Sphere, Normally:) 2pt
Ventriloquism/Voice mimicry (PER-based skill) 1pt

Ability Flaws
Burn-out - ability fails under certain conditions 

minor - roll a 2, new moon, lost for scene or until condition ends 1pt
standard - roll a 2-4, night, lost for act or until condition ends 2pt
major - flaw is in effect more often than not 3pt

Price - use of power requires some condition or costs 1 life point 1pt
Side Effect - ability causes some complication to other actions while in use 2pt
Singularity - character may only use one power at a time 1pt/advantage affected



BIOTECH CREATION
   Biotech Symbiotes and Technology can be constructed using the Mind-Based Biotech skill.  Crafting Biotech requires at minimum a Biotech 
Repair Kit, and preferably a full Biotech Lab.
   Biotech cannot be used unskilled.

Symbiote Implants
   The difficulty for constructing Implants is based on the Effect Value and the Duration of the Implant.  Find the value for effect, duration, and add 
them together, then multiply by the Uses Per Day modifier 9round logically).  For example: 
Gutadatl
AGI and STR+2 (12) + Permanent (15) x 1 minute per day (0.6) = 16.2(16); Creation Difficulty 16.
Dalen
Tracking+3 (4.5) + One Day (9) = 13.5(14); Creation Difficulty 14.

   Implants require three days to grow, but only require about 15 minutes to an hour (difficulty as Time Value) to actually craft.

Effect
Attribute or Advantages/disadvantages have a base value of 3 per point.  Skill points cost one point each.
Type Value Multiplier
Stand-alone stun damage* 0.75
Stand-alone damage* 1
Stand-alone protection* 1
Protection or damage modifier* 1.5
Protection against physical, energy, or psionic only 0.5
Damage ignores normal armor 1.5
Stand-alone skill value 1
Skill modifier 1.5
Stand-alone attribute 1.5
Attribute modifier 2
* Values assume only one damage type (physical, mental, spiritual).  To protect against or damage more than one, each must be purchased 
separately.

Duration
Approximate Duration* Modifier
Round 0
Minute 3
Hour 6
Day 9
Month 12
Permanent 15
* For in-between values, judgement calls are needed, i.e. 30 seconds (+2), or one year (+14).

Uses Per Day 
Total Rounds of Use Modifier
1 x0.25
3 x0.4
6 x0.6
More than 1 minute, but less than 24 hours x0.75

Biotech Devices
   Biotech devices includes suits (armored or not), melee weapons, missile/thrown weapons, firearms, and general equipment.  Crafting such items 
has a difficulty of 12 plus the bonus of the item.  Skill Bonuses, or limitations to the benefit of the item reduce the bonus by ½ (round up).  
   Examples:
Chameleon Suit (Stealth+3) (3/2=1.5); DN=12+2=14
Plasma Armor (TOU+15 vs. energy, +1 vs. other attacks) (15/2=7.5); DN=12+8=20
   Items without a specific bonus are more difficult and require some adjudication.  A Temp Suit protects to -40oc, this is a value of 8, for difficulty 
20.  For firearms, the value of the Damage Value is the Difficulty Modifier.  For example, the Gravitic Ray (Damage 30), has a difficulty of 12+8=20.
   Items with additional benefits add a simple bonus.  The poison of the Bhelablade, or the acid of Salend Sling bullets are a +1 to the difficulty.  The 
four tentacles of a Tentacle Sword have a value of 3, for a +3 to the difficulty.
   Adventuring Gear follows the same system, but the Difficulty Modifier is divided by 2 (round down) for non-combat equipment.
   Combat Gear requires three days to grow, small non-combat gear might be grown in as little as one day.

Repairs
Repairing damaged biotech takes one day. The biotech total must beat a difficulty of the wound level. Each level of success reduces the time value 
for the repairs by two.
   Thus, on an average success repairs take 10 hours. Good success takes 4 hours.  Superior success takes 90 minutes and a spectacular success takes 
half an hour.



BIOTECH EQUIPMENT

   Biotech equipment is available throughout the realm of Akasha, both in legitimate markets and in black markets such as that in Lima. 
   Biotech equipment ranges from extremely inexpensive to very dear, depending on its function, the time it takes to manufacture, and who you are 
purchasing from. Buyers are advised that prices of certain items can vary wildly from one site to the next.

Protective Suits
   Biotech protective suits are generally made from unicellular creatures with microscopic control devices which allow the wearer to regulate their 
function. They enclose the wearer from head to toe in a thin, transparent membrane. and are almost undetectable by visual means(Perception or find 
difficulty of 18 to spot on the wearer).  
   Most biotech suits tend to be symbiotic, drawing nutrients from the waste products of the wearer's body.  Barring damage through disconnection, 
the suit will remain functioning for as long as the wearer is alive. If the wearer dies, the suit will expire one hour later. If the wearer should 
disconnect, the construct will become inert and cease to be effective until he reconnects.
   The user may will the suit to remove itself at any time, at which point the biotech construct will become dormant until it is donned again.
Chameleon Suit: These constructs are capable of detecting light and color and of matching their appearance to that of the background scenery. Their
talent is sophisticated enough that they can even blend in with moving or erratic patterns. Use of a chameleon suit adds +3 to a character's stealth 
value. The construct is attuned to its wearer's brain waves, so a Mind total of 8 is  required to activate its chameleon abilities. 
Cloaking Suit: This bio-construct has the ability to bend light waves around itself, thus rendering itself (and its wearer) invisible to the naked eye. 
The cloaking suit is activated by a Mind total of 8,and cannot be worn with any other suit. It provides a +5 bonus to the
user's stealth value.
Flight Suit: A bioconstruct that is dormant until activated by its wearer (a Mind total of 7). Once roused, glider wings drop from the arms of the suit 
while the construct forms an air bladder at the chest. This allows the wearer a limited ability to fly, using the wings to steer. The flight or air vehicles 
skill is required to use this suit.  The flight suit is not symbiotic, and must be fed once per week.
Kinetic Armor: Based upon the same biotechnology used to construct Akashan prison cells, kinetic armor protects the wearer by actually feeding off
the kinetic energy of any object striking it. This has the effect of providing TOU+10 protection to the wearer against physical attack. 
   Kinetic armor is symbiotic,and does have a fatigue penalty. It cannot be worn with any other biotech suit save the temperature regulator (detailed 
below). It is ineffective against psionic or magical attack.
Plasma Armor: A biotech creation utilizing a creature which thrives deep beneath the surface of Akasha. A symbiotic suit, plasma armor feeds on 
the energy spewed forth by most energy weapons, providing TOU+15/35 protection against such bolls. Plasma armor is ineffective against magic and
psionic attack, and provides only TOU+1 protection against non-energy attacks.
Pressure Suit: This construct feeds on carbon dioxide and stores oxygen, which it passes to its wearer while maintaining the user's  internal body 
pressure, avoiding explosive decompression when in a vacuum. The suit contains enough oxygen for 24 hours. This suit can also be used for 
underwater operations.
   Unlike other biotech suits, this one is not form-fitting. There is an "air cushion" about one centimeter thick in between the character and the suit.  If 
the suit sustains a mortal wound, it is unable to reseal itself and protect the wearer. As with most biosuits, other biotech suits may not be worn 
underneath the suit as they interfere with its symbiosis.
   The pressure suit works immediately upon donning. and does not require a skill total. However, disconnecting while using another biotech device 
will cause it to become inert.  
   The pressure suit also acts as TOU+5 armor, but reduces all Agility and Dexterity-based skills by -3 and has a fatigue penalty. 
Protective Suit: This suit protects the wearer against harmful gas and chemical attacks, providing TOU+10 protection against airborne spores or 
liquids.  It is capable of storing sufficient oxygen for two hours of normal respiration, and is so bioengineered that it will not filter out gases its 
wearer needs to survive. As it shields the pores of the user, it has proven effective against the spread of the Comaghaz virus.
   The protective suit does have drawbacks, however - it provides no armor value against physical attack, and can be torn by any combat action that 
results in a wound result or higher to its user. Once rended, it requires three rounds to reseal itself.
Scorpion Armor: The latest innovation in biotechnology is offensive armor. Unlike other biotech suits, scorpion armor is fairly bulky (fatigue 
penalty). provides a bonus of TOU+8/28.
   The suit a 1arge and is composed of a chitinous substance, with 12 to 20 clumps of organic material attached with wire.  clump is home to a and 
vicious creature that resembles the Core Earth scorpion. Each scorpion is physically attached to the organic growths, a turtle in its shell, and leave the
suit. The wires connection each clump are actually physiological regulators for the creatures - using electrical and chemical stimuli released the 
wires, the creatures are kept docile and sedate.
   A wire also leads from the suit to a pad to the wearer's temple so that, with a thought, she can awaken the scorpions and rouse to anger. The have 
been conditioned not to attack the suit's wearer, but lash out at anyone or anything else. Each scorpion is "armed" with a powerful envenomed stinger
at the end its (damage value 17). Whenever the wearer performs a successful unarmed combat attack (or is the victim such an attack), the emerge 
from the and attack (with an unarmed combat value of 10), its stinger (damage value 15). ability on the part of scorpion armor has made "the bear 
hug a lethal weapon," in one Storm Knights words.
   Scorpion armor is still relatively rare in the realm, found mostly among elite Monitor squads or Council members.  But a few suits have made it 
into the black market, just the same.
Temp Suit: A temp (temperature) suit keeps the wearer at a constant, comfortable temperature, even in extreme heat and cold. A temp suit will die if 
subjected to temperatures of less than -40 degrees Celsius or over 90 degrees Celsius. Otherwise, the character's body temperature remains constant.  
Temp suits must be specifically bioengineered for a species to maintain the correct body temperature (Draygaaks, for example, tend to have lower 
body temperatures than Akashans.)
   Temp suits are not symbiotic, and require vitamin pack feedings once per week.
Biotech Silk: Though valued for its protective qualities, Biotech Silk is simply the fabric used for nearly all Akashan clothing.  Similar to the silk 
garments of less advanced worlds and cosms, Akashans have genetically modified worms, spiders, and other creatures with the capacity to spin silk, 
in order to make it stronger, capable of resisting even firearms and energy weapons.
   Most impressive about this silk, it can be used in the engineering of special protective suits, providing both armor, and other special abilities.



Physical Enhancers
   Many Akashans practice an advanced form of holistic medicine in which microscopic biotech organisms are introduced into the body to aid 
healing, fight disease, eradicate infections and improve the keenness of the senses. They are symbiotic, and remain within the body until removed (a 
medicine total of 8 is required to do this successfully). Unfortunately, they have proven to be ineffective against the Comaghaz plague. 
   It is extremely dangerous to have more than three such biotech organisms in one's body (characters suffer a shock point per round in which four or 
more such organisms are active in their systems). Most Akashans possess a chemical agent in their immune systems which is triggered upon the 
introduction of a fourth organism, and automatically eliminates all of the organisms.
   Physical enhancers cannot be repaired, and will die as a result of disconnection unless the user reconnects within two rounds. The organisms 
themselves, however, cannot cause a disconnection, as they perform their function simply by existing. 
Amninatral: This organism, which resembles a jellyfish, acts to combat infection and illness in the body. Anyone attempting to use first aid or 
medicine upon a person with an amninatral in his body receives an automatic +2 bonus.
Beshkar: These small (10mm) insect-like creatures area blood-red color and were developed to control hostile criminals. It is almost unnecessary to 
say that they have fallen into the wrong hands and their use has been perverted.  The creatures are inserted into the ear of a sentient being, at which 
point they burrow into the brain (damage value 12.) The beshkar feed on the chemicals which produce strong emotions in humanoids, causing them 
to be unable to take hostile actions. In return, they produce another chemical which causes their host to become susceptible to the commands of 
others.  In game terms, this is treated as a hypnotism attack with a value of 20. 
   Beshkar are used by crimelords in the Star Sphere to control important officials, as well as by the authorities to control violent criminals.
   It is difficult to remove beshkar once they have been inserted, a medicine roll of 18 being required. Failure results in an automatic wound being 
taken. Psionic individuals can detect beings infected by beshkar on a Perception roll of 15. 
Dalen: A mutated version of a microorganism found in the bloodstream of the Gudasko, the dalen improves the sense of smell. A dalen cannot 
survive in the high temperatures of the human body for more than 24 hours, but while there, provides a +3 bonus to tracking skill rolls.
Gutadatl: This organism produces and stores a substance whose chemical properties are similar to those of adrenaline. It releases that substance 
once per day, increasing Agility and Strength-based skill totals by +2 for six rounds.
Hastur: A microorganism which thrives within the eyes of its host, the hastur improves vision by allowing users to see in the infrared spectrum.  
Presence of a hastur provides a +3 bonus to all Perception-based skills which require sight. 
   Similar organisms – Rinri, Chapllay, Senqa, and Chamkay enhance the other senses.  Chamkay, in addition to enhancing tactile sensation, 
improves Dexterity for sensitive actions such as lockpicking or prestidigitation.
Herat: The largest of the physical enhancers, the herat is a millimeter-long centipede which makes its home in the inner ear of larger creatures. The 
herat improves balance and spatial awareness, providing a +3 bonus to uses of the acrobatics, beast riding, dodge,maneuver and running skills.
Kilith: Appearing under the microscope as a gray mass of organic material, the kilith is renowned for its ability to sharpen the sense of touch. Having
a kilith in one's system provides a +3 bonus to all lock picking and prestidigitation attempts which require acute tactile awareness.
Linkage: This is the brand name of a microorganism which is used to set up a direct mental connection between two individuals. The organism splits
in two, with one half introduced into one person and the other half in the second. The linkage has a range of five kilometers, and allows for instant 
communication provided one of the bearers generates a successful Mind total of 7 to activate the organisms.
   Linkage microbes cannot survive for longer than one month in the human body. They are also killed instantly by the presence of the Comaghaz 
virus in its second stage.
Lornos: Another pre-existing organism mutated by the Akashans, lornos is a pheromone synthesized by the female Lorbaat to attract a mate. The 
Akashans altered its properties to match their own physiologies and added various scents to it prior to sale.  
   Lornos adds +3 to charm attempts when performing them against members of the opposite sex. 
Psionic Enhancer: A valued microorganism which increases the bearer's psionic manipulation skill by +1. Psionic resistance is not affected by this 
creation, which must be introduced into the bloodstream. It takes 12rounds for the psionic enhancer to take effect, and it can survive in the body for 
no more than 24 hours. 
Psionic Inhibitor: These are far more tech-oriented devices, normally attached externally and serving much the same function as the "white noise'" 
weapon listed below. The psionic inhibitor sets up a jamming signal which has the effect of lowering the psionic manipulation and psionic resistance
skills by-2.  It does not affect other Perception or Mind-based skills. A psionic manipulation total of 16 will cause the psionic inhibitor to burn out 
and cease to function.  
   Without such an action, a psionic inhibitor will break down on its own in one week. Attempting to remove an active inhibitor from the person or 
thing to which it is grafted requires either a science:biotech total of 18 or a Strength total of 14 (using the latter method will result in damage value 
16 being done to the person from whom the inhibitor was removed).
Tutanawi: An altered version of a gene sequence found in many nocturnal predators, which allows the user to see normally in darkness.  There are 
actually several variations, involving infrared, ultraviolet, or light intensification.  The specific kind must be specified, and will not work under 
certain circumstances.
Karuqaay and Chamiqaay: two similar engineered organisms.  The first allows the user to see at great distances with x50 magnification (providing 
a +3 to find at distance.  The second focuses the eyesight for microscopic amplification (x10,000, also find +3).  Many Biotechnicians have the latter.
Jampiri: A micro-organism that stimulates the healing process in most creatures, providing a +2 to the natural healing check.
Soqariy: a retro-engineered genetic sequence, which amplifies the musculature of the recipient.  Strength is increased by a factor of 4 (+3 to attribute
and skills); and Lifting Push Limits are also increased by 3 (12 for most races).
Qhara: This sequence dramatically increases the density of the subdermal tissues, providing protection against physical, kinetic, and energy attacks 
(Armor Value of Toughness +5).
Chiwry: This micro-organism affects the pain receptors of the brain, allowing the user to ignore minor injury or fatigue.  The user ignores three 
shock points from any attack or push.
Kututu: This micro-organism replicates along the nervous system, dramatically increasing the reaction rate.  The user gains a +3 to Agility, and all 
related skills.
Amaru: Artificially created fangs and poison sacs, which replace the incisors.  When used they lengthen by about 5cm, providing a bite attack of 
strength +2.  On a successful attack that causes a wound or more (before negation) the fangs inject a poison that does damage equal to the attacker's 
Toughness every round until a Medicine total of 10 is used to stop it.  The sacs will naturally produce enough poison for the user's Toughness attacks 
per day.  If these become inert due to exceeding the four implant limit, they are still functional teeth, but will not extend, provide the damage bonus, 
or produce poison.
Sillu: Claws which replace the user's fingernails, providing a STR+3 attack when extended.  If rendered inert by exceeding the four implant limit, 
these will not extend, and provide no damage bonus.



Dermal Mask: An illegal and extremely rare implant, similar to the tool of the same name.  This laces the user's skin, hair, eyes, etc.  At a mental 
command the user may alter coloration, hair length and style, etc.  This may be used for cosmetic effect, for disguise providing Disguise+5, or for 
camouflage (if clothing matches or none is worn) for stealth +5.

Drugs
Alnish: A highly addictive drug, alnish increases Charisma and Spirit-related skills by +3 for 24 hours.  An injection is required every day or 
withdrawal symptoms set in.  Withdrawal reduces Agility, Strength, Endurance, and Spirit by -1 for the first week, -2 in the second week, and -3 in 
the third week (cumulative).  If the attributes drop below three, character must be hospitalized or risks death.  After three weeks, the character has 
overcome his addiction to the drug.  Recovery time: three months after completion of withdrawal, with attributes returning at a rate of +1 for every 
two weeks.
   Note that, because alnish is so addictive, base difficulty for the Willpower or Spirit check is 13, increasing by +1 per use.
Bolterblast: This powder, reportedly brought into the Condordium by Bolters, increases the Find skill by +5 for 24 hours.  Addicts will often find 
themselves dwelling on minute details of objects to the exclusion of all else.  
   Doses are required every day.  Withdrawal reduces Perception and Spirit by -4 for two weeks.  Recovery time: two weeks, with attributes returning 
at a rate of +2 per week.
QuickKill: A Concordium combat drug that combines the effect of Adrenal Boost and Endorphin Boost.  A character injected with QuickKill(also 
known as “Cue-kay”) gains a +2 to all actions involving Agility, Dexterity, Endurance, Strength, Toughness for ten minutes.  At the end of this time, 
the character suffers no ill effects.  However, if the character is injected with QuickKill again in a twenty-four hour period, the character receives the 
normal bonuses, but “psyches out” - he becomes incredibly paranoid (+5 to resist any Charm or Persuasion attempts but -3 vs. any tricks that feed 
the character's paranoia) and very violent.  The negative effect lasts for twenty minutes.  If a third or subsequent dose is taken within twenty-four 
hours of the latest dose, the effects get worse and take longer to go away (progressively).
   This drug is hard to find and is illegal in most of the Concordium.  Corporate troops and Fleet marines have large stockpiles in the event it becomes
impossible to obtain.

Weapons
   Biotech weapons take advantage of the talents of living creatures, either those which occur in nature or those which have been specifically bred to 
serve as weapons. Most have a non-organic controller or inhibiting device implanted in their nervous systems to allow a user to trigger its abilities. 
   Virtually all Akashans on Earth carry some weapon, even if only ceremonial, as that was considered a sign of prestige in many Meso-American 
civilizations.

Melee Weapons
Bhelablade: A dagger whose blade is a bhela from the planet Salend, its actions controlled by the non-organic control device in the hilt. The bhela 
resembles a piece of stone, but when in combat, spines spring from it which are capable of secreting a deadly poison.
   Larendi who use these as weapons commonly keep the spines withdrawn, both for safety and to give the weapon the element of surprise when 
fighting an opponent unfamiliar with a bhela's talents. Once the dagger has been plunged into a foe (a successful biotech weapons roll), the Larendi 
triggers the spines and the poison.
   The bhela's poison does damage value 14 per round after the successful attack. A medicine total of 10 is required to neutralize the venom.
   Bhelablades must be fed once every two weeks.
Calaki: Vaguely resembling a chain mace, the calaki is a creature from the fiery depths of Akasha. It is serpentine, with a large, angular head and a 
long, thin body. At its tail end, it is joined to a non-organic hilt from which the user can control its actions. 
   The calaki can do two separate types of damage. When swung at an opponent, it will do damage by striking him. Once it has wrapped around the 
target, the calaki's skin heats up, burning the victim. It will do damage value 18 per round until the target removes it, an action which requires a 
Strength total of 8. 
   Calaki must be fed once a month.
Hrockt: The Akashans find the Edeinos of the Living Land to be quite fascinating and were pleased to discover the Edeinos weapon philosophy. 
They have developed a genetic variant of the Hrockt plant which responds to mental command. Normally, it resembles a one foot long stout rod, 
making a handy billyclub. On psychic command, it extends to five feet in length, becoming a staff or spear as desired.
Kros-Hek: The kros-hek is a horrible biotech weapon, long banned by the High Council but now finding a market among unscrupulous consumers 
the South American underworld. The weapon is a long, slender shell,shaped like a cylinder, with one end tapering off into a cone, and a small hole at 
the point. The shell houses the kros-hek itself, a virtually mindless creature.  
   Touching a stud set into the shell's blunt end causes the creature to extend its stinger, a long and needle-like projection,through the end of the shell. 
The kros-hek can then be used as a stabbing weapon battle, causing damage value STR+3/16.  
   The true damage done, however, may not be apparent until sometime after the attack. The kros-hek uses its stinger for the act of reproduction while
it is hermaphroditic and capable of creating the initial zygote, a living host required for the zygote to feed upon as it develops. Any attack made with 
the kros-hek that causes a wound or better causes the creature to inject its embryonic young into the victim. treatment is immediately administered (a 
medicine total of 13 within the first hour), the zygote be killed. not, the creature will spend the first hour swimming up the host's bloodstream and 
attaching itself to her heart, making it considerably harder to kill (medicine difficulty of 22).
   Over the next 72 hours, the zygote begin to grow at an astonishing rate, feeding off its host. The act of feeding has an increasingly detrimental 
effect on the host as well (TOU-1 every two hours; when TOU  is at 0, the host falls into a coma). At the end of three days in the host body, the 
creature will burst forth from the host's chest, doing damage value 25.
   Within the shell, the creature is cylindrical and a pale reddish hue. specifically bred to reproduce in that horrible manner, kros-heks were long ago 
ordered destroyed by the Akashan High Council. However, its gruesome efficiency has ensured its survival as a weapon.
   Kros-heks must be fed once a month.
Tentacle Sword: A bone sword with a golden hilt, this weapon has a unique feature by virtue of being biotech.  Emerging from the hilt (via the 
creature housed within it) are four 1.75 meter tentacles whose purpose is to fend off attacks or to grab an opponent and draw him within range of the 
blade.  All four tentacles may act individually against four opponents, or may attack together using the Many-on-One Table. Their actions are 
determined by the wielder of the weapon, who stimulates the creature's nervous system via studs on the hilt.  
   Tentacle swords must be fed once a week.
   Tentacles (4) AGI 10 DEX 4 STR 12 END 11 TOU 11 PER 4 MIN 4 CHA 4 SPI 4 Dodge 11, Unarmed 13, lifting 13, immune to interactions.  



Volent: A meter-long rod-shaped creature with a hard, chitinous outer shell, the volent's primary benefit as a weapon is that it can be hidden easily.  
When dormant, the volent telescopes in on itself, shrinking to only 25 centimeters in length. Thus the weapon can be carried inconspicuously until 
the user triggers the control implants, causing it to grow to full length and serve as a mace.
   Volents must be fed once every two months. 
Whipfang: The whipfang is a hard-shelled creature attached to a metallic hilt, thus resembling a knife with a 20 centimeter blade. When the user 
flicks the whipfang, it extends itself for up to two meters and is capable of stabbing a foe at long range. Due to the joints in its body, the whipfang 
can even be lashed around a comer to slay an approaching opponent. 
   Whipfangs must be fed once every two weeks.

Missile Weapons
Coar Spear: Developed by Machu Coar bioengineers for use against the Comaghaz, the Coar spear has a limited ability to maneuver while in flight 
in reaction to attempts by Its intended target to dodge. Use of a Coar spear adds +4 to the user's biotech weapons value.
   Coar spears must be fed once every two weeks.
Glahn throwing Sticks: Highly concealable and more formidable than a throwing dagger, the throwing stick is a trademark weapon of the Glahn.  
No more than a small, sharpened stake, it is made from a hardwood native to one of the Glahn Core Worlds.  It is not unusual for a Glahn visiting a 
potentially dangerous area to carry three or four of these on his person.  Many Glahn have also begun experimenting with poisons that affect a variety
of species, and are known to have at least two that affect humans (and Akashans) but not Glahnites.  
Jiros: This weapon welds a bizarre two-headed creature from the world of the Gudasko to inhibitor implants to create a subtle and effective snare. 
   The two spheroid heads of the jiros are joined by a long, flexible stalk. Its highly-developed tracking ability combined with its power of flight 
enable it to find virtually any target once it has picked up a scent. Often, the jiros will lie in wait along a path for its target, then fly from the brush 
and wrap itself around its victim. A jiros can seek only one specific target at a time.
   Jiros must be fed once a month.
   AGI 10 DEX 5 STR 9 END 8 TOU 8 PER 11 MIN 5 CHA 5 SPI 4 MRF 11
   Dodge 11, flight 14, maneuver 11, stealth 12, unarmed combat 12, Find 12, tracking 15, trick 13,  taunt (20), Intimidation (21), Willpower (vs. 
Charm and persuasion) (20),
Larendi Bow: Favored by the avian race of the Star Sphere, the Larendi bow is a unique combination of the living and unliving. The bow itself is 
made of wood, but the "arrows" are living creatures known telesh. These beings are controlled by implants in their brains. 
   When fired from the bow, the telesh do standard impact damage,and then, if a wound result or better has been achieved, begin to chew through the 
flesh with their razor-sharp teeth, doing damage value 11 per round. They will do this until removed, which requires a successful Strength total of 9. 
Telesh do this automatically, and need not make a skill roll to begin. Telesh will feast on a victim long after he is dead, and the larendi are wise 
enough to know not to attempt to remove them from a body until they  have had their fill.
   Telesh are virtually mindless, and cannot be tricked, tested, taunted or intimidated.
   Telesh need to feed on an opponent once per month to remain in optimum condition.
Salend Sling: Another weapon favored by the larendi, the Salend sling is exactly what it sounds like: a form of slingshot the bulk of which is made 
up of a small creature which is capable of producing pellets filled with an acidic substance when its pleasure center is stimulated through an implant. 
The pellets themselves do only STR+1 damage when they strike, but the acid which is released has a damage value of 23.
   Salends must be fed once per month.
Starshredders: One of the more devastating missile weapons used by the Monitors, starshredders are rock-like creatures with sharp spines sticking 
out of their flesh. They can be held in the palm of the hand, and are thrown at targets, doing standard damage. 
   If the attack produces a wound result or better, the starshredder embeds itself in the victim's flesh. A Strength total of 9 is  required to remove it. If it
is not removed within one round of striking, it will rapidly swell in size, doing one round of damage value 23.  
   Starshredders must be fed once every two months.

Biotech Firearms
   Akashan biotech firearms range from those designed simply to stop without seriously harming to those intended to kill. The type of weapon one 
will encounter in combat often depends upon the philosophy of the Akashan wielding it, with Akites favoring non·lethal devices, and Coar whatever 
is needed to accomplish their task. 
Baatase Rifle: A more non-organic based weapon, the baatase rifle is a mixture of a metallic stock and a bioengineered trigger assembly and barrel. 
The weapon does not produce its own ammunition, but uses baatase, the glue produced by the Lorbaat to affix their equipment to their shells.  
   The damage value of the weapon is equal to the Strength of the glue covering the target. The victim must generate a Strength total higher than the 
damage value to pull free, or else have access to a vial of trioacid. 
Cell Jammer: A biotech creation which emits a signal capable of temporarily disrupting the cell structure of the target. This weapon has two settings,
one which produces stun damage and one which can be lethal. Altering the setting is a simple action, and can be accomplished by manipulating the 
non-organic implants. 
   Cell jammers must be fed once per month.
Electronus: This weapon is one of the few which does not require that the user place his hand inside to operate it. The electronus is a biotech 
creation which appears as a hollow tube covered with scales, roughly .5 meters long. By activating its non-organic implants, it can be made to fire 
bolts of electricity.
   The electronus was originally bioengineered to allow the user to vary the strength of the bolts, but this idea proved to be impractical. This weapon 
has been used to great effect by Monitors when seeking to put down Lorbaat riots. The electronus can fire three blasts in succession before requiring 
a round to recharge.
   An electronus must be fed once every two weeks.



Glampule Projector: This meter long tube projects a single celled creature that expands to a size of three meters when in contact with air. The 
glampule engulfs the targeted creature and restricts his movements while doing add damage to exposed flesh.
   First the user makes a roll to hit the target with his biotech Weapons skill.  This number is compared to the target's dodge or Agility value. The result
points are then read on the General and Push Results Table and the success level determined. A Minimal success indicates that the target has been 
hit, but the glampule is off target and will not restrict his movement, An Average result means the target suffers a +1 to the difficulty of all 
Agility-related actions.  A Good success means the target suffers a +4 to the difficulty.  A Superior success adds +7 to the difficulty and a Spectacular
success adds +10.
   The person covered by the glampule begins taking damage with the second round.  The base damage value of the acid is 15 and a bonus number is 
generated each round.  There are only two ways to break free of the grasp of a glampule. The first is brute force: if the entrapped being can generate a
Strength total of 17, he can burst free. The second way is to subject the glampule to salt water, which causes it to break down into a sticky mass 
almost instantly. Other attacks made against the glampule will not affect it, but will affect the victim it has trapped inside.
   The glampule projector is a single use item. The unused glampule must be fed at least once per month.  
Gravitic Ray: This weapon works on the same principles as the geomantic shuttle, drawing on gravitic energy and converting it into a bolt of pure 
force capable of felling a foe. 
   The gravitic ray is a standard sidearm for planetside Monitors, but is largely useless when in space. It has the advantage that, when used near a 
source of gravitic energy, it will not run out of "ammunition."
Mindlance: A long, rod-shaped creature with a non-organic trigger assembly (thus looking very much like a standard energy weapon), the
mindlance beams the mental energy of its user at a target. The user does not need to have psionic capabilities to use this weapon. He generates a 
damage total by rolling on his Mind, which is then applied to the target as mental damage. This weapon is often used by non-psionics against those 
with advanced mental abilities (this is one of the few biotech weapons the Lorbaat have ever expressed interest in acquiring).  Sale of a mindlance to 
a member of a client race is strictly forbidden by Akashan law.
   Mindlances must be fed once every three months.
Mitositer: This firearm, which fits neatly over the user's hand, is actually a bio-engineered unicellular organism whose size and rate of reproduction 
is governed by non-organic inhibitors. When the weapon is triggered, a portion of its substance splits off via mitosis and is launched toward the 
target.  As it comes closer, it increases in size, so that it covers the target.  
   The mitositer's substance is a gelatinous mass, porous so that the target can breathe, but extremely difficult to function within. Once trapped within 
the bubble, all Agility, Dexterity and Strength-related skills are reduced by 6. 
   The bubble has a Toughness of 15, but cannot contain magic or psionic powers, and can be shattered by a sufficiently powerful physical attack.  
The mitositer can regenerate a portion of its substance every two hours, ensuring that it never runs out of "ammunition" for very long.  
   Mitositers must be fed once per week.
Pelota: This lethal weapon was inspired the popular game of jai alai, throughout America. Jai alai played using a small, hard ball (called a pelota) 
and a scoop-shaped, glove-like wicker basket called a cesta. The pelota hurled from player to player, caught the cesta and hurled out almost 
simultaneously. After watching a game, an Akashan bioengineer was inspired to fashion a weapon to simulate this sometimes deadly sport.
   The eventual result was a small, spherical creature dubbed the pelota.  This creature is covered thick, brown hair and has a diameter of 10 
centimeters. The only interruption of its otherwise perfectly round body is its mouth. a wide arc at the creature's thickest point, stretching more than 
halfway around the creature. The pelota able to open its mouth wide enough so that it becomes two hemispheres linked by a small flap of skin.
   In combat, the pelota hurled at a target the use of a special, smooth plastic cesta. The pelota opens its mouth wide midair, so that if it strikes its 
target (doing initial damage equal to the thrower's STR+l/13) and gets a wound or better result, it can clamp down its powerful jaws and feed. Once it
has locked on to a target, it continues to do damage 13 per round until removed (requiring a Strength total of 11).
   The pelota is a vicious little creature, usually ravenous (needing to be fed twice a week), and can only be safely handled immediately after it has 
been fed.
Quonal: The quonal is a curious creature that doubles as both a melee and missile weapon. It is tetrapodal in shape, looking something like a four-
limbed starfish. It is indigenous to land and a muddy brown in color, with rough skin much like sandpaper. The quonal has a radius of approximately 
16 centimeters from its mouth (in the center of its body) to the tips of its tentacles. Two control studs set into the creature's body allow the wielder to 
place it into one of two configurations:
1) With all four tentacles extended outwards, as straight and stiff as possible, the quonal can be thrown like a shuriken. The quonal becomes rock-
hard in this position, doing damage value STR+3/20.
2) Folded inward, the quonal can be wrapped around one's fist to augment the damage of a punch (damage value STR+2/17, melee weapons use). In 
position, the quonal also provides TOU+1/20 protection to the wearer's fist.
   When not in use, the quonal can be affixed to belts or clothing with ease, as it secretes a sap-like fluid from its mouth when in repose, making it 
easy to stick on to things. Quonals are one of the few biotech "devices" that are used as something other than a tool - many Akashans, in fact, keep 
them as pets.
Rhadan Mark V: A biotech pistol constructed by splicing the genes of three organisms together, including that of the rhadangea plant. The weapon 
fires tendrils. much like the vines of that plant, which ensnare a target.  The vines are covered with thorns,  accounting for much of the weapon's 
damage value. If the weapon does a wound result of better, the target is entangled and must generate a Strength total of 14 to escape. 
Shatterer: The most devastating hand weapon in the Akashan arsenal, the shatterer is feared even by those who wield it. This biotech creation acts to
break down all organic matter, but so powerful is it that it does damage to its wielder as well as its target. 
   Users of the shatterer generate a damage total, and check it against the Extended Power Push Table to find the number of result points. Those result 
points are then compared to the user's Toughness, and he takes that many points in damage, plus an automatic three shock. 
   The shatterer has been banned in some sections of Akasha, but Coar activists have been known to hoard the weapons and some have been seen
to be sold at the black market in Lima.
Shtar Thrower: This firearm fits over the user's forearm and can project deadly starfish-like organisms which are attracted to living tissue. These 
weapons are extremely dangerous to use in crowds, since a missed shot will likely strike a bystander. But the type of individual likely to use a Shtar 
Thrower probably wouldn't care, anyway.
   The Shtar Thrower fires a burst of five of these small star-shaped creatures (if fired against a single target, the Many on One rules apply). The Shtar
are attracted to living tissue and home in on it. Use of the weapon provides a +2 to the wielder's biotech weapons skill.
   The Shtar Thrower does damage value 20. If a wound is scored, the target has been infected by the shtar, who reproduce in living flesh. Tendrils 
will begin growing through the victim's flesh, doing damage value 25 every hour they are left untreated. A medicine total of 20 is required to destroy
the tendrils. No damage from Shtar Throwers can be healed until the tendrils are destroyed.
   These weapons are barred from use in all comers of the Star Sphere. They are just beginning to show upon Earth.



White Dragon: 'White dragon" is the slang term for a devastating new biotech firearm, a prototype of which was stolen from a Monitor-controlled 
research laboratory.  The Akashans' answer to the flamethrower is now literally the hottest thing on the black market. 
   Held in one hand, the white is fairly compact, perhaps the size of a large pistol. Like other biotech devices, it is almost completely organic, with the
outer surface being almost blindingly white (hence the weapon's nickname).  The white dragon is egg-shaped, with a small orifice at one end. A 
bone-like handle projects from the other end.  When the user squeezes the handle tightly, the weapon spits out a viscous white glob of highly 
flammable material, which ignites on contact with oxygen.  The fireball does damage value 26 when it hits - if a wound result or better is done, the 
flaming goo continues to do damage value 26 per round to the target until extinguished with foam or carbon dioxide or cut off from oxygen. Left 
unchecked, it will continue to bum until has consumed all the fuel in an area.  The flames are a ghostly phosphorescent white, and each shot leaves a 
trail of white light when fired, giving it the appearance of a single continuous flame.
   White dragons must be fed once every two weeks. Each feeding gives it enough energy to produce five rounds of flammable liquid; after all five 
are shot, it be used again until after its next feeding.
White Noise: Another hand-held weapon which emits a screech that interferes with the concentration of everyone within a three-meter radius.  Users
commonly wear some form of earplug to screen out the noise, which reduces all Perception and Mind·based
skills by ·5 for the duration of the following round. Effects of the white noise are not cumulative (shooting it twice in a flurry round against the same 
character will not reduce his skills by -10).  White noise is commonly used against those possessing psionic abilities.  
   White noise weapons need to be fed once per month.

Energy Weapons and Slugthrowers
   Most Akashans regard high-tech energy weapons and slugthrowers as crude and environmentally unsound, which is why they favor biotech 
devices.  However, Monitors and members of most of the client races rely heavily on these weapons, and there are many areas of the realm into 
which it is unwise to venture without a blaster conspicuously placed on one's person. 
   Most energy weapons are available in the realm only in black market areas, where prices may be 300-400 percent higher than those listed on the 
Equipment Chart. It is, needless to say, highly illegal to purchase these weapons from a black market trader. 
Blasters: Energy blasters fire condensed, focused beams of plasma energy. These beams cause damage by intense heat and kinetic energy. Blasters 
come in a variety of shapes and sizes from pistols to large tripod-mounted devices. Blasters use a power cell for energy. 
   Some models of blaster come with laser sights, which increase the energy weapons skills for purposes of hitting by +2.
   Blasters have Armor Defeating of 10, which is countered by Diffrax, Screens, Plasma Armor or the like. 
Bolter Rifles: Bolters fire bolts of super-heated fusion energy. These bolts cause damage from intense heat and explosive energy released when they 
hit the target. In addition, the explosion from a fusion bolt hits all characters, creatures and objects within its blast area. 
   The Equipment Chart lists two damage value for bolters: one for a direct hit on a target; and the other used to attack all those affected by the blast.  
The blast area has three ranges: short, medium and long. Attacks at short range use the full blast damage value.
For targets at medium range, the damage value is reduced by -3, and -5 at long range. 
   Bolter-rifles are ugly-looking weapons, and all require backpacks. These contain the fusion reaction that powers the weapon. Backpacks require 
recharging after 50 shots by being attached to a power supply.
Gyrojets (Heavy Weapons): Pistols and rifles that fire micro-missiles are collectively referred to as gyrojet weapons.  They have good range, can be
heavy hitting, and support a wide variety of warheads.  The only differences between the pistol and rifle versions are the number of rounds which 
each can hold and the size of each round.  A pistol will hold a clip of four micro-missiles, while a rifle generally holds 12.  The pistols fire smaller, 
more compact missiles, while the rifles fire the long-range heavy impact ones.  Range, damage and other effects are determined by the type of 
warhead.  The individual pistol and rifle unit can fire any type of warhead listed below (and some others not listed), but a pistol cannot fire a rifle 
warhead or vice versa.
   The pistols are squat, large-barreled weapons with revolving independent magazines.  Most characters will carry their ammo organized in these 
revolving clips which can be easily ejected and replaced with full clips.  It takes a round to reload magazine with single missiles, however.  The rifles
are also rather blunt affairs, but they have long straight clips instead of the revolving unit.  Special “banana” and “drum” clips have been made for 
custom gyrojets (for larger capacities), but they do not seem to diffuse the heat well and have been known – on rare occasions – to ignite warheads 
still in the clip.  So the straight magazine is standard.
   Explosive: These missiles have a long range, but are more affected by wind and other factors than bullets and energy beams, hence their relatively 
poor accuracy.  The are effect is inconsequential.
   Armor-Piercing: These missiles do slightly less damage than others, but can ignore up to five armor adds.
   Burst Effect Missiles: These are basically useless against armored opponents, but can wreak havoc against a crowd of unarmored soft targets.  
Damage applies to everything within five meters of the impact point.  Damage decreases by -5 for every five meters beyond ground zero.
   Heat-Seeking: This is an optional fitting that can be added to any of the above warheads.  It doubles all effective ranges and automatically streaks 
toward the largest heat source (determine randomly if more than one applicable target).  This effect adds +5 to the Heavy Weapons total of the user.
Pulse Cannon: The bulkiest of the hand weapons, the pulse cannon is unique in that it is capable of causing more damage at long range than at short 
range.
   The gun fires pulses of plasma energy which are modified SO that they can convert their own kinetic energy into power. Thus, the farther they 
travel, the stronger they become. When they reach their range limit, they dissipate. 
   When using a pulse cannon, add +2 to the damage value if the target is at medium range and +4 at long range. Pulse cannons are powered by 
detachable energy packs capable of firing 25 shots.
Repeating Laser: Rapidly cycling laser weapons, which fire in bursts or continuous streams, comes in pistol and rifle versions.  Damage includes 
the burst rating, if firing continuous (full-auto) add +3 to-hit.  
Smash Guns: These are guns which use electro-magnetism to propel high explosive, shaped-charges that are capable of punching through armor 
plate. The barrels of these guns are electro-magnetically charged. As the bullet passes down the barrel it is spun 
rapidly. The bullet explodes on impact, driving its head into the target's body. Both this and the splinter gun below are often modified for use by 
Lorbaat warriors.
Splinter Gun: Slimmer than the smash gun, a splinter gun works on much the same principle, but fires a needle-shaped bullet. The bullet explodes 
on contact, but instead of the charge driving the needle's head into the target, it shatters into thousands of tiny, razor sharp splinters that embed 
themselves in the victim.
Stun Gun: Favored by spies and saboteurs, the stun gun can be concealed in the palm of the hand and fired inconspicuously at targets nearby. The 
gun does stun damage only, but is usually sufficient to render an opponent unconscious long enough to accomplish one's task.



Vehicles
   In addition to their spacecraft, the Akashans possess both land and water biotech vehicles, while client races like the Lorbaat make use of more 
primitive methods of locomotion. The Lorbaat have not yet felt the need to develop a water vehicle, as there is very little water on their planet upon 
which to sail.
Swifter: The major land vehicle in use among the Akashans in the realm, the swifter is a biotech device. Its controls and gauges are metallic and act 
upon the implants in the creature's nervous system. The bottom of the craft is a large air bladder which allows the craft to hover 50 centimeters above
the ground. The air bladder is surrounded by a cilial curtain which acts to steer the craft.
   Swifters comein varying sizes, with the most common capable of carrying four passengers. They are often armed with gravitic rays.
   Swifters need not be fed, drawing sustenance from the earth they pass over.
Skimmer: Much like the swifter, the skimmer is a biotech creation with metallic controls. The craft is capable of floating. with two-meter long 
tentacles hanging from the bottom to move it through the waters and steer.  A skimmer is capable of carrying as many as three passengers.  
   Skimmers take nourishment from water molecules, and so need not be fed.
Tormaak: A huge, metallic truck powered by a nuclear reaction, the Tormaak is the predominant vehicle/war machine of the Lorbaat. The insectoids 
are apparently unaware of the fact that their vehicles produce "dirty" radiation which is slowly destroying their environment.  Tormaaks can carry 5-
10 passengers, and are armed with pulse cannons. They are regarded by the Akashans as the worst symbol of the irresponsibility and insanity of the 
client races.
Sidebar: Other Equipment
   Virtually any tech found in Torg can be found in the Star Sphere.  The Armor, Firearms, Energy Weapons, Heavy Weapons, Melee Weapons, 
Vehicles, and Cybernetics from Tharkold and Kadandra can be used to represent technologies commonly available.

Biotech Adventuring Gear
Alan Torch: A biotech organism which, when roused, glows with light sufficient to illuminate an area of 25 meters. Since non-organic implants are 
required to activate an alan torch, use of it can create a contradiction. 
   Alan torches must be fed once per month.
Biotech Repair Kit: A must for bioengineers in the field, the biotech repair kit contains sophisticated detection instruments, organic compounds, 
vitamin packages, and other equipment needed to heal wounded biotech creations. Possession of a repair kit adds +1 to science (biotech) totals when 
being used to fix such devices. 
Commtrol: A small communications device with two radically different designs, one for the client races and one for the Akashans. The client races 
use standard tech commtrols with ranges of up to twenty-five kilometers. 
   Akashan commtrols have the same metallic housing, but within is a biotech creation which resembles a small human brain. This creature is highly 
telepathic and capable of beaming the message spoken to it, word for word, to the rest of its kind. This construct, called a tian, is incapable of 
understanding the languages spoken to it.  Tians can be genetically altered so as to send only to certain other members of its race.
   Larger versions of the tian are currently being used in the construction of biotech satellites to beam telepathic messages through space.
   Biotech commtrols must be fed once per month. 
Dalesk: This biotech creation was designed using the same microorganism found in the blood of the Gudasko as was used to create dalen. These 
organisms were introduced into the body of a creature known as a skadra. The dalesk looks like a 30cm diameter sphere with six thin, strong legs 
projecting from its bottom.
   The creature can be used as an almost faultless tracker (tracking skill of 20). It is unaffected by terrain, even tracking over water with ease.
   The main drawback of the dalesk is its relatively slow movement rate. It only moves at a base rate of 5 across normal terrain.
Dermal Mask: The dermal mask is a single-cel1ed organism, about the size and appearance of a pancake. The dermal mask is fitted over the user's 
face, where it melds with his skin. The mask is responsive to the user's thoughts and will form itself into a replica of any humanoid creature pictured 
in the mind's eye. This means that the user has a +5 to his disguise skill while using this object. The dermal mask doesn't need to be fed, for it lives 
on dead skin cells.  
Gold Crystal Lattice Computer: The Akashans long ago discovered that the molecular properties of gold could be used to fashion a psionic 
computer.  These devices which are typically worn as ornamentation, can be used by a wearer with telepathy (send thoughts or thought scan).  
Akashans, with their strong inherent psychic ability can use these without telepathy (treat them as unskilled).   These must be worn or touched to be 
accessed.
   To use these devices, the user must first attune to it.  This requires a Psionic Manipulation or Meditation total of 8 (unskilled Perception difficulty 
11).  Thereafter as long as the device is worn or held, the user may send and receive information telepathically.   These devices have an effectively 
unlimited memory capacity, which allows the user to use it to effectively store their entire life history if they so desire.
   Smaller gold ornaments serve as “peripherals” - and act like ScholarChips (see below).
   Larger computers are found on ships, bases, or in most Akashan buildings.  These may be attuned to multiple users, and have a telepathic range of 
about one meter.  Non-telepaths can access them via manual controls, monitors, and vocal recognition.
   Akashan computers can be accessed with the Interface miracle (but with a difficu1ty modifier equal to the amount their tech axiom is lower than 
the Star Sphere – i.e. +4 for Tharkold).  If an Akashan priest learns Interface or souldeck, they can use it through their personal computer, which 
removes the cyber rating for Souldeck, and adds their Psionic Manipulation adds to their Processor Rating – maximum of +10.
MedKit: A standard pack of medical supplies, MedKits are produced by the Draygaak and are available for the physiologies of most of the known 
species. Possession of a MedKit adds +3 to first aid totals when used on the appropriate species.
Transtech: Another device produced for both biotech-using races and those who favor non-organic devices. A transtech is a translation device, either
mechanical (the more bulky version) or biotech, in which case it can be implanted under the skin and activated when need be. Transtech are popular 
among those Akashans who have not learned the tongues miracle. Organic transtechs can function for up to six months in a human body.  
   Use of a transtech (either form) adds +2 to linguistics totals. It is not considered a physical enhancer and does not count toward the limitation on 
those organisms listed above.  
   A biotech transtech is symbiotic and need not be fed.
Volent Rope: A mutated version of the creature used as a melee weapon, the volent rope is a thin, fibrous biotech creation which is three meters in 
length in its dormant state. By manipulating implants, the user can cause the rope to extend itself to up to 200 meters. A volent rope can safely 
support up to 270 kilograms.  
   A volent rope must be fed once every two months.



Biotech Labs: A small biotech lab is suitable for one person to work on a handful of projects at one time.  A large lab is suitable for the creation of 
dozens of personal items, or one item the size of a ground vehicle or shuttle, and can be used by multiple biotechnicians at the same time.

Note: Prices for Biotech may be greatly inflated (as much as 10 times the list price).  Prices for Inorganic equipment are significantly cheaper in the 
Star Sphere than on Earth.  Costs for such will be Ciaras for Star Sphere, Dollars for Earth – which can vary to as much as 3-4 times the list price, 
and the Value for the Star Sphere price.

Other Adventuring Gear
Comlink: The standard unit of communication equipment, comlinks come in a number of different forms.  The most commmon is the handset, which
has an effective range of 10 kilometers and is widely available on the open market.  These also can be purchased as headsets.
   Military comlinks have greater range (approximately 25 kilometers), and are frequently bely units or built into ENVI-suit helmets, to allow the 
soldier to keep his hands free for combat.
   Fleet Intelligence is said to have developed subdermal comlinks with sufficient range to reach from the surface of a planet to an orbiting vessel.  
These are not available on the civilian market, and possession of one is a crime under Fleet law.  These units use tight-beam transmissions and must 
be in exact “synch” with the orbital receiver – specific days and times must be used or the subdermal comlink is useless.
   Many of the Concordium Core Worlds and some of the interior colonies, feature NetWorld communications satellites, which allow comlink signals 
to reach anywhere on the planet.
Thermo-Disk: Useful gear when travelling in a wilderness area, thermo-disks are spheroid plasticene items, roughly the size of a Human fist.  They 
contain storage batteries which, when switched on, give off heat in a 2.5-meter radius.  As they do not provide light they can be used in hostile areas 
without risking the betrayal of one's presence.
Cred-Key: A small plastic card which, when placed in a cred-key receiver, can perform all banking functions.  Cred-keys are used by virtually 
everyone in the Consortium Core Worlds and on many Near Colonies.  Many frontier worlds do not have the equipment necessary to read the cards 
and so will only accept hard currency.
   Standard cred-keys contain the name of the bearer and a sixteen-digit number.  Megacorporate-issued cred-keys usually feature the name of the 
firm and a code for it as well.  Fleet officers, who may have extensive credit limits owing to their status, carry cards with their DNA pattern encoded 
on them for ease of identification.  Cred-keys are not common on worlds where smuggling, piracy, or other criminal activities are common – they are
too hard to steal and use.  A character must be able to generate at least a forgery, science:electronics, and a Computertech skill total of 18 to forge or 
strip a civilian cred-key (Fleet and megacorporate keys are harder to do this to) and even then, decent detection equipment (not usually found in 
stores and bars, but common in banks and large-purchase retail outlets) will probably be able to detect the forgery.
Med-Kit: An assortment of medical supplies collected into a lightweight container that allows for easy transport.  Med-kits normally contain 
antibiotic patches, a compressed air hypodermic injector, three does of PainShield, a vial of fast-drying Grade III snyhteflesh, bandages and tape.  
More expensive models come with hand computers, and anatomy ScholarChips (see below).
   Use of a standard med-kit provides a +2 bonus to first aid and medicine skill checks.  Those with hand computers and ScholarChips provide +3 to 
+6 bonuses (depending on the chips and, of course, the expense).
Tool Kit: This includes the tools necessary for repairs to electronics equipment.  Use of a tool kit adds +1 to efforts to fix or modify such devices 
(better tool kits provide better bonuses, but are more expensive).  Special kits are also available for customizing and jury-rigging weapons, ammo, 
and armor.  
Hand Computer: Portable and easy to use, hand computers feature rapid processing power, including high quantities of high-speed RAM and high 
capacity, multi-functional chip drives.  Most come with a port for connection to a neural jack, as well as cable and wireless interfaces for connection 
to larger terminals.  Hand computers are designed to allow ease of access to their interior for the placement of ScholarChips.  Most hand computers 
can easily store five to ten ScholarChips worth of information in RAM.
ScholarChips: Computer chips intended for use with both hand units and larger terminals.  These contain available information on sectors, planets, 
some alien species, equipment, ships, etc.  Use of a computer with a standard ScholarChip in place allows the operator to roll as if he possessed a 
scholar value of 15 in the subject detailed on the chip.
Hand Scanner: A portable sensor device, the hand scanner has an effective range of 10 kilometers.  It can be set to pick up motion, particular types 
of matter, and even indications of power generation.  They are standard equipment for scouts and are also used by miners.
   Use of a scanner provides a +2 bonus to find or Perception checks when seeking something.  Most hand scanners can only be blocked by cover 
over three meters in thickness (several thick concrete walls or the bulkhead of a ship will usually block scanner readings, but only the most dense of 
forests or jungles will have any effect at all).
Holovid Player: This device provides holographic images drawn form data disks for entertainment or informational purposes.  Holovids can also be 
connected to comlinks to provide for audio and visual contact between parties.  Some holovids also have the capability to jack into hand computers, 
projecting the information on ScholarChips out for all to read.
Life-Support Refills: These are “tanks” of atmosphere and food supplies that can be attached to an environment suit and some portable shelters.  
They last roughly tow weeks and mass less than 10 kilograms.  Most are standard sized for envi-suits (below).
ENVI-Suit: The basic environmental protection gear, the ENVI-suit is designed for use in hostile climates or worlds whose atmosphere is unsafe.  
The ENVI-suit features a helmet and full body suit (the helmet is detachable).  Air is recycled by the mechanisms in the suit and bodily moisture is 
also filtered, to be stored in pouches inside the suit.  Straws run up the suit and into the helmet to allow the user to take a drink.
   ENVI-suits commonly have comlink units built into the helmet and the belt.  The latter are fitted with miniaturized scanners that react to the 
presence of another comlink trained to the same frequency by flashing a light.  
   ENVI-suits maintain a constant temperature around their wearers, which can be adjusted via controls on the belt.  Unlike some types of armor, 
ENVI-suits need not be custom-fitted for their owner, but can be bought “off the rack”.
   Standard ENVI-suits offer only a single layer of protection which if torn or pierced, renders the entire suit inoperative.  More expensive suits offer 
two layers of protection, with a liquid sealant stored in between the interior and the exterior.  Damage done to the exterior layer can be sealed within 
one round.  However extensive damage (three wounds or more) will rapidly exhaust the supply of sealant (the average outfit comes with enough 
sealant to repair small tears or 10 large ones).  In general, most ENVI's do not provide protection greater than TOU+3/18.
   ENVI-suits can hold enough air, food, and recycled water for several days to several weeks of use – about two weeks is standard.  They can be 
refilled off shipboard supplies (deducting the life support from the ship's life support) or they can be refilled for 10% of the base cost of the suit.



Barathax Submission Collar: Barathax slave handlers employ a variety of traditional devices – whips, stun batons, electric prods – to control and 
continually demean their charges.  The submission collar remains the one universal item used to keep individuals enslaved.
   This metal and cloth-mesh cuff fits snugly around the neck of most species.  Slavers auto-weave the collar's single seam shut when processing 
slaves.  All necessary circuitry, capacitors, sensors, and transmitters are miniaturized and embedded in the mesh.  A conductive underside draws 
power from the slave's own bioelectric field.  Sensors not only read the subject's lifesigns, but also monitor his position relative to various tracking 
stations embedded in areas where slaves labor (a useful tool for hunting escapees).  Each collar has its own embedded registry code downloaded into 
owners' or supervisors' controllers, which enable them to coordinate group discipline actions, or punish individuals.
   A handler uses a controller to administer shocks to slaves as punishment or motivation.  Tiny capacitors store energy drawn from the subject over 
time, though burst batteries supplement this power.  Usually the shock administers from 5-16 stun damage, enough to significantly weaken an 
oppressed slave.  For extreme circumstances the controller has a lethal setting that delivers 20 lethal damage.  Using this option drains the collar's 
power and requires a replacement collar if the subject survives.
   Handlers do not activate collars without reason, or at least telling the individual or group why they're receiving punishment.  Barathax do not use 
their lethal capacities without just cause, and even then, they prefer to rely on ever-present sentries and sheer firepower to quell slave insurrections.
   Barathax never free their slaves, even the privledged and most loyal ones.  Tampering with or removing the collar is near impossible without proper
tools (which slaves rarely possess without close supervision), a partner, and some magnifying apparatus.  Even under ideal conditions, these 
operations require a Security total of 25.  Any failure sets off the collar's lethal charge (inflicting damage value 28) and alerts the nearest controller or
tracking station within range.  Tech: 27  Price: 120 ciaras
Barathax Lumino: The Barathax bask in a life of comfort.  Luminos ensure that anyone in a position of power has the light of their homeworld 
warming their fur.  Luminos consist of concave shields that focus and reflect a plasma light source burning at their center.  They provide localized 
illumination and gentle heat to form a relaxing field for one Barathax.  The photonic wavelengths from the plasma source exactly replicate sunlight 
on Lenocia.  Luminos hang above resting alcoves, thrones, private meditation chambers and beds.  In some cases a noble has servants holding a rod 
that suspends a lumino above him wherever he goes.
   For Barathax lounging beneath, a lumino provides a +2 bonus to all trick, charm, and persuasion attempts.  Injured Barathax spending their entire 
rest period beneath a lumino gain a +2 bonus to their Endurance roll to heal naturally.  Luminos do not confer these bonuses on other species, though 
some find their effects soothing or collect them as oddities.  As signs of luxury, luminos have high prices even within the Barathax League (214 
ciaras); those offering them for sale to non-Barathax charge more for their trouble (1120 ciaras).
Gilvahn Plasma Drill: The Gilvahn mining industry relies on plasma-driven drills to bore into mineral-rich ores.  A wide but focused beam of 
superheated plasma turns raw rock into slag that workers can siphon off into ingot molds for transport to processor units elsewhere.
   The entire drill assembly – plasma tanks, power generator, and emitter – usually sit on a sturdy, tracked chassis with a shielded control seat for the 
driver/operator.  This allows easy portability into mine shafts and tunnels or remote locations with rich resources.  Open pit mines often employ 
plasma drills mounted on crane gantries or hydraulic armatures to more freely move about where needed.
   Gilvahn miners take particular care around plasma drills, wearing heat-resistant clothing, polarized visors, and heavy work gloves.  Drill teams 
maintain strict safety protocols to ensure nobody accidentally becomes caught in the plasma beam or the resulting flow of molten ore.  Each carries a 
mining impellor, a cylindrical device held at one end and along the barrel.  When directed at loose rock or dirt, the sonic field emitted from the far 
end acts a sa shovel, clearing channels into which melted ore flows.  The second setting enables the tool to function as a repulsor beam that allows 
miners to “push” streams of molten rock toward established troughs and ingot molds.
   For most intended uses, focusing the drill's plasma beam at a stationary target (rock, wall, ore vein) does not require any particular skill roll (though
knowing where and how to excavate might call for a scholar or craft roll indicating familiarity with mining practices.  Hitting a moving target with 
the drill requires a heavy weapons or gunnery roll.  When using the drill against other material than rock, compare its damage against the substance's 
toughness.
Tech: 27  Speed: 14kph/8mph/8  Passengers: 1  Maneuver Rating: +2  Damage 35 Range 3-8/15/35  Cost 151 ciaras
Gilvahn Handy Spanner: Most Gilvahn engineers and mechanics never go anywhere without their trusty handy spanner.  This multiple-function 
tools serves as a complete toolkit (+1 to relevant craft or science rolls) in the hands of a trained Gilvahn.  A mechanic can configure it to work as a 
number of other handheld tools, including pliers, screw and bolt drivers, soldering iron, spanner wrench, file, flashlight, igniter, and in desperate 
situations, a hammer.  Non-Gilvahn do not gain a bonus unless a Gilvahn first shows them how to configure and use the spanner for various tasks.
   The tool is about 25 centimeters long and five in diameter and usually fits into a large worksuit pocket.  Most Gilvahn tradesmen consider their 
handy spanner the single most useful and personal tool they own.  Many receive them as gifts when graduating from technical colleges or 
apprenticeships.  Tech: 24+  Price: 8.72 ciaras
Gilvahn Battlesuit: The Gilvahn developed a characteristic battlesuit from their many generations combating skevvel hordes and belligerent 
neighbor species.  The fully enclosed armor functions as an ENVI-suit, providing two days worth of air, food, and water, and offering general 
protection against hostile climates and atmospheres.  Armor pieces encase the wearer in breast- and back-plates, pauldrons, greaves, bracers, 
gauntlets, tassets, and a dome-shaped helmet.  The heavy armor provides extreme encumbrance, however the helmet's integrated targeting system and
sensors negate the penalty for firearms and energy weapons attacks.
   The battlesuit's primary weapon consists of a heavy plasma repeater, an oversized weapon the bearer actually rests on a pintle brace jutting out 
from the breastplate.  This brace provides stability and flexibility when aiming and firing the weapon.  An electromagnetic pulse fire a burst of super-
heated gas at targets; the user may fire single shot, burst or full-auto.
   The off-hand gauntlet sports the suit's secondary weapon, a close-quarters flamethrower.  A regulator cylinder, spray nozzle, and igniter rise from 
the gauntlet and bracer's surface, flush enough to avoid easily catching n entangling obstacles.  Hoses run beneath the armor to a reservoir of 
flammable gel in the backpack rig.  The stream of flaming gel has a limited range, making it best suited for close combat.
   When all other technology fails, Gilvahn warriors can rely on two battle knives in sheaths integrated directly into the suit: one along the armored 
boot, the other near the small of the back.  
   An armored backpack rig (counterbalanced by the breastplate and the plasma repeater) provides materials to support the ENVI-suit functions, 
flammable gel for the flamethrower, and a generator and plasma reservoir for the plasma repeater.
   Since the battlesuit's tailored to the Gilvahn's shorter, stouter frames, few other species can effectively wear them.  Those who fit suffer a -4 penalty
to all actions unless properly trained by a Gilvahn battlemaster (a physically gruelling, four-week process, assuming one can find a master willing to 
teach non-Gilvahn pupils).  Others who procure examples of battlesuits can try modifying them to their own physique: this requires a craft or 
science:armor roll difficulty 22, with failure irrevocably destroying the suit's integrity.
Tech: 27  Armor Value: TOU+10/30  Penalty: Agility and Dexterity -4, except fire combat/energy weapons  Price: 1913 ciaras
Plasma Repeater (Damage Value 18(10)  Ammo 100  Range 3-25/150/300); Flamethrower (Damage Value 30  Ammo 5  Range 0-2/4/8); 
2 combat knives (STR+3/17)



Hurshuk Noruk'am: This is a Hurshuk net, composed of a type of vine that reacts with body heat.  When thrown on a warm-blodded opponent, the 
vines constrict, binding the victim tighter and possibly causing damage.  A noruk'alm has a strength rating of 16 but does not actually deal any 
damage normally (see entangling rules).  If a noruk'alm user scores any margin of success, that amount is read as damage if the victim has been 
struggling or is exceptionally warm.  This damage is dealt the same as any other weapon.  When a victim calms down or lowers its temperature, the 
vines relax, allowing it to be unentangled and reused.  Noruk'alm are notoriously difficult to weave and as such are fairly rare.  
Tech: 30  Price: 57.5 ciaras
Peratolk'almola: a Hurshuk hand scanner, made from organic and inorganic parts.  It requires the user to have psionic abilities, off which it draws its
power but provides feedback; it doesn't have a viewscreen but rather pulses its findings back through the psionic channel.  It adds +1 to find on 
psionic manipulation:senses or other rolls to gain information.  Tech: 30  Price: 51 ciaras
Kale'shuk'almola: Those Hurshuk that must spend any amount of time on chilly or steamy  worlds prefer to wear a specially designed climate-
control suit, called a kale'shuk'almola (personal hybrid shell) – see Temp Suit.
Lonthyn Cocktail: The outer-world Lonthyn have had their skeletons reinforced genetically and artifically to provide them with heightened speed 
and durability: their blood is infused with an advanced nanotechnology that provides them with quickness and increased strength.  This improved 
skeletal structure dampers their natural eye-hand coordination somewhat, making it more difficult for them to utilize their martial abilities, but most 
agree it's worth the trade-off.  Probably the biggest side effect of the genetic manipulation for the Lonthyn is the need for Lewa'aln – the “Water of 
Life”.  This is a chemical and nanotechnical elixir that needs to be taken daily by outer world Lonthyn, or else they start to die and their enhanced 
skeletons devolve to nothing more special than their inner-world counterparts.  This cocktail relies in part on a rare chemical that, so far, has only 
been fabricated on the inner homeworld, resulting in the need for constant and continued trade between the two worlds: the inner-world Lonthyn 
don't hold this fact over the heads of their kin, because they know that, in an outright war, they'd probably lose their homeworld to the outer-
worlders.  However, this tie to their kin's world is a constant source of friction in private outer-world chambers.
   The Lonthyn Cocktail has a cost of 0.1 ciaras for outer-world Lonthyn, primarily because its expense is heavily subsidized.  The Lea'aln normally 
is not sold by lonthyn (for one thing, it has no effect on most humanoids), and as such could only be obtained on the black market (price: 188 ciaras).
Tech: 27
Lonthyn Braces: Another common technological item of the Lonthyn is the braces worn by the inner-world Lonthyn when off their homeworld.  
Although better technology is available, their pride keeps them from crafting anything more than the minimum framework necessary to protect their 
frail skeletons.  The notion of an inner-world Lonthyn in a powerful exoskeleton is abhorrent to Lonthyn; the inner-worlders would see it as denying 
their genetic destiny and the outer-worlders would view it as a poor substitute for their in-born technology.  Besides lonthyn baces have been 
designed not to interfere with the natural agility and quickness that most inner-world Lonthyn possess.  Lonthyn braces provide armor value 
TOU+2/17 and have a price of 17 ciaras.  Tech: 24
Lonthyn Dagger Forge: This device, on of the Lonthyn's better kept secrets, frequently is carried by outer-world Lonthyn on covert missions.  It's a 
tube made of ceramics and advanced plastics, about 0.75 meters long by 10 centimeters in diameter.  It is often packed in putty and disguised when 
not in use.  The wonder of this contraption is that, when emptied of its putty and filled with a half-liter of an outer-world Lonthy's blood, the forge 
reacts with the chemicals and nanotech within that liquid, turning it into a dagger almost as hard as steel (STR+3/17 damage).  The dagger remains 
solid for 12 hours, after which time the chemicals holding it together break down and it reverts to a puddle of blood.  The biggest advantage of this 
device is that it is virtually undetectable with normal sensory methods (difficu1ty 25 to detect with any sensory equipment), so a lonthyn agent will 
have access to a reasonable blade even in environments when a no-weapons policy is in force.  Using this device costs one wound, and takes two 
rounds for a blade to fully congeal.  Tech: 30  Price: 90 ciaras.
Mareen Exoskeleton: The typical Mareen exoskeleton stands 1.5m tall and has two arms and legs.  For identification purposes each Mareen usually 
marks its exoskeleton with a unique pattern that includes a name insignia and a specific coloring scheme.  One indicator of a Mareen's wealth and 
status is how “tricked out” its exoskeleton is.  Upgrades can be made using the costs and statistics of cyberware.
   The Mareen herself is housed inside a small tank, called the life Chamber, inside the exoskeleton.  This provides an amazing amount of protection, 
the Mareen can only be injured if the suit is demolished.  The suits are sealed, but still draw oxygen through air filters.  For hostile environments, the 
exoskeleton must be fitted inside a (standard) ENVI-suit.  
Stats: Tech:24+, negates racial disadvantages (as noted in racial package), Limited Life Support (requires external food and oxygen supply), MRG 8, 
Running and Lifting +2, Armor Value TOU+6/25, Claws damage value STR+3/17.

Sidebar: Mareen Technology
  Mareen have a variety of robots – use Marketplace robot statistics.  Security Wrench – electronic lockpick.  And various mundane equipment and 
entertainment devices and gear that is specially modified for their physiology.

Razithar Cargo Stasis Field: a stasis field preserves perishable commodities during transport.  The device generates an energy field that stabilizes 
matter and prevents aging or cellular degeneration.  Merchants most often use these fields to store fruits, vegetables, flowers, and processed meats 
during long freighter journeys.  With uninterrupted energy flow, a stasis field can preserve material for up to six months before natural degradation 
begins, albeit at a  slower rate.
   The field generator consists of 50 emitter disks each about one meter in diameter, arranged with half above and half below the space intended to 
store fresh merchandise.  A control module outside the field's range allows the operator to initiate or deactivate the device and monitor the condition 
of material within.  The field generates a bluish light along its perimeter that repels both energy and physical matter attempting to penetrate it.  It acts 
as a deflector shield when withstanding damage; if any damage total exceeds 18, the generator shorts out and the stasis field drops.
   Merchants rarely use stasis fields to transport live commodities, as livestock bays are more efficient.  Also the principles of the stasis field are not 
as reliable as a coldsleep suspended animation device (Endurance difficu1ty 25 or sustain damage value 35 for the shock to their system on revival).
Tech: 29  Price: 180 ciaras (shipboard) or 280 ciaras (warehouse – includes power source).  Covers 75 cubic meters and approximately 25 tons.
Razithar Tabulator: No Razithar of any rank travels without this versatile personal data device.  The tabulator combines the functions of a comlink 
and a media reader/recorder within the shell of a hand comp that easily slips under the arm.  The device intentionally avoids any holographic display 
to ensure privacy.  Removable sound and video sensors enable the user to easily record messages, while a collapsible screen shades information and 
messages displayed on the readout from unauthorized eyes.
   Tabulators have redundant security measures to prevent unauthorized users from accessing sensitive data.  To activate one, the user must enter a 
customized clearance code, depress a digit against a fingerprint-scanner, and draw a personal sigil on the touch-sensitive screen.  Circumventing 
these precautions requires a security roll, difficulty 25.  The Tabulator automatically records data (including time, location, and method) for every 
unsuccessful attempt to access its contents.  Tech: 27  Price: 30



BIOTECH SUITS/ARMOR
Tech Effect Value Price(Ciara/Dollar/Value) 

Chameleon Suit 30 Stealth+3 60/3000/(18)
Cloaking Suit 30 Stealth+5 84/4200(19)
Flight Suit 30 MRJ+3, MRF 11 164/8200(20) 1week
Kinetic Armor 30 TOU+10/30 400/20,000(22)
Plasma Armor 30 TOU+15/35 600/30,000(23) vs. Energy only, TOU+1 vs other attacks.
Pressure Suit 30 TOU+5 100/5000(19) AGI & DEX -3, Fatigue pen., air for 24 hours
Protective Suit 30 TOU+10 380/19,000(22) vs. Gas/Chemical, reseals in 3 rounds.
Scorpion Armor 30 TOU+8/28 800/40,000(23) Stingers Unarmed 10, Damage 15, Venom Damage 17
Temp Suit 30 40/2000(17) functions in -40C to 90C.  1week
Biotech Silk, Light 24 +3/20 2/100/10

Medium 26 +5/25 20/1000/15
Heavy 30 +7/27 200/10k/20

Armored Biotech Suits – Price Value is increased by the Armor Value (+3/5/7) or x4/x10/x25

BIOTECH PHYSICAL ENHANCERS
Tech Effect Value Price(Ciara/Dollar/Value) 

Amninatral 30 First Aid+2 40/2000(17)
Dalen 30 Tracking+3 52/2600(18) only survives 24hrs in the human body
Gutadatl 30 AGI+2/STR+2 120/6000(19) 1/day duration 6 rounds
Hastur 30 PER+3 120/6000 (19) visual PER only
Herat 30 skills+3 100/5000(19) Acrobatics, beast riding, dodge, maneuver, running +3
Kilith 30 skills+3  80/4000 (18) Lockpicking and Prestidigitation +3
Linkage 30 * 200/10,000(20) 5km, lasts 1 month in human body, killed by Comaghaz
Lornos 30 Charm+3 140/7000 (20) bonus only vs. opposite sex
Psionic Enhancer 30 Psi. Manip.+1 400/20,000(22) takes effect in 12 rounds, lasts 24 hours
Psionic Inhibitor 30 Psi. skills-2 480/24,000(22) Psi. Manip. DN 16 burns out, lasts 1 week
Tutanawi 30 160/8000(19) See normally in darkness
Karuqaay 30 Find+3 100/5000(19) x50 telescopic vision. +3 to find when observing at distance
Chamiqaay 30 Find+3 100/5000(19) x10,000 microscopic vision. +3 to find. vs. small items. 
Rinri 30 PER+3 120/6000(19) +3 to Perception using hearing
Chapllay 30 PER+3 32/1600(17) +3 to Perception using taste
Senqa  30 PER+3  50/2500(17) +3 to Perception using smell
Chamkay  30 PER+3 80/4000(18) +3 to Perception or Dexterity using touch
Jampiri 30 TOU+2  280/14k(20) Built-in self-repair. Medicine skill equal to Toughness +2.
Soqariy 30 STR+3 2400/120k(25) Increase to STR and Push Limits
Qhara 30 TOU+5 1000/50k(23) Armored Skin
Chiwry 30 120/6000(19) Absorbs three shock points per blow or Push
Kututu  30 AGI+3 80/4000(18) Heightened Reflexes
Amaru 30 STR+2 150/7500(19) Fangs, Injects poison (damage value = TOU) on a wound or better
Sillu 30 STR+3 120/6000(19) Claws
Dermal Mask 30 Disguise+5 2000/100k(25) Alters skin, hair, and eyes at will

DRUGS
Tech Effect Value Price(Ciara/Value)

Alnish 27 CHA & SPI+3 10(14)+ Lasts 24 hours, highly addictive, see text
Bolterblast 27 Find+5 6(13)+ Lasts 24 hours, see text
QuickKill 27 Phys.+2 4(12)+ Lasts 10 minutes, see text.

BIOTECH MELEE WEAPONS
Tech Damage Price(Ciara/Dollar/Value) 

Bhelablade 30 +4/23* 100/5000(19) Poison damage 14/round, Medicine DN 10 to neutralize.  2week
Calaki 30 +8/25* 150/7500(20) Grapple damage 18/round, STR DN 8 to remove.  1month
Hrockt – Club or Staff 30 +3/18 120/6000(19)

Spear +3/18 Range 3-5/25/40
Kros-Hek 30 +3/16 400/20,000(22)

If a wound results, Medicine DN 13 (1st hour) or 22, END-1/2 hours, Coma at 0, after 72hrs causes damage 25.  1 month
Tentacle Sword 30 +6/25* 160/8000(20)

Tentacles (4) AGI 10 DEX 4 STR 12 END 11 TOU 11 PER 4 MIN 4 CHA 4 SPI 4 Dodge 11, Unarmed 13, lifting 13, immune to interactions.  1week
Volent 30 +5/24 60/3000(18) Concealable.  2month
Whipfang 30 +6/24 80/4000(18) 2week



MISSILE WEAPONS
Tech Damage  Range(S/M/L) Price(Ciara/Dollar/Value) 

Coar Spear 30 +6/20* 10/25/60 100/5000(19) Biotech Weapons+4.  2week
Glahn throwing Stick 30 +4/18 2-5/7/12 2.5/125(11)
Jiros 30 * 3-100/500/1k 44/2200(17) 1month

AGI 10 DEX 5 STR 9 END 8 TOU 8 PER 11 MIN 5 CHA 5 SPI 4 MRF 11
Dodge 11, flight 14, maneuver 11, stealth 12, unarmed combat 12, Find 12, tracking 15, trick 13, Charm (20), persuasion (20), taunt (20), Intimidation (21)

Larendi Bow 30 +8/27 3-10/100/250 64/3200(18)
If a wound results, telesh arrows causes damage 11/round, STR 9 to remove.  Telesh 1month

Noruk'am 30 57.5/NA(18)
Strength rating of 16 (entangling)  MoS is read as damage if the victim has been struggling or is exceptionally warm.

Pelota 30 +1/13 3-10/40/60 80/4000(18)
If a wound results, causes damage 13/round, STR 11 to remove.  3 days

Quonal 30 +3/20 3-5/10/15 300/15,000(21) Melee weapon STR+2/17
Salend Sling 30 +1/17/23* 3-5/10/15 48/2400(17) Sling STR+1/17, Acid Pellets Damage 23. 1 month
Starshredders 30 +4/18/23* 3-5/10/15 90/4500(19)

If a wound results, STR 9 to remove, causes damage 23 the next round.  2 months

BIOTECH FIREARMS
Tech Damage Ammo Range(S/M/L) Price(Ciara/Dollar/Value) 

Baatase Rifle 30 * 20 3-50/200/400 60/3000(18) Glue, STR 16 to escape
Cell Jammer 30 23 15 3-30/100/200 600/30,000(23) Stun or Lethal settings.  1 month
Electronus 30 27 50 3-15/25/40 480/24,000(22) fires 3 blasts, then needs 1 round recharge.  2 weeks
Electron Ray Gun 30 31 50 3-150/500/1k 2880/144,000(26)
Glampule Projector 30  15 1 3-15/25/40 See Text
Gravitic Ray 30 30 NA 3-150/350/500 600/30,000(23)
Mindlance 30 20 NA 3-10/25/40 400/20,000(22) Mental Damage.  3 months
Mitositer 30 * 10 3-40/100/150 40/2000(17) target physical actions -6, TOU 15, 2hr recharge. 1 week
Rhadan Mark V 30 17 25 3-40/100/250 48/2400(17) if a wound results, grapple STR 14 
Shatterer 30 36 20 3-50/150/250 8000/400,000(28) Value on Power Push in damage to user (+3 shock)
Shtar Thrower 30  20 50  3-40/100/300 See Text
White Dragon 30 26 5 3-40/100/250 150/7500(20) If a wound results, damage continues.  2 weeks
White Noise 30 * 15 3/20/150 40/2000(17) Mental actions reduced for one round 

Penalty (S/M/L) -5/-3/-1. 1 month

ENERGY WEAPONS AND SLUGTHROWERS
Tech Damage Ammo Range(S/M/L) Price(Ciara/Dollar/Value) 

Blaster
Pistol 27 20(10) 40 3-100/300/500 260/65,000(22) some have laser sights, Energy Weapons+2
Rifle 27 21(10) 24 3-250/1k/2k 400/100,000(22) some have laser sights, Energy Weapons+2
Heavy Blaster 27 25(10) 12 3-600/2k/4k 1000/250,000(24) some have laser sights, Energy Weapons+2

Bolter Rifle 27 30/27/25 50 3-150/350/600 750/75,000(24) Burst Radius 6/15/40
Gyrojets
Pistol 27 * 4 * 5000/250,000(27)
   Warhead, HE 31 10-25/50/150 500/25,000(22)

AP 30(5) 10-25/75/200 750/37,500(23)
HS * x2 +250/12,500(21) Heavy Weapons+5
BE 29 10-25/50/150 500/25,000(22)

Rifle 27 * 12 * 8000/400,000(28)
   Warhead, HE 33 10-500/1k/2.5k 2400/120,000(26)

AP 31(5) 10-500/2k/4k 3600/180,000(27)
HS * x2 +1000/50,000(24) Heavy Weapons+5
BE 30 10-500/1k/2.5k 2400/120,000(26)

Pulse Cannon 27 23/25/27 25 3-200/500/1k 900/45,000(24) damage increases at range
Repeating Laser
Pistol 27 24(5) 20 3-60/150/250 750/37,500(23) Damage includes Burst Rating, Full-Auto or Burst
Rifle 27 25(5) 20 3-250/1k/2.5k 2000/100,000(22) Damage includes Burst Rating, Full-Auto or Burst

Smash Gun 27 21 30 3-20/150/300 400/20,000(22)
Splinter Gun 27 20 40 3-50/150/400 300/15,000(21)
Stun Gun 27 20stun 25 3-10/25/50 80/4000(18)

VEHICLES 
Tech Speed(kmh/mph/value) Man. Wt. Pass. TOU Price(Ciara/Dollar/Value) 

Swifter (Land/Hover) 30 200/120/14 0 22 4 12 1200/60,000(24) 2 Gravitic Rays
Skimmer (Water/Hover) 30 125/80/13 +3 22 3 14 1000/50,000(24)
Tormaak (Land/Ground) 27 110/70/13 -3 19 5-10 34 500/25,000(22) 4 Pulse Cannon Turret
Geomantic Shuttle (Space/orbit) 30 170K/106K/29 +0 19 8 22 200M/10B(50)
Gilvahn Plasma Drill 27  14/8/8 +2  1 151/NA(20) D35 R3-8/15/35   



BIOTECH ADVENTURING GEAR
Tech Price(Ciara/Dollar/Value) Notes

Alan Torch 30 6/300(13) 25m radius
Biotech Repair Kit 30 30/1500(16) Science:Biotech +1
Commtrol 30 27/1350(16) 25km, organic (1 month) 

large unit 30 270/13,500(21) Planetary or Interstellar ranges.
Dermal Mask 30  4200 (9) Disguise+5
Gold Computer, personal 30 200/10,000(20)

terminal 30 2000/100,000(25)
Medkit 30 15/750(15) First Aid  and medicine +3 for specific species
Peratolk'almola 30 51/NA(18) Hand Scanner, +1 to find on psionic manipulation:senses 
Transtech 30 10/500(14) Language:Any +2, organic is symbiotic implant
Volent Rope 30 0.9/45(9) 200m, supports 270kg.  2 months
Vitamin/Mineral Packs 30 0.5/25(7)

Biotech Lab Bonus Price (Ciara/Dollar/Value)
Small Biotech+2 to 5 50/2500/17 +10/500/14 per additional point bonus
Large Biotech+5 200/10k/20

INORGANIC ADVENTURING GEAR
Tech Price(Ciara/Dollar/Value) Notes

Comlink 27 1/50(9) range 10km
Thermo-Disk 27 2.5/125(11)
Cred-Key 27 0.4/20(7)
Med-Kit 27 10/500(14) First Aid  and medicine +2 for specific species
Tool Kit 27 7/350(13) Science:mechanics, electronics, and computertech +1
Hand Computer 27 13/650(15)
ScholarChips 27 0.5/25(7)+ Scholar 15 for appropriate subject.  Prices go up for more valuable and useful programs
Hand Scanner 27 17/825(15) Find+2 
Holovid Player 27 7/350(13)
Life-Support Refills 27 18/900(15) 2 weeks food and air
ENVI-Suit 27 22/1100(16)+ TOU+3/18
Barathax Submission Collar 27 120/NA(19) Stun 5-16, Lethal 20, Security DN 25 or Damage 28.
Barathax Lumino 27 214 or 1120/NA(21/24) +2 bonus to all trick, charm, and persuasion and natural healing checks.
Gilvahn Handy Spanner 24+ 8.72/NA(14) +1 to relevant craft or science 
Lonthyn Cocktail 27 0.1 or 188 (4 or 20)
Lonthyn Braces 24 17 (15) TOU+2/17
Lonthyn Dagger Forge 30 90 (19)
Razithar Cargo Stasis Field 29  180 (shipboard) or 280 (warehouse) 
Razithar Tabulator 27 30 (16) comlink/hand computer

Gilvahn Battlesuit 27 1913/NA(25)
Armor Value: TOU+10/30  Penalty: Agility and Dexterity -4, except fire combat/energy weapons; Plasma Repeater (D18(10) A100 R3-25/150/300); 
Flamethrower (D30 A5 R0-2/4/8); 2 combat knives (STR+3/17)

Mareen Exoskeleton 24+
negates racial disadvantages, Limited Life Support, MRG 8, Running and Lifting +2, Armor Value TOU+6/25, Claws damage value STR+3/17.



SPACECRAFT
   The Star Sphere is a vast, with a great number of starfaring races.  The Akashans plied the spacelanes with lightships – living starships.  These 
ships used fin-like sails to convert solar energy to propulsion.  Upon reaching a planet, the larger vessels used shuttles to make landfall.  Smaller craft
would actually land, their fins would wither, and the ship would burrow into the ground until it was time to depart.
   With the fall of Akasha, other races have risen to dominate the cosm.  Lacking knowledge of Biotechnology, a variety of other methods have been 
developed.  Spacecraft, and their onboard systems, vary from Tech axiom 27 for the simplest, to 30 for Akashan relics.
   In-system propulsion can be as simple a ramscoop-powered fusion engine to solar sails to a gravity drive  - which bends space allowing the ship to 
travel “downhill”.  For interstellar travel, all races use the stargates.  A series of holes in space, which link a given star system to one or more other 
systems.  Transit through a stargate takes approximately one week, whether the destination is a light year away, or across the galaxy.
   
Starship Weapons
Type – there a number of different shipboard weapons, which are in two basic groups.  Energy and projectile.  Energy weapons are powered by the 
ships engines, and have effectively unlimited ammunition.  Projectile weapons fire a physical projectile at their target.  The simplest fire a solid slug 
while more advanced types are guided, able to adjust in flight to track their target.  Projectile weapons require ammunition.  The Ammo value is the 
number of shots in the weapon itself.  Most ships carry additional ammunition in the weapon bay.
   Laser – A beam of focused radiation (most commonly light).
   Blaster – A beam of focused plasma which causes both heat and kinetic damage upon impact.
   Slicer – A variation on the laser, commonly used by pirates.  The beam is computer controlled to carve through the hull of the target, while doing 
limited damage to the interior.  This allows for better salvage.
   Particle Accelerator – Similar to the Mass Driver (below).  The weapon accelerates a single particle to near-luminal speeds, which in turn can 
punch through nearly anything it hits.
   Gravitic Ray – An extremely advanced weapon, based on the same technology used to create artificial gravity aboard ships, or the gravity drive.  
The weapon fires a beam of focused gravity, which causes a pinpoint target to generate gravity nearly as great as a singularity.  This causes the 
surrounding area (and any one in the vicinity) tremendous stress.
   Mass Driver – A gigantic gauss cannon.  A series of rails use electromagnetism to accelerate a ferrous slug.
   Missile Launcher – A tube which emits a self-propelled piece of ordnance.  Though technically guided, with the distances involved in space, the 
guidance system does not provide any benefit to attack rolls.
   Torpedo Launcher – A more advanced version of the Missile Launcher.  Improvements to the guidance system allow the torpedo to actively track 
the target making radical course changes.  Also, the torpedo may be command detonated, with a proximity effect.  The torpedo provides a +2 bonus 
to the to-hit roll.  If the roll misses by 2, it still detonates close enough to do partial damage (damage value-2).
   Shatterer – A devastating weapon, outlawed by most civilizations.  A form of torpedo, which uses the rules of the torpedo launcher (above) to fire a
bomb which causes the breakdown of matter in the vicinity of its detonation.  
   Sensor Probes – Missile and Torpedo Launchers may be used to fire sensor probes, or other specialty ordnance.
   Grappler – An electromagnetic grapple on a heavy cable.  The grappling ship must get close to the target vessel, match direction and velocity, and 
make a successful Gunnery check to connect.  The effect value is equal to the ship's Toughness -10.  This is compared to the target's speed value, 
minus 5 for non-capital craft.  The results are read on the Power Push Table and subtracted from both the target's Maneuver Rating and Speed Value.  
The Grappler is primarily intended to reel in shuttlecraft or scout ships that are adrift or not resisting.
   Tractor Beam – Fires a coherent energy beam, which latches on to a target vessel, arresting its movement, and dragging it in.  The rules are much 
like the Grappler.  The effect value is equal to the attacking ship's Toughness (+10 for the Tech 29 version), and compared to the target's Speed Value.
If the attack is successful, subtract an additional 25 from the speed value of the target.  If the speed value is reduced to a negative value, the ship is 
pulled in.  Reduce the range by one category per round (long to medium to short to point blank to caught).
   Break Free: each rund after the Tractor Beam connects, both ships make an opposed roll.  The attacker may keep the original gunnery total or re-
roll each round against the defender's Vehicle Piloting.  The results are read on the Push Table, and applied accordingly.  Both ships take Shock 
Results.  If the attacker takes 10 shock points from this source, the tractor beam overloads and shuts down.
   Singularity Field – Vessels with a Gravity Drive may weaponize it.  Using the Singularity Field prohibits speed push.  It creates a gravity well 
around the attacking ship.  All ships in range face the effects of a tractor beam.

Batteries/Banks – Capital ships are bristling with weapons, but due to their shape and size can not bring all their weapons to bear.  For these ships, 
the weapons listed, are the numbers that can be brought to bear at one time.  Tractor Beam batteries add +3 to the attack roll rather than an increase to
effect.
Ammunition – The number of shots that can be loaded at one time.  Weapons with more than one can fire multiple shots in a single round.  Weapons 
with a “–“ are energy weapons, and have effectively unlimited power from the ship's engines.  As such they normally fire single shots per round, but 
can fire multiple shots on a Flurry action.  Slicers fire a continuous beam, with damage being the result of an entire round – no multi-action is 
possible.
Range – the distance in kilometers.
Cost – the price in Ciaras.  These weapons are not available  for sale on Earth.  Ammunition based weapons have the cost per reload after the slash.

Sidebar: Ship Technologies
Tech Propulsion Gravity Other
27 Ramjet Acceleration
28 Solar Sail Artificial Gravity
29 Ion Drive
30 Gravity Drive Shields, Teleporters



Type Tech Damage Ammo Range (S/M/L) Cost
Energy
Laser 27 32 – 10-150/200/250 1k
Blaster 27 36 – 10-50/80/100 2k
Slicer 28 35 – 10-50/100/150 3k
Particle Accelerator 29 40 – 30-200/300/600 10k
Gravitic Ray 30 40 – 30-250/400/800 25k
Projectile
Mass Driver 27 39 5 30-100/200/300 2k/100
Missile Launcher 28 35 1 50-250/500/1000 2.5k/500
Torpedo Launcher 29 37 1 50-300/600/1200 3.5k/800
Shatterer (Torpedo) 30 41 1 50-300/600/1200 3.5k/1.6k
Special 
Grappler 27 TOU-10 – 1/--/-- 1k
Tractor Beam 28 TOU – 2-10/30/60 8k
Improved Tractor Beam 29 TOU+5 – 3-10/40/60 15k
Singularity Field 30 TOU – 1-5/10/20 50k

Ships
Speed – The speed value is for atmospheric travel (where applicable), for space travel increase by a value of 10.
Cargo – the tons of general cargo, and the amount of consumables carried.
Armament – Each weapon arc has number(s) in parenthesis.  The first is the damage for one weapon/battery.  The second is for the entire arc.

Freighter
   A fixture of the cosm.  Lightly armed and armored, they are easy prey for pirates.  The primary features of the freighters are its bays, capable of 
carrying bulk equipment, more fragile wares and vehicles.  This versatility allows independent freighter captains to find work with virtually any 
faction.

Akashan Lightship, Cruiser
   Akashan Lightships were once the most common spacecraft in much of the known Star Sphere.  Living starships, grown by biotechnicians.  With 
the collapse of the Akashan stargate, few of these vessels remain.  And those are priceless antiques.  If the Earth Expedition ever returns, their fleet 
would be immensely powerful.
   Lightships, being organic, will always be unique, and have individual customizations.  
   Cruisers are the smallest of Akashan starships.  Capable of operating with only a handful of crew, but with facilities for forty.  Cruisers are fast, and
capable of operating for up to a year.  However, they are only lightly armed, and not intended for prolonged combat.
   During the Fall, Coar forces modified their cruisers by thickening the hull and replacing cargo space (including consumables) with additional 
turrets.

Akashan Lightship, Liner
   A light capital vessel, intended mainly as a personnel transport or freighter.  Liners can transport fifteen thousand scientists, monitors, and various 
client race members.  They are heavily armed for a transport, capable of matching most actual modern warships.  And these vessels are the backbone 
of the Expeditionary Fleet.

Akashan Lightship, Warship
   Possibly the largest starships ever built (or grown).  Even at the height of the Akashan Star sphere these were unbelievably expensive, and rare.  
There were twelve on the Earth Expedition.  It is believed that these comprised between twenty and thirty percent of the class.  Not surprising, most 
of those remaining in the cosm were deployed to star systems of Client Races that were rebellious.  The Lorbaat captured or destroyed most during 
the Fall.
   Armed with unbelievable weapons arrays, virtually impenetrable hulls, and huge numbers of support craft.  But the most impressive was their 
Singularity Fields, which could bring enemy ships to a literal standstill.

Barathax Slave Dreadnaught
   Infrequent military campaigns bolster the existing pool of slaves among Chain Worlds and conquers new planets to mine for resources and labor.  
These actions occur only when it politically suits the Regal Conclave and the Barathax League's interests.  Between wars, well-armed dreadnoughts 
run by the slaver caste ply the space lanes, serving to both collect and deal in captive labor.
   Slavers target lone vessels with high passenger capacity – usually starliners – in regions of space known as hazardous, where a “mysterious” 
disappearance or starship crash would not seem surprising.  Slave dreadnoughts pack heavy weaponry behind solid armor to disable targets with 
maximum firepower and protect the existing captive cargo.  Commandos trained in zero-gravity maneuvers and boarding operations quickly swarm 
aboard immobilized ships, eliminate any resistance, and begin rounding up prisoners.  Processing facilities strip captives of their identities and 
personal belongings, fitting each with a registered submission collar, assessing each for their labor potential, and herding them into immense holding 
pens.
   Some dreadnoughts make a circuit to Chain worlds where harsh conditions contribute to high slave attrition.  Noble houses contract to purchase 
captives to swell their labor pools.  Slave ships make regular stops on worlds known to deal in slaves.  The noble houses operating a particular 
dreadnaught keeps enough credits to maintain the ship, pay the crew, and pocket some profit, but it pays tribute to the Regal Conclave to uphold its 
slaving charter.

Elven Carrier
   The most common of Eleven capital ships.  Swift and maneuverable, and designed with minimal crew requirements.  Elven ships are technological 
marvels on par with the Akashans.  With these ships, and their fighter complement, it is no wonder neighboring star systems do not violate their 
borders, and hope the elves are satisfied with the worlds the possess.



   Armed with vast arrays of Gravitics, a Singularity Field, and nine squadrons of starfighters.
   Most fantastic of all, they are equipped with Teleportation.  The ability to transport crew members to and from planets without landing or the use of
shuttles.  This permits rapid evacuation in the event of a ship's loss (provided there is a safe place to transit to), or to board enemy ships without the 
usual tactics.

Elven Fighter
   Elves prefer individual achievement over large groups.  So these potent one-man fighters the logical result.  Fast, agile, and armed with a Gravitic 
ray capable of ripping apart most other starfighters.

Hurshuka Personal Space Vessel
   Specially climate-controlled, this one-person vessel – called a twee'crik'alm'ola (“baby hybrid flyer”) - can transport its passenger to many nearby 
systems at a leisurely pace.  Its bridge and sleeping area are combined with hydroponics gardens to give the passenger the comforts f home.  In 
addition to the hydroponics, it offers enough food to feed one Hurshuk for five months (or a smaller humanoid for 10).  All instruments are scaled for
Hurshuk, so they can be difficult for smaller beings to operate.

Lonthyn Long-Range Scout Ship
   The Lonthyn usually disguise their scouting ships as basic and well-used freighters.  Like the Lonthyn themselves, the exterior hides its deadly and 
calculating true purpose.

Lorbaat Battleship
   Frightening examples of the Lorbaat's technology.  These ships are technically only Tech Axiom 29, with the exception of the Shatterer Torpedoes.  
These ships are such opposites to the Akashan ships they once destroyed.  Purely inorganic, with hulls like armored carapaces.
   Lorbaat Ships once used Fission Drives.  The change to a less dangerous engine was purely for efficiency.  Lorbaat weapons systems were chosen 
for maximum damage.  The Shatterer Torpedo is the cutting edge of Lorbaat technology, weapon that is outlawed by nearly every other race in the 
Star Sphere.
   Like the Akashans, Lorbaats do employ other races aboard ships.  Notably, Draygakk are often employed as engineers and sensor operators.  And 
Larendi and Gudasko are a part of the Marine complement.

Lorbaat Heavy Fighter
   Part of the weapons complement of Lorbaat ships, bases, and planets.  Very limited armament – due to the massive size of the Particle Accelerator, 
around which the entire ship is built.  Two Shatterer Torpedoes may be carried on outboard pylons, though in most engagements, these are not carried
due to the cost.
   Like the Battleship, these are technically only Tech Axiom 29, except the Shatterers.

Pirate Gunship
   Pirate vessels come in all shapes and sizes.  The one detailed below is fairly typical, being a refitted merchant vessel, with much of the cargo space 
being removed and additional weapons and armor being added.  Pirate ships are often ragtag collections of parts welded together, seemingly at a 
whim.  Weapons are most often fitted into turrets on onto racks for easy replacement.

Razithar Merchant Cruiser
   These massive vessels form the backbone of the Razithar economy.  Traveling alone or in pairs and convoys, they transport valuable commodities 
among diverse markets.  Cavernous bays hold freight, docking bays house defensive fighters and cargo shuttles, and armor and ordnance protect the 
entire craft.
   Crews consist not only of pilots, gunners, systems operators, and engineers, but an entire corps of merchant personnel, from negotiators to broker 
sales to loaders to handle cargo.  A cruiser captain can also deploy a complement of soldiers if he deems any of the ship's interests are in danger.
   The Razithar contract other species more notable for their starship engineering and construction skills to build a cruiser's basic hull.  Other 
specialized suppliers install weapons systems, computers, life-support modules, and other interior components.  Frequent rotation of assignments 
among contractors ensures no one foreign company or government ever contributes exclusively to a particular system.
   Although the Razithar have no massive starship construction yards of their own, they perform final customization of all merchant cruisers in their 
repair facilities.  The characteristics below reflect the standard trade cruiser.  Most corporations, and individual captains modify their vessels with 
additional weapons, system upgrades, larger fighter complements, (and in some cases) airlocks, tractor beams, magnetic grapple tethers, and loading 
bays specifically designed for plundering cargo from disabled freighters.

Razithar Fighter
   Part of the defense of a Merchant Cruiser, these are single-man craft, requiring Environment Suits.  While this makes the fighters very short-range, 
it also makes them quite cheap.  The Razithar don't skimp on the rest of the fighters systems, fast, maneuverable, and decently armored.  

Taurid Migratory Ship
   Massive refitted starships form the backbone of spaceborne migratory herds.  To convert these vessels, the Taurids strip out most amenities and 
replace them with bulk cargo space.  Taurids upgrade armor and weaponry if necessary to ensure their safety against space-faring foes.  Airlocks 
allow docking with other ships to take on supplies or transfer passengers in emergencies.  Ex-mercenaries with service aboard military vessels 
assume the duties of transport crew.  Despite their origins as mothballed or antiquated refits, migration ships have atmospheric flight capabilities, 
with landing gear to allow planetside docking.  
   Existing personnel quarters serve the crew, council, and high-ranking herd members.  Most of the habitable space consists of pressurized bulk 
cargo modules in which the general herd populace encamps as if they inhabited an open prairie.  Taurids stock their own water in large holding tanks,
and fill entire cargo bays with bales of preserved grasses to consume during the long journeys.
   A typical herd requires two transports, while larger communities often field fleets of eight to ten ships.  During massive migrations, a herd fleet 
often saves enough funds to purchase an antiquated yet armed frigate or corvette to provide additional defense.



Taurid Scout Ship
   Each herd transport carries several scout ships in landing bays.  These vessels fly patrols, explore nearby systems for potential habitable worlds, 
and help fend off aggressors.  Taurids who gained piloting experience through prior mercenary service act as scouts, maintain their ships, and consult
with the herd council when they make significant discoveries.
   Between migration ship jumps, several scout ships travel ahead of the fleet to reconnoiter several potential destination systems.  Aside from 
seeking possible settlement worlds with open plains and lush grasslands, the scouts also patrol for the presence of hostile ships, astrographical 
hazards, and authorities who might turn the herd away.
   When the fleet isn't jumping to the next system, at least one scout ship for every transport patrols the nearby space to intercept any threats. The 
lightly armed craft are capable snub fighters armed with a medium laser cannon to engage enemies and defend any transport under attack.

Verdendrian Starfish Cruiser
   Looking more like a five pylon starbase, this vessel's engines reside under the central hull, propelling the vessel such that the “top” moves in the 
direction of travel.  This allows the guns and torpedo launchers to face forward, giving the ship and excellent field of fire.  In combating this ship, it's
best to attack at the point of one of the pylons to limit the number of guns that can be brought to bear.  The Starfish-class cruiser is the standard fleet 
ship of the armada.  It's believed that larger versions of the vessel exist, probably as command ships or space stations, but there are no confirmed 
sightings of such ships.

Verdendrian Manta Ray Explorer
   The Manta-Ray Explorer is the most common vessel encountered in the Verdendrian  fleet.  It functions primarily as a research craft and can be 
sighted near any astrometrical anomaly or curiosity.  In addition, several of these craft are housed on each Starfish-class cruiser to act as 
expeditionary vessels, launches, and gunships against heavy fighter assault.

Concordium Vessels
Atuc Scout
   This two-man craft is the most common of Concordium Scouts.  Capable of carrying up to six people for short trips.  The ship only requires one 
pilot, but a co-pilot is normally assigned to handle gunnery in the event of a hostile encounter.
   Well armored and lightly armed, boasting a laser and two missile launchers.
   The shipyards at Pashuku also build four, six, eight, and twelve-man scouts for the Concordium Fleet modeled on the same lines. 

Breaker Patrol Ship
   This patrol craft is used primarily by the Concordium Fleet for customs inspections, law enforcement in the Core and Near Colonies, interdiction 
and the enforcement of embargoes, among other duties.  It carries a crew of four with sufficient life support and supplies for a six month tour of duty.
   The name “Breaker” was given to the craft when a squadron was organized to defend a colony world from the Lorbaats.  The patrol craft were 
expected to hold the line so that ground defenses could be put up.  But instead, acted as “breakers” - the Lorbaat attack smashed and broke after the 
hardy ships withstood several assaults.
   Breaker patrol craft carry sufficient armor to discourage most opponents.  Weaponry is a rack of four missiles, and a tri-turret of blaster cannons.

Dart Light Fighter
   The light fighter is designed for mass assaults and defense of larger vessels.  It is fast and highly maneuverable, but sacrifices toughness as part of 
the bargain.  It is a one-man craft, with the pilot wearing an ENVI suit to save on the mass of life support.
   Light fighters are commonly carried on battlecruisers and dreadnoughts, and used for the protection of those vessels.  They are surprisingly well-
armed, carrying a laser and two missiles.
   Light fighters have been dubbed “flash and burns” by their pilots, due to their tendency to explode after taking only a few hits.

Yaguara Heavy Fighter
   A powerful, yet still maneuverable, fighter, this vessel is often found in battlecruiser vehicle bays or as part of a base's defense force.  It carries a 
crew of three, with sufficient life support for a seven week tour.  Heavy fighters are frequently used to escort ships near the borders.
   Well-armored, pilots vie for duty on the YHF because of the high protection offered by the vessel.  It also boasts two blaster cannons, a mass driver,
and two missile launchers.  All of this combines to make the Yaguara heavy fighter a formidable foe.  

Standard Battlecruiser
   The symbol of the Concordium Fleet, the Standard Battlecruiser is sheer power unleashed.  The sight of one of these in orbit is enough to cow even
the most determined secessionist, and indeed it was in the fight to keep the colonies under Concordium control that the battlecruiser came into its 
own.  Today it is sent against Lorbaats, Barathax, and anything else that might constitute a menace to Concordium space.    Battlecruisers may act 
individually or in wings of four.
   Battlecruisers are sufficiently armored and robust to make difficult prey.  Weaponry includes two quad turret batteries each of blaster cannons and 
mass drivers, and three missile batteries with 30 missiles apiece.  Along with its own weapons, battlecruisers carry up to a dozen light fighters and a 
half dozen heavy fighters.  Depending on the nature of the mission, some of the heavy fighters may be replaced with scouts.
   Battlecruisers carry crews of 200, often including Fleet marines.  All of these may be put into coldsleep during long jumps, as many of the systems 
can be automated, but it is common practice to keep a full bridge complement of six at all times.



Freighter
Tech 27  kph/value 950/17  Man. -1  Crew 2, 6 passengers  Cargo 120 tons, 3 months  TOU 33  Cost 276k  Armament Twin Blaster Turret (38)

Akashan Lightship, Cruiser
Tech 30  kph/value 1500/19 Man. -2  Crew 40  Cargo 200, 1 year  TOU 35  Cost NA  Armament 1 Quad Gravitic Ray Turret (43)  

Akashan Lightship, Liner
Tech 30  kph/value 750/16  Man. -6  Crew 3000, 15,000 passengers  Cargo 60,000, 3 years  Craft 90 shuttles, 2 Cruisers  TOU 50  Cost NA  
Armament 5 Gravitic Ray Batteries (2f, 1p, 1s, 1a, 43/45(fwd)), 5 Torpedo Batteries (2f, 1p, 1s, 1a, 40/42(fwd), A60each)

Akashan Lightship, Warship
Tech 30  kph/value 800/16  Man. -8  Crew 15,000, 30,000 passengers  Cargo 300,000, 5 years  Craft 300 shuttles, 6 cruisers  TOU 55  Cost NA 
Armament 12 Gravitic Batteries (4f/p, 4f/s, 4a, 43/46), 5 Torpedo Batteries (2f/p, 2f/s, 1a, 40/42(fwd arcs), A100ea.), Singularity Field

Barathax Slave Dreadnought
Tech 27 kph/value 850/17  Man. -6  Crew 400, 5000 slaves, 200 troops  Cargo 15,000, 1 year  TOU 46  Cost NA
Armament 6 Blasters Batteries (1f (40), 2p (41), 2s (41), 1a(40)), 2 Tractor Beam Batteries

Elven Carrier
Tech 30  kph/value 1475/18  Man. -4  Crew 2500  Cargo 50,000, 3 years  Craft 108 fighters, 6 shuttles  TOU 50  Cost NA
Armament 10 Gravitic Batteries (4f/p, 4f/s, 2a 43/46(fwd)/45(aft)), 5 Torpedo Batteries (2f/p, 2f/s, 1A 40/42(fwd) A50each), Singularity Field
Special Teleporters

Elven Fighter
Tech 30  kph/value 1800/19  Man. +5  Crew 1  Cargo Negligible, 1 week  TOU 26  Cost 600k  Armament Gravitic Ray (f 40)

Hurshuka Personal Space Vessel
Tech 27 kph/value 750/16  Man. 0  Crew 1  Cargo Negligible, 5 months  TOU 27  Cost 107k  Armament 1 Laser Turret (32)

Lonthyn Long-Range Scout Ship
Tech 27  kph/value 1450/18  Man. +2  Crew 6, 2 passengers  Cargo 100 tons, 10 months  TOU 31  Cost 640k  
Armament 1 Laser Turret (32), Fwd Probe Launcher (A10)

Lorbaat Battleship
Tech 30  kph/value 800/17  Man. -6  Crew 25,000, 5000 Troops  Cargo 100,000, 3 years  Craft 36 fighters, 60 shuttles  TOU 58  Cost NA  
Armament  24 Particle Accelerator Batteries (6/arc 43/47), 4 Shatterer Batteries (1/arc 44 A60each), 4 Tractor Batteries

Lorbaat Heavy Fighter
Tech 30  kph/value 1400/18  Man. +3  Crew 2  Cargo negligible, 1 week  TOU 30  Cost 175k  
Armament 1 Particle Accelerator (f 40) 2 Shatterers (f 41)

Pirate Gunship
Tech 28  kph/value 1600/19  Man. +4  Crew 1, 12 troops  Cargo 60 tons, 2 months  TOU 30  Cost 265k
Armament Twin Slicer Turret (37), 2 Missile Launchers (f 35/37 A2each)

Razithar Merchant Cruiser
Tech 28  kph/value 850/17  Man. -8  Crew 10,000, 1000 troops  Cargo 200,000, 3 years  Craft 12 fighters, several shuttles  TOU 42  Cost NA 
Armament 12 Quad Blasters (3/arc (39/42)), 3 Tractor Beams Batteries

Razithar Fighter
Tech 27  kph/value 1400/18  Man. +3  Crew 1 (Envi suit) Cargo Negligible TOU 28  Cost 115m  Armament 2 Lasers (f 32/34)

Taurid Migratory Ship
Tech 27  kph/value 560/16  Man. -6  Crew 50, 1500 passengers  Cargo 2200, 6 months  Craft 4 Scouts  TOU 35  Cost NA  
Armament Tri Laser (p/f/s 35)

Taurid Scout Ship
Tech 27  kph/value 1150/18  Man. +2  Crew 1  Cargo 0.5, 5 months  TOU 28  Cost 97k  Armament 1 laser (f 32)  

Verdendrian Starfish Cruiser
Tech 29  kph/value 750/17  Man. -2  Crew 10,000, 2000 passengers  Cargo 60,000, 2 years  Craft 5 Manta Rays  TOU 48  Cost 300m  
Armament 5 Particle Accelerator Batteries (1/pylon, f 44/48), 5 Torpedo Batteries (1/pylon, f 38/42, A50each, 10 sensor probes)

Verdendrian Manta Ray Explorer
Tech 29  kph/value 1750/19  Man. +2  Crew 5, 5 passengers  Cargo 10 tons, 1 month  TOU 31  Cost 350k  
Armament 4 Blasters (1/arc 36), 1 Torpedo Launcher (f 37, A10 torps, 5 probes)  



Concordium Vessels
Atuc Scout
Tech 28  kph/value 1450/18  Man. 0  Crew 2, 4 passengers  Cargo 1, 1 year  TOU 31  Cost 204k 
Armament Laser (f 32), 2 Missile Launchers (f 35 A2each) 

Breaker Patrol Ship
Tech 28  kph/value 900/17  Man. -1  Crew 4  Cargo 5 tons, 6 months  TOU 36  Cost 4.3m  
Armament Tri Blaster Turret (39), Missile Launcher (f 35 A4)  

Dart Light Fighter
Tech 28  kph/value 1750/19  Man. +4  Crew 1 (Envi Suit)  Cargo Negligible  TOU 23  Cost 128k  Armament Laser (f 32), 2 Missiles (35)

Yaguara Heavy Fighter
Tech 28  kph/value 1200/18  Man. +3  Crew 3  Cargo 0.6, 7 weeks  TOU 31  Cost 202k  
Armament 2 Blasters (36/38), Mass Driver (39 A5), 2 Missile Launchers (35, A3 each)

Standard Battlecruiser
Tech 28  kph/value 850/17  Man. -8  Crew 200  Cargo 15,000, 2 years  Craft 12 light fighters, 6 heavy fighters  TOU 41  Cost 13m  
Armament 2 Quad Blaster Turret Batteries (39/41), 2 Quad Mass Driver Turret Batteries (42/44 A150), 
3 Missile Launcher Batteries (f/p, f/s, a, 37 A30each)



CHAPTER THREE
THE COSM

   The Akashans are residents of a small galaxy which they call the "Star Sphere." Roughly 750 parsecs across, the cosm is home to over 500 races, 
and for millenia was dominated by the Akashan High Council. 
   Although much of their galaxy was once mapped and cataloged, vast regions are now considered unexplored.  Following the failure of their 
mission to Earth, the Akashans grew increasingly isolationist, reluctant even to study the planets and stars that surrounded them.  The High Council 
was forced to reconsider this policy, due to the effects of the Comaghaz plague and the need to control its spread in the Star Sphere. Expeditionary 
teams of Monitors have been dispatched to the furthest reaches of the galaxy to determine the extent of the plague and hopefully discover a means to 
combat it.
  The downfall of their society has left the cosm in disarray, with most races more worried about seizing the local territory than what is going on in 
more distant reaches.

The Genesis of the Star Sphere
An excerpt from the Akashic Records:
   In the beginning. There was the void.
   Then Eternity entered the Place; dreams and possibilities were unleashed and spread throughout the Void. The Maelstrom was born from the 
meeting of these two great powers of the cosmverse. 
   The possibilities spewed forth from the Maelstrom created galaxies and worlds, only to see them consumed by the Void. Eventually, only two 
possibilities survived - Apeiros, the Creator, and the Nameless One, the Destroyer. 
   Apeiros sprang from the side of Eternity to send possibilities spinning throughout the Void. Life began, and Apeiros' power was multiplied billions
of times. But the Nameless One emerged from the Void and consumed the energy provided by Apeiros, and then attempted to consume the Creator
himself.
   Apeiros spread his wings and soared from the Void. He entered the Sphere of Stars where galaxies spun from his wings. Whirling on their axes, 
the galaxies flickered and flared, and novas blasted across the Star Sphere. Where the Creator's wings touched, worlds were imbued with possibilities
and began to glow with power. 
   Slowly, the worlds began to revolve around the stars. The stars warmed the planets, causing oceans to boil. Great winds blew, mountains arose
from the ground and volcanoes exploded, shooting fire into the sky. In time, these worlds grew quiet, and the seeds of life, planted by Apeiros, began
to bloom. 
   Beings created in the image of Apeiros thrived. But the Nameless One envied the Creator's accomplishment, and sent his darkness to consume the
civilizations of the Star Sphere. He did not succeed, for the children of the Light were strong. 
   The Nameless One is an entity of limitless patience, and we must never relax our Vigilance. Someday, he win return and attempt to undo all 
creation, and on that day, our courage and strength will be our only weapons.

The Akasha
   The civilization of the Akasha has existed as such for roughly ten millenia. The prehistory of their race was marked by visits by the Mohani, 
spacefaring beings from beyond the Star Sphere, who took it upon themselves to shepherd the fledgling society. They taught the Akashans the need
for balance in all things, how to live in harmony with nature and how to harness the energy of the world around them for their own benefit.
   The Mohani referred to themselves as pultaak, a word which can be roughly translated as "caretakers." They explained to the Akashans that
they believed having knowledge gave one a responsibility to share it for the good of all, and that they had visited many races over the centuries. They
told the Akashans of the stargates, great holes in the fabric of space through which one can travel countless light years in the space of seconds.
   The Mohani often expressed the hope that one day the Akashans could become the pultaak for other civilizations. They vowed to inform the
Akashans when the time came that the mantle could be passed, but shortly after that, the Mohani ceased to appear. Why they vanished - whether
their vessel was destroyed on the return trip to their planet, or their race was the victim of some natural disaster - is the subject of much speculation
in Akashan myth.
   The race had by this time learned enough from the Mohani that they were able to thrive on their own. Some began to believe that the Mohani's
departure meant the Akashans had been deemed ready to act as caretakers for other worlds. This view prevailed, and the Akashans began to
move out into space, spreading the philosophies taught them by the Mohani.

Physiology
   The Akashans are a humanoid race, averaging 1.75 meters in height, with facial features resembling those of the Mayan Indians of Earth. Their skin
is reddish-brown, their hair black, and most have slim, well-proportioned builds. There are no external physical differences between Akashans and 
humans.  The only major biological difference is that their body temperature rarely exceeds 90 degrees Farenheit, and their touch will feel cool to a 
human. 
   Akashans developed powerful psionic abilities, although only a relatively small percentage are telepathic. Those who have that talent are
both valued and scorned, considered extremely valuable for government or diplomatic service but also suspected of spying on private conversations.
Telepaths whose jobs do not specifically require the use of that ability often keep their possession of it secret, preferring to avoid societal prejudice.
   Akashans have a life expectancy of roughly a century. When they reach the age of 60, they are allowed to retire from whatever occupation they 
have pursued and devote themselves to introspection and meditative pursuits.

Government and Economy
   Akashan society was governed by the High Council and a lesser body called the Kyat. The most powerful office is that of Rotan, the chairperson of 
the High Council who is charged with balancing both sides of every argument and then rendering a fair judgment. 
   The High Council is made up of representatives of the various states of the Akashan homeworld, with each member having an equal voice in 
debate.  There is no actual voting, but all are allowed a substantial amount of time to state their case before the Rotan announces his decision.
   The Rotan himself is not an elected official, but is appointed from among the High Council members. His position is more akin to that of a judge 
than a president, and it is a station which must be earned through service to the society. A Rotan's position is normally his for life, although a lax 
performance of duty or a particularly impressive contribution to the Akashan people by one of the other council members can lead to a change.



   The last Rotan, Ulka, had gained renown while a High Council member for ending the Lorbaat riots through diplomacy, rather than force.
A student of history, he was well aware of the dangers of intervention, but also realized the threat posed by keeping his peoples' innate yen for 
exploration in check indefinitely.  This lead him to approve and lead the Earth Expedition, which would prove so fateful to the Star Sphere.
   The Kyat was made up of representatives sent from the client worlds of the Star Sphere. Although they were allowed a vote on various issues and 
are noted for their prolonged debates, they had, in general, no voice in major decisions. The Kyat was created in large part to appease agitators both 
within and without Akashan society, and a great hue and cry rose from the client worlds whenever anyone had the temerity to suggest their 
representatives are simply going through the motions. Most at the time, who had never seen the Akashan government at work firmly believed that the
Kyat was a crucial part of the decision-making process. 
   The primary unit of Akashan currency was the ciara, which resembles a small scarlet gemstone. Most races in the Star Sphere still use or accept it.  
The Akashans were an extremely prosperous people, collecting income through trade with other planets in the Star Sphere and the use of 
technologies acquired from worlds beyond the stargates in the years prior to the withdrawal. This wealth has allowed many Akashans to focus on 
esoteric studies and lives of leisure, with client races assuming much of the menial labor that needs to be done.
   This is not a situation that sat well with some younger Akashans. They believed that the isolationist tendencies of their race, combined with assured
wealth, have turned their elders into naive, detached leaders incapable of handling a crisis. Many pointed to the predominance of alien crews on 
Akashan vessels and alien laborers performing essential services as signs of a gradual erosion of their society.  They could not know how true this 
was.

The Monitors
   The Monitors were the major military/law-enforcement body in the Star Sphere. Though each world had its own security force, the Akashan 
Monitors had full authority wherever they go. 
   The Monitors started out purely as a defensive force. But when Akashans began to travel among the stars, Monitors went with them, serving as 
guards against galactic pirates and as a show of force to client worlds who wished to foment discontent in the Star Sphere.  Monitors were under the 
direct command of the Rotan, but their primary loyalty was to the laws of Akasha, a situation which served to prevent their being used by a Rotan to 
establish a galaxy-wide dictatorship.
   Many of the early contacts with alien races were made by the Monitors, and indeed, Those Who Wait(ed) on Earth were predominantly members of
this organization.  By the very nature of their occupation, most of the Monitors lean toward the philosophy of the interventionists in Akashan society, 
but are held in check by their respect for the authority of the Rotan and the Council.  Still, more than a few hearts yearn for the days when exploring
other galaxies and guiding other races was the rule, rather than the exception.
    Among Akashans, Monitors were unique in that they were encouraged to make use of strictly mechanical devices. This came about shortly after
the Fourth Industrial Revolution, when it was discovered that some of the less civilized client races were using the equipment purchased from the
Akashans to threaten the peace. It was decided that Monitors would need to carry both biotech and nonorganic weapons if they were to effectively
carry out their duties. That is a ruling which has stayed in effect until the Fall. 

Philosophy and Religion
   The major belief system of the Akashan people is Zinatt, which states that in all things, there must be a balance.  For every creation, there is a 
destruction, and every being has creative and destructive energies within him. Akashans do not believe that any tool (psionics, weaponry, etc.) is 
inherently good or evil, but that its place in the order of things is determined by how it is used.
   This belief in the existence of coexisting, but contradictory, forces allowed the Akashans to accept both Apeiros and the Nameless One into
their religious pantheon. While the majority of Akashans prefer life to death and the Star Sphere to the Void, they understand and accept that there
must eventually be an end to all things.  This passive attitude led them to often ignore potential threats until it was too late, as was the case with the 
Comaghaz and the Fall.
   While the Akashans were willing to impose their sense of order on other client races, no attempt was been made to forcibly convert other peoples to
their beliefs. Akashans do not have the concept of an enemy mythos, and believe all deities have some basis in reality. Most tend to favor more 
positive religions, such as the worship of the Gods of Honor in Aysle or Lanala in the Living Land, but on the whole, no practitioner of any faith 
suffers any adverse effect in the realm of the Akashans or in the Star Sphere. 
   While virtually all Akashans believe in the basic tenets of Zinatt, various factions differ on how best to achieve a balance. This caused a major split 
in all levels of society, one aggravated both by the Comaghaz plague and the lighting of Earth's Signal Fire.

Akites and the Machu Coar
   The two opposing ideologies in Akasha are represented by the Akites and the Machu Coar. The groups split from each other five centuries ago 
before the Fall, and the Akites have largely dominated society since then, with the Machu Coar dismissed as troublemakers with delusions of 
grandeur.
   The Akites (short for "Akashanites") are those who believe in the philosophy of Aka, which states that their race has no inherent right or 
responsibility to interfere with other worlds. While they recognize that they have 9or at least had) much to contribute to struggling civilizations, they 
point to the disasters of earlier times as proof that no good can come of such meddling. They dispute the fact that the Mohani bequeathed to the 
Akashans some sort of "manifest destiny" that must be fulfilled, and have even gone so far as to question whether Akasha truly benefited from the 
Mohani's influence.
   The more radical Akites became devout isolationists, branding the client races as potential allies of the Comaghaz and calling for the destruction of 
any approaching vessel as a way of halting the spread of the plague. While such measures were dismissed as the excesses of fanatics, the Akites did, 
at that time, make up the majority of the High Council and a large segment of the wealthier class of Akashans. Their influence was sufficient to 
prevent any efforts to act as pultaak for other worlds, but the public outcry over the Comaghaz plague forced them to consider desperate measures to 
stop the disease and restore order. They assented reluctantly to support the response to the Signal Fire, but insisted that Akites be included 
prominently in any force dispatched.
   The antithesis of the Akites are the Machu Coar, who took their name from the failed Akashan expedition sent to Earth a millenium before. "Coar"
has since become the name given to their ideology, which claims that the Akashans have a duty to act as stewards for less developed races, and 
explain away past mistakes as aberrations that pale in the shadow of what was accomplished for countless planets while acting in that capacity. They
acted to keep alive the legend of Those Who Wait, the remnants of that first Machu Coar team that still survived on Earth.
   Extremist elements within the Machu Coar had, at one time, advocated the outright conquest of those worlds that were destroying their 
environments and retarding their own development. The idea was that Akashans would manage the planet until the native race had advanced
sufficiently to be able to manage on their own and the imbalances they had created had been corrected. This was tried with mixed success 1500 to



2000 years ago, but was the first program to fall out of favor after the disaster on Earth.
   The Machu Coar, and its ideas, grew steadily in popularity in the wake of the Signal Fire. Leaders of the group portrayed the Akites and the High 
Council as out of touch with the people, willing to sacrifice the client races to the Comaghaz, and too frightened of their own shadows to risk looking
outside the Star Sphere for aid against the plague. They seized upon the situation as reason to resume exploration and more direct involvement with 
other cultures. 
   Many younger Akashans began to sympathize with the theories of the Machu Coar, although those in positions of responsibility found it wiser to 
keep their beliefs to themselves, since their superiors were likely to be Akites. It was largely political pressure generated by followers of the Machu 
Coar that led to Rotan Ulka's decision to respond to Earth's call.
   The government regarded the Machu Coar as a relic of bygone days, little more than a nuisance. But as the expansionist elements gained more 
adherents and grew more vocal in their criticism of the authorities and Akites in general, some actually began to fear an armed insurrection against 
the High Council. Rotan Ulka publicly dismissed such a notion as fantastic, but it may have been a factor in his decision to proceed to Earth.
   Those who follow neither of these two philosophies are generally considered to be followers of pure Zinatt, and believers in harmony and balance
above all. The Rotan, by definition, was expected to be a follower of Zinatt – having a believer in Aka or Coarat the head of the government could 
result in civil war.
   Alignment was a crucial factor in the day to day life of the Akashans. Where one falls on the scale of belief systems influenced which psionic 
powers you are able to use with ease and which only with great difficulty. Many things in Akasha hinged on "whose side you were on" in the Aka-
Coar war of philosophies.

Science and Technology
   In their primitive period, the Akashans had an irrational fear of technology.  Their cave-dwelling ancestors had fled in terror from the arrive of 
Mohani ships, and the legends of fire-breathing monsters with silvery wings descending from the sky were used to frighten children for centuries.
   Eventually, the Akashans overcame this aversion and, with the guidance of the Mohani, they proceeded to enjoy the fruits of three Industrial 
Revolutions.  The final one of these introduced the concept of space travel, using huge, fuel-burning vessels. These were efficient, but it was not until
the Mohani revealed the existence of stargates that interstellar travel became practical. It was in such a ship that the Akashans first visited Earth.
   Still, the Akashans never fell truly comfortable with pure technology - cold steel and tangled wires, the otherness of mechanical devices, offended
their sense of harmony. Thus they began to move in another direction, and their Fourth Industrial Revolution produced the concept of biotechnology.
From that point on, all tools used by the Akashans would be composed of organic and nonorganic matter joined together, and some would be sentient
as well. 
   One of the first major results of the Fourth Industrial Revolution was the selling of most nonorganic tools and weapons to the client worlds, which
led to a surge in their ability to produce such equipment. The second significant event involved space travel, as the environmentally unsound vessels 
of the past were scrapped in favor of new, organically-based craft. 
   The Akashans relied on two forms of interstellar transport, lightships and geomantic shuttles. Lightships are living biotech creations which possess 
fin-like appendages resembling sails and metallic appendages/landing gear at the bottom.  These are capable of collecting solar energy and 
converting it into the propulsive force necessary to move through space.  There are a number of different classes of lightship, ranging from the liner,
used to transport cargo, to the cruiser, a smaller vessel used for exploration and diplomatic missions. Unlike liners and warships, cruisers are capable
of landing on planets - however, to ensure that the secrets of their creation remain intact, the fins break down and dissolve shortly after landing while 
the rest of the craft burrows into the ground. A bioengineer must manipulate the implants in the lightship to cause the fin to grow again so the ship 
will be spaceworthy. 
   Geomantic shuttles are found on the larger craft which are unable to make planetfall. These ships, which can carry up to six passengers, channel
gravitic and geomantic energy through their drives and are only able to function when within 10,000 kilometers of a planet or a lightship. They are 
commonly launched from orbiting ships and descend to a world's surface by controlling the pull of gravity on the ship. When lifting off from a 
planet, reverse-gravitic drives redirect the gravitational pull of the planet, thereby providing propulsion for the ship. 
   The other area in which the Akashans excelled was bioengineering. A natural outgrowth of their interest in biotech, their scientists frequently 
experimented with gene splicing and the creation of genetic mutations in the years after the Mohani left. At first, members of the client races and 
even some Earth humans were used as test subjects, a practice that was banned at the same time the pultaak concept was abandoned. Akashan 
bioengineers then began focusing their efforts on creatures from their planet and various other worlds, but it is believed that there are still some 
unscrupulous scientists using members of civilized races as proving grounds for their theories.  It is known for a fact that some products of failed 
experiments remained on Akasha, with the Monitors frequently called in to put them down.  

Sidebar: Industrial Revolutions
   Akashan Society defines technological and social (as well as magic and spirituality) advancement based on scales ranging from 0-33.  This scale is 
identical to the one used for axioms in the core rules.  Below is the Akashan term, its Earth analogue, and the basic axiom levels.
   First Industrial Revolution: Bronze Age – Tech 7, usually paired with a social axiom of 7-8.
   Second Industrial Revolution: Industrial Age – Tech 17, with a social axiom of around 18.
   Third Industrial Revolution: Information Age – Tech 24, with a social axiom of 22 more or less.
   Fourth Industrial Revolution: (Biotech Age) – Tech 28, with a minimum social axiom of 23.
   Akashans believe there could be additional revolutions at Tech 31 and higher.

The Fall
   With Akasha's leaders gone, along with a sizable portion of their military might, the Star Sphere was struck both within and without.  A belief that 
the Akashan ruling class had abandoned the Star Sphere to the Comaghaz lead many client races serving on lightships to mutiny, seize the ships and 
take action to protect their own homeworlds.  Several races then revealed their own secret ship construction efforts.  The Monitors were unable to 
restore order and were forced to abandon world after world, and sector after sector.  Until eventually, all that remained was Akasha itself.
   It was at this time that the Elven Confederation revealed itself, and launched a full assault on Akasha itself.  The outcome is known only to the 
Elves who escaped.  But somehow, the Akashan Stargate was destroyed, leaving the world isolated, and unreachable.  Other Akashan colonies were 
savaged, with many destroyed or enslaved.
   Today remaining Akashan worlds are dominated by the Akite philosophy, and hold to strict isolation.  The Machu Coar were either killed, or now 
live as outcasts among the other races of the cosm.  Without their leadership, new powers have risen.



Stargates
   Tales of astral pathways known as stargates had been passed down to the Akashans by their mentors, the Mohani. But until the Akashans ventured
into space themselves, they were unaware of the true nature of the gates or the use to which they could put them.
   Stargates appear as vast, shimmering funnel-shaped openings in space. Electrical discharges flicker and sparkle around their edges as the substance
of space flows through them, but unlike black holes, stargates exert no gravitic pull on other bodies. 
   Stargates are visible only to those individuals with psionic abilities and the proper training in their detection. Each stargate is connected to another,
and may be joined to as many as 10 or 12 others. Most lead to sections of the Star Sphere, but there are some which have been found to lead to other 
galaxies.  One such leads to the vicinity of Pluto in the Milky Way galaxy and served as the Akashans' pathway to Earth.
   Stargates are not fixed in space, some having been known to move as much as 20 million miles over the course of a millenium. A vessel entering a
stargate is caught up in an energy stream that spirals and twists all around it. The ability to navigate a ship safely through this flow is a skill highly 
prized in every starfleet.
   Travel through a stargate normally takes a week, but a mistake while navigating through the stream can result in the journey lasting several months 
or longer.

Races of the Star Sphere
   The reaches of the known Star Sphere teem with life, and beyond them, no one knows what strange races may thrive. 

Lorbaat Dominion

Lorbaat
   Under the Akashans, the Lorbaat were the fiercest and most openly rebellious of all the client races, the Lorbaat resemble huge beetles. They 
average approximately two meters in height, and possess six limbs and a pair of sharp mandibles. 
   The Lorbaat are capable of walking upright, using their hindmost legs to stand and their other four limbs as hands. They are skilled craftsmen, 
capable of manipulating specially-designed tools with great agility. Their mandibles are used as weapons or for tearing off pieces of their prey.
Lorbaat are capable of secreting a glue-like substance known as baatase, which has a Strength of 16. The Lorbaat smear baatase on their shells and 
use it to hold their equipment. They also exude a substance known as trioacid, which can dissolve baatase instantly. The secretions of both baatase 
and trioacid are simple actions, and neither is used as a weapon by the Lorbaat. They are, however, put to use by other biotech weaponsmiths (see the
baatase rifle).
   Natives of the world Lorbaata, the Lorbaat would be believers in the doctrine that calls for "survival of the fittest," if they were aware of its 
existence.  Carnivores who relish the taste of blood, Lorbaat will fight with anyone, including each other, for the sake of the battle. They resented 
their  domination by the peaceful Akashans, and more than once the Monitors had to suppress mini-rebellions among the insectoids. 
   The Lorbaat are a hive-dwelling race, ruled by a small number of queens. Their society consists of a rigid caste system, and a Lorbaat is consigned
to his strata for life with no hope for advancement. The largest group in Lorbaatan society is the workers, those who are responsible for the day-to-
day maintenance of the hive. It is they who must ensure that the queen is provided with sufficient food and the hatchlings are cared for properly.        
   The most honored caste is that of the warriors, the strongest, most violent Lorbaat who makeup the planet's army. The history of the race is filled 
with tales of glorious deeds by the warriors, and indeed, before the Mohani led the Akashans to the secrets of advanced technology, the Lorbaat were 
well on their way to conquering the Star Sphere. To this day, much of their resentment of the Akashans stems from the feeling that the Mohani should
have chosen the Lorbaat to be the caretakers of the galaxy.
   The final caste is that of the supervisors, who are responsible for directing the warriors and workers in their activities. This caste includes the 
scientists, weaponsmiths, and spacecraft pilots as well. 
   Lorbaat live in huge nests of soil that tower 40 meters or more above the ground. Around a nest, the land is cultivated by the workers, and watered
using complex irrigation canals devised and maintained by the technicians. On any Lorbaat world, there are likely to be many hundreds of Lorbaat
nests, each one home to tens of thousands of Lorbaat. Each nest has its own queen, who owes allegiance to a High Queen. The High Queen resides
in a large, central nest, with the other nests surrounding it like spokes on a wheel. 
   Prior to the Fall, the Lorbaat colonized a number of worlds in their sector of the Star Sphere, but then suffered a great deal from the outbreak of the 
Comaghaz plague. Ten or more colony worlds broke off contact with Lorbaata, and it is believed they have succumbed completely to the plague. 
How many residents of those worlds were part of the Akashan armada which traveled to Earth is unknown.
   The Lorbaat blamed the Akashans for the spread of the Comaghaz plague (indeed, it was brought to their worlds by infected Monitors), and their 
High Queen has ruled that anyone carrying the disease should be executed on sight. The plague greatly worsened relations between Lorbaata and
Akasha.  
   The Lorbaat were among the first races to rebel, capturing dozens of lightships to supplement their own warfleet.  They swiftly moved to capture or
destroy shipyards, and used orbital bombardment on worlds known to have been infected by the Comaghaz.  Then they turned to conquest, capturing 
a great number of other worlds, enslaving their populations for the good of the Lorbaat.
   The Lorbaat Dominion is one of the largest, most expansionist, and rapidly growing realms in the Star Sphere.  A prime example of Coar as both a 
force for destruction, and an embodiment of group over individual.

Draygakk
   Draygakks are large (2-2.5 meters, on the average) - dragon-like humanoids covered with dark brown scales.  Their eyes are set beneath 
pronounced bony ridges. They have long, extended snouts which are filled with four sets of parallel teeth. Unlike Edeinos, Draygakks do not have 
tails. They have five fingers and an opposable thumb on each hand.
   Contrary to their fierce appearance, Draygakks are generally placid, but when injured or provoked, they can erupt into fits of violence in which
they become frenzied.  Draygakks are bred to hate and fear these instances of uncontrollable bloodlust, and they spend most of their lives working to 
control their terrible tempers.
   Draygakks began as carnivores on the swamp world of Tes·K1ick·Aah (that is the Akashan pronunciation and spelling; Draygakks hiss, click their
inner jaws, and exhale to make the "aah" noise). It is not known whether they gained their intelligence as a result of evolution, or whether they were
genetically manipulated by the Mohani. Those who favor the Mohani manipulation theory point to the lack of tails, and the development of the hands
as evidence that Draygakks did not evolve naturally. Draygakks themselves believe they are what nature intended them to be. 
   Many Draygakks ventured far from their home systems. They are very curious about other races and are accomplished sociologists whose findings 
were treated with respect throughout the Star Sphere. They established 15 scientific outposts in various parts of the galaxy, some of which remain 
independent of the Lorbaat.



   The Draygakks were the firmest allies of the Akashans in the StarSphere, and believed strongly in the philosophy of the Machu Coar, that advanced
races have an obligation to aid those less fortunate. They have attempted to warn the Akashans that allowing the feud between the Akites and the 
Coar to create a schism in their society was inviting disaster, but went unheeded until too late.
   The Draygakk were relatively unaffected by the Comaghaz plague. Used to keeping watch for any aberrant behavior, the infected were 
apprehended and quarantined before they could spread the disease to any great extent. In a colossal blunder, the Draygakk advised the Akashan High
Council to take its time and study the Comaghaz problem before taking any rash action, a suggestion which was accepted.  
   Draygakk serving on Lightships remained loyal during the mutinies, and were slaughtered like the Akashans.  Their homeworld had only a 
peacekeeping force, and was unprepared for the Lorbaat.  The insectiods have ordered them to serve as scientists and engineers, developing and 
building new ships and weapons for the Lorbaat.  Some younger Draygakk have begun a resistance, but are forced to work against the peacekeeping 
force that monitors for aberrant behavior, as well as the Lorbaat.  Some have found that they enjoy giving in to frenzy.  The Lorbaat enjoy the 
resistance, as they were never happy with the easy conquest.

Gudasko
   Gudasko are humanoid creatures which average two meters in height. They are covered with a smooth, tight skin which ranges in color from the
purest white to pale violet. Their hair, which covers the sides of their heads and lightly coats the rest of their bodies, is bristly and white. 
   Gudasko have a bony ridge running down the center of their foreheads, and two flexible antennae sprout from either side of their heads. These 
antennae grow to a length of nearly a meter and are deep red in color. Gudasko use their antennae as feelers for both smell and touch. Gudasko have 
no noses, and their faces resemble flat skulls. They are incapable of facial expression. 
   The mouth of a Gudasko is filled with sharp pointed teeth, giving the species an even more frightening appearance. Their slitted, cat-like eyes allow
them to see in clearly in lowlight conditions. Their hands and feet are equipped with sharp, retractable claws which they use to good effect in combat.
   Although intelligent, the Gudasko are unable to grasp the idea of a central government, and they exist in pack-like clans. Leadership of the clans is
won in single combat, and a chieftain must ever be prepared to go into battle to defend his title. The loser of such a match is cast out of the clan and 
condemned to wander the barren plains of their world, Kelneride.
   The Gudasko are a primitive species, not having moved much beyond the hunting and gathering stage of evolution. They can be ferocious and
violent or childlike and trusting, depending on how they are treated. Their keen senses allow them to serve as efficient trackers or guards, and many
of the outcasts have found work with other races. 
   The Akashans were extremely careful in their dealings with the Gudasko. Unable to accept the idea that any one people could have authority
over the galaxy and loyal to nothing beyond the clan, they could have mounted a determined and bitter challenge to the Akashans if they were to ever
to have understood their place in the Star Sphere. The Akashans expended every effort to make the Gudasko feel like equals, but there were some 
clans who felt that they were treated like slikith (a Gudasko phrase meaning "dwellers in the dirt.")
   The Lorbaat claimed Kelneride, but have never occupied it in any great numbers.  They have employed the Gudasko as scouts for their invasion 
forces.  The Gudasko have also rebelled against them on many occasions, offering fierce combat for the warrior caste's pleasure.

Larendi
The Larendi are an avian race. They stand, on average, 1.5 meters tall and have red, bat-like wings and thin, grey humanoid bodies. Their plumage is
red, with stripes of white along the chest and wing tips. Their heads are tufted with bright yellow feathers, and they have long, sharp fangs and small,
black eyes. 
   The Larendi are intelligent creatures, natives of the planet Salend. Their world is predominately composed of water, with large, volcanic islands 
rising from the ocean floor. The Larendi live on these islands, mainly in caves and large, deciduous trees.
   Larendi society is flexible and migratory. The Larendi commonly fly from island to island, hunting in the forests and fishing in the oceans. 
Primarily carnivores, the Larendi drink the sap of certain trees and the juices of citrus fruits.
   Not surprisingly, the Larendi keep very few personal possessions. Content to forage for what they need when they need it. However, they are quick 
to adapt, and are capable of understanding the functions of many different devices. 
   Larendi agree with the Akites on the question of intervention with other races, and are pacifistic, save when it comes to bringing down prey for a 
meal. They have been known to indiscriminately attack visitors from other worlds on the pretext that they looked "good to eat."  The Akashans  
frequently had to explain to them that it is not civilized behavior to do so. 
   The Larendi have an overwhelming hatred of any technology which harms the environment. They resisted any contact with the Akashans until that 
race had perfected the use of biotech. The Larendi have never achieved spaceflight capability, but their migratory nature has made it easy for them to 
adjust to new worlds when transported to them by the Akashans.
   Unfortunately, the constant comings and goings of the Larendi made it extremely easy for the Comaghaz plague to spread among them, to the point
where most of the known colonies and the homeworld were infected.  This resulted in much of the race being slaughtered by the Lorbaat, prior to 
establishing colony nests on the larger islands.  The remainder live as they always have, on whatever world they find themselves on.  The Lorbaat 
ignore them unless they actually attack.  After the initial attempts at eating a Lorbaat, the Larendi have mostly given up, and keep to the fringes.

Foreign Relations
   The Lorbaat are at war with every race in the Star Sphere.  They give a wide berth to the Elven Confederation, having suffered losses in every 
engagement.  The Barathax League and Concordium are their primary targets.  When the Akashan Expedition returns, they will turn their full 
attention to their former “oppressors”.
   The Lorbaat have a massive ground force, but starship construction takes time.  And while they reproduce in great numbers, expansion is limited by
the birth of new queens.  Despite this they have expanded to over a dozen sectors.  The loss of the Akashan stargate has created a large barrier region 
between the Concordium and the Lorbaat Dominion



The Concordium
   The Concordium was formed by three races that had achieved space flight prior to the Fall.  Pashuku Humans, Glahn and Ishantra are all full 
citizens of the Concordium.  Each race has colonized numerous worlds, and make up the vast majority of the Concordium's population.
   The Concorium consists of three regions.  The Core Worlds comprises three homeworlds, and the oldest and most prosperous of their colonies.  The
Near Colonies are far enough from the Core to feel isolated.  With visiting ships uncommon, and Fleet even more so, individual systems might range 
from corporate plutocracy, to feudal state, to theocracy, to anarchic pirate haven.  The majority of Associate Species live on planets in this region.  
Near Colonies might be connected to one or two other systems.  Beyond that lies the Frontier – a wide region of poorly scouted worlds and Fleet 
bases.  The rare colony or associate world on the Frontier depends on Fleet for protection from raiders: Barathax, Lorbaat, and pirates of all stripes.  
Frontier worlds are often port of call for refugees known as “Bolters”.  Frontier citizens are known as “Fringers”.  The Concordium is approximately 
200 light years in diameter.
   The Concordium is lead by the Concordium Council, made up of representatives from each Human, Glahn, and Ishantran world in the Core.  The 
council works with planetary governments to create policy, and resolves disputes.  Colony worlds normally have a civil government, similar to the 
world that established the colony.  Others are outright owned by a Megacorporation from the core, with education, law-enforcement, goods and 
services provided by the company.  
   The Concordium uses an electronic Credit – which is equal to a ciara.  Credits are backed by ciaras and precious resources.  Core worlds all rely on
the credit.   Near Colonies are more likely to rely on hard currency, and Frontier worlds lack the infrastructure to support the credit system.  Credits 
are normally accessed with a plastic card known as a Cred-Key, though hard copy letter of credit can also be issued by governments, megacorps, and 
Fleet.
   Quechua is the Standard language of the Concordium, and it is spoken by most Humans.  Glahn, Ishantra, Associate Species, and Bolters all have 
their own native languages.
   In addition to the Fleet, the Concordium is protected from the Lorbaat by a barrier zone in the systems surrounding Akasha.

Baseline Human 
   Humans and Near-Humans (such as the Akashans) can be found on worlds across the Star Sphere.  It is commonly accepted that a progenitor race 
(possibly the Mohani) were responsible for this genetic seeding.  Humans have a great variety of height and coloration, but are mostly recognizable 
to Humans for Earth.  Some worlds, and some individuals, have genetic mutations.  Those that still look normal are generally accepted in Human 
societies, while more radically different mutants experience considerable prejudice.
   Humans in the Concordium originate on Pashuku.  Pashuku is a terrestrial planet, approximately seventy-five percent water.  In many respects it is 
much like Earth or Kadandra.  Akashan Pultaaks first visited Pashuku nearly two thousand years ago.  Pashuku Humans began serving on lightships a
few centuries later, and were able to construct their own ships about three hundred years before the Fall.  
   With that, a diaspora spread Humans across dozens of worlds.  
   When the Star Sphere fell, Pashuku made an alliance with Glahn and Vol, establishing the Concordium, and what is now the Core.
   Pashuku, though a united world, once had numerous nation-states.  Today, it is governed by an elected legislative body, not unlike the Concordium 
Council.   Pashuku is also home to a half dozen megacorporations.  These agencies control vast portions of the planet, as well as numerous colony 
worlds.  The Megacorps are manufacturers of computers, cybernetics, arms, armor, starships, and other vital goods.  Many colonies were founded to 
get away from the corporate-controlled homeworld.   

Glahn
   The second most populous species in the Concordium are the Glahn.  Another former client race.  When Humans came calling, the Glahn reacted 
with violence – thinking they would be no different than the Akashans, only less polite.  But they were nothing if not practical – they would not fight 
a war if they were not certain of victory.  So an accommodation was arrived at.
   Glahn average two meters in height and have dark bluish skin, which usually lightens as they age.  Glahn in general are very territorial and group-
oriented, but some male Glahn seem to be infected with a wanderlust and so are some of the most accomplished pilots and scouts in the Concordium.
Female Glahn are researchers and scientists, far more interested in, and experienced with, high technology than their male counterparts.
   There is also a third sex to the Glahn, the coura.  The concept does not translate well into Standard but essentially, the coura are a combination of 
both sexes.  Coura make up about one-tenth of the Glahn and have the characteristics of both sexes.  They can act as a male, and fertilize a female, or
they can carry a fetus until it is ready to be “passed on” (not quite born but close.)  Coura tend to be the “protected” sex of the Glahn, seldom 
straying from the Glahnite Core – though there are no actual laws preventing them from doing so.
   The Glahnite reproductive cycle is shrouded in mystery and, though the Glahn are easily as open about sex as Humans (and certainly more than the 
Ishantra), the details of actual reproduction are sketchy.  It seems that, near the end of a Glahnites' gestation period, the child is “born” in a totally 
helpless condition (even more so than Human children).  After about two weeks of “post-parenta” gestation, the child “wakes” and is welcomed into 
Glahnite community.
   Though long a spacefaring species, the dominant attitude toward technology in Glahn society is that advanced equipment should be used only when
necessary.  A Glahn with a choice between using a lift and a ladder will invariably choose the ladder, save in a crisis situation.  They take great pride 
in not being dependent on their equipment and look with scorn on species who cannot get along without their technological “toys”.  They reserve 
special dislike for the Ishantrans, who experiment with genetic mutation on a regular basis and with little seeming regard for the results.  (So intense 
is their hatred of “tech for tech's sake” that a Glahn who sports any type of cyberware or who has even the least mutation is no longer considered a 
member of the species and will be cast out.)
   Glahn armies will fight to the death or walk away – there is no middle ground.  They have grown accomplished at predicting the probable outcome 
of a battle, and see no shame in retreating if they cannot win.  The phrase “gambling like a Glahnite” has taken hold in Human parlance – it means to 
play very conservatively, and very well.
   Other species tend to regard Glahn as cold and unfeeling because they do not display their emotions outwardly as Humans and Ishantra do.  In fact,
they are wildly emotional and are convinced that everyone they encounter must be able to read their feelings on their faces.  But Glahnite changes of 
expression and body language are so subtle that it is virtually impossible for any non-Glahn to tell what they are thinking or feeling.  This has helped 
to make some of the more outgoing members of the species fine traders, gamblers and intelligence agents. They have also made inroads into the 
entertainment industry as “deadpan” comics and straight men.
   The Glahn Core is governed by a representative democracy reminiscent of Feudalism.  Their social structure revolves around clans, with a member 
of each clan sent to vote on important issues.  There is no greater sin among this species than betraying or shaming one's clan, and those who do so 
invariably end up as outcasts from society.  Individuals take great pride in clan membership and, within the clan, what lineage they hold.  Marriage 
and reproduction between clans is encouraged, however, as this is the most natural way of strengthening both alliances and the species.



Ishantra
   The third member of the Concordium triad is the species known as the Ishantra.  Whether this is truly their name or simply one they have adopted 
is unknown – indeed, much of their history is a mystery, even to themselves.
   What has been gathered from Ishantra tales is that, at one time, they lived somewhere other than they do now.  Rather than one species, the Ishantra
were many, and how much contact there was between them during this period is unknown.  At some point, their respective home worlds suffered a 
terrible cataclysm (popular theory is that it was invaders from beyond the Star Sphere).  Regardless, the various species were forced to flee their 
homes, seeking salvation.  Today, that frenzied flight has attained religious significance for the Ishantra and legends of centuries in space have helped
shape their culture.
   After braving countless dangers, the ships bearing these displaced species finally arrived on a harsh, forbidding world that nonetheless was capable 
of supporting life.  Few members of each species had survived the journey, and it was obvious that all would perish as a result of inbreeding within a 
few generations.  Thus they turned their technology inward, altering their genetic structure and finding commonalities, that could be used as breeding
factors.  Many of the individual species became extinct, but the “one” that emerged – the Ishantra – survived and grew stronger.
   This strange origin has helped to make the Ishantra one of the more bizarre species encountered to date.  There is little similarity in appearance 
between one Ishantra and another, yet somehow they all recognize each other as being of the same species.  To this day, the Ishantra breed by cloning
and gene-splicing.  In fact, this species engages in genetic manipulation on a whim, and the sizes and shapes of beings calling themselves “Ishantra” 
are infinite in variety.
   Over ninety percent of Ishantra contain sexual characteristics of both males and females, essentially forming a third, bisexual gender.  Those 
Ishantra who are only one sex or the other are regarded as inferior and treated with pity or scorn.
   Though a spacefaring species, the Ishantra do not particularly like star travel.  Like sailors who have been adrift at sea for far too long, they cling to
their worlds, using up every last resource of a planet before moving on to another.  One Ishantran once explained that the racial memory of the long 
flight was a part of every member of its species, and so they preferred to travel into space only when they knew with certainty where they were 
going.  Each planet they settled upon was regarded as the last they might ever see, and so it was believed each one's minerals and energy sources had 
to be thoroughly exhausted before a migration could be considered.
   All of these factors have combined to make the Ishantra the smallest of the three species in the Concordium, as well as the one that holds the least 
amount of territory.  However their technology, particularly, is easily the best in the Concordium.  Unlike the Glahn, the Ishantra have no reservations
about using tech whenever possible.  Give an Ishantra three different ways of doing something – one way “no tech,” one “moderate tech,' and one 
“high tech” - and the Ishantran will figure out a way that has even more technological applications than the other three.
   Ishantra-Glahn relations are strained, as noted above.  Nor all Humans entirely comfortable with the Ishantra – their infinite variety of appearances 
makes some uneasy and their willingness to mutate their progeny just to see what might happen offends some Human sensibilities.  Still, their 
manufacturing facilities – staffed by workers genetically designed for their particular labors – are some of the most productive in known space.  More
and more, Human megacorps have been looking for ways to apply Ishantra principles to their own industries.
   Ishantra government is largely dominated by their scientists.  It is they who decide what mutations in the species are necessary, as well as they who 
decide when it is time to seek out another world to exploit.  Lately, the Ishantra Core has been plagued by small groups of native fringers who oppose
arbitrary genetic manipulation and believe that toying with such things will lead to a second visitation of the disaster which drove their ancestors 
from their home worlds many years ago.

Kestarian
   This species was first encountered by the Akashans near what is now the Ishantra Core.  Not a spacefaring race, Kestarians are in fact quite 
primitive, only slightly beyond the hunting-and-gathering stage of evolution.  Kestaria is a female-dominated world, and with good reason: through a
combination of their stunning appearances, almost mystical allure, and possibly some form of pheromone secretion, Kestarian women are virtually 
irresistable seductresses.  Kestarian men have some of the same power, but to a much lesser degree.
   For most of the planet's history, this was a problem only for the Kestarian men.  They would compete among themselves to bring back the best cuts 
of meat or build the best shelter for their women and the odd battle would break out now and again – though wholesale wars were virtually unknown.
But when outsiders met the Kestarians, the women learned of the luxuries that existed on other worlds.  No longer satisfied with their crude 
surroundings, some of the women have moved out into the galaxy, becoming companions, coutesans and prostitutes on a number of planets.  They 
are very happy to be “taken care of” by their “escorts” and are decorative “arm ornaments” for many of the galaxies wealthiest individuals.
   Kestarians are humanoid, their skin the color of pure gold.  Their hair remains white for their entire life, and both men and women allow it to grow 
to prodigious lengths.  The primary difference between the “Kests” and Humans is that the former have four arms, two on either side.
   Having a Kestarian companion is considered a status symbol, particularly among the underworld bosses of the Concordium or the Barathax 
leadership.  But legends warn that the soft songs sung by the women are addictive and there is no telling how many decisions made by men of power 
have been influenced by their Kests.  When given attention and consideration they feel they deserve, Kestarian women can be very pleasant 
company.  When they are slighted or ignored, they can be vindictive and often violent.  More thana few megacorpexecutives and crime bosses have 
been found dead in their beds, the wickedly curved Kestarian aranis blade buried in their backs.
   One final note on Kestarians: while the male population of Kestaria seems to be exactly what it is – Fairly primitive, emotional, but relatively 
peaceful – rumors state that Kestarian females are much more than they seem.  When pressed these women can display a subtle, cunning intelligence 
that makes one wonder whether the Kestarian is the decoration of the “boss” - or the other way around.

Rednas 
   Rednas are humanoid bolters who can trace their evolution back to a common ancestor shared with the reptile kingdom.  Although not a 
spacefaring race, they are renowned as excellent armorers and weaponsmiths.  The signature coiled serpent on a blade increases its value and 
guarantees it will not easily shatter in battle.
   Rednas are a people with strong ties to their past and a love of custom.  One of their more bizarre traditions grows out of their reptilian nature: 
upon greeting an honored newcomer for the first time, a Rednas will attempt to tear his guest's arm off – and the guest will attempt the same in 
regards to the host.  Among themselves, this is not a problem, as Rednas can regenerate their limbs over tiem.  But this nearly precipitated a war with
the Concordium when a Rednas warrior ripped off the Human ambassador's right arm.
   Beyond this, Rednas are not deemed to pose any real threat, although it is still wise not to offend one if it can be avoided.  They are avid explorers 
and have mapped all of their own world.  More than a few have worked on frieghters in return for passage to other star systems.  Rednas mercs and 
pit fighters are also much in demand, as their healing abilities allow them to be thrown into combat again and again.



Veronian 
   A space-faring race with no known homeworld, the Veronians have settled among the Near Colonies and are among the most successful of the new 
arrivals to Concordium space.  This is in part because of their technical skill, in part because of their species' work ethic, and in part because of their 
ability to alter their appearance at will.
   Veronians are gifted with a knack for imitation.  They can take on the aspect of many other species, with the following restrictions: they can assume
the form of other humanoids only; they can not imitate specific individuals; and the change only affects their bodies, not their clothing or equipment.
   According to rumor, Veronians lost their homeworld soon after they discovered spaceflight.  They began to interact with other nearby species, using
their abilities to “fit in” with the natives.  Unfortunately, this friendly gesture (to the Veronians, anyway) was misconstrued when it was discovered.  
The unnerving ability of the Veronians becvame their destruction – their neighbors banded together and destroyed many of them, forcing the rest to 
flee that section of space.
   But the Veronians have a cheerful nature and have made their way in the universe.  Within the Concordium, they have found employment in many 
industries, as well as lucrative berths in the espionage field, working both for Fleet and megacorps.  The Veronians still do not understand why other 
species are nervous around them – especially when they change to “familiar” forms for their friends' benefit – but they have learned to be a little 
more subtle in their use of their abilities.

Yithra
   The Yithra originate in the unexplored reaches of the galaxy, or another cosm.  They have been described as resembling a “failed attempt to build a 
man out of petrified wood.”  Their heads look like small boulders with depressions for the eyes and mouth.  Their arms are stone-like sticks and their 
torsos not much more substantial, leaving many to wonder how their heads are supported.
   Yithra find it difficult to be around other species, and the feeling is mutual.  Whatever their native environment was, it must have been unusual – as 
their bodies radiate intense cold instead of the heat most other creatures radiate at some level.  Yithra who live or work around other species must 
wear full envi-suits to prevent those in their company from suffering from the cold (whether they need the e-suits themselves to preserve an internal 
environment is unknown at present).
   Those Yithra who have found a place for themselves in stellar societies are notorious for their ill tempers.  Many can be found working as enforcers
for crime bosses.  When in combat, Yithra have been known to kill their own men to reach an enemy, something which makes other pilots reluctant 
to fly with them.

Foreign Relations
   The Concordium has no formal alliances with foreign races or nations.  They are hostile toward the Barathax and Lorbaat, and neutral toward the 
Elves and Akashans.
   
Barathax League
Barathax 
   Barathax have evolved from feline ancestry on Lenocia.  Their facial structure is suited for sensing prey; retractable claws; a tail that often betrays 
their mood; and skin covered in soft fur of varying coloration and length.  They possess strong upper leg muscles and elongated, raised feet, giving 
them supple agility.  Instead of forepaws, they have articulated fingers and a thumb, though they retain the furry texture on every digit except the 
underside of the last one. Which has a dark leathery toe pad.  Their teeth are primarily canines and incisors, and they are carnivores.  They believe 
that eating sweets, vegetables, or fruit inhibits the natural will to dominate others.
   Members of the noble and spy castes maintain slim, lithe bodies achieved through moderate exercise and a carnivorous diet.  Those of the warrior 
and slave caste consume more starches and build more bulky muscles while preserving an appealing appearance.  Most Barathax take part in 
personal combat training, which keeps their reflexes sharp and their bodies well toned.  Occasionally, privileged Barathax allow themselves to grow 
paunchy bellies as a badge of authority.  Barathax groom themselves meticulously, mainly combing their fur to remove shedding hair and bulky 
undercoats.  Their hair grows to a pleasing length and does not require trimming.
   Barathax females give birth to broods as large as nine kitts, although some do not survive the often competitive upbringing.  Kitts with obvious 
defects are put down and all trace eliminated.
   Although bipedal, and warm-blooded, they prefer to lounge languidly on any comfortable surface, preferably in warm sunlight.
   Lenocia evolved multiple sentient species, but none as ruthless, cunning, and determined to dominate.  Barathax civilization has always been built 
on the backs of subjugated peoples.  They breed their servant races, offer limited vocational training, and brutally crush revolts.  This behavior was 
not tolerated by the Akashans, and the Barathax were even less accepting of the pultaaks than the Lorbaat.  Outsiders are seldom permitted to enter 
Barathax Chain Worlds freely, and none are allowed to set foot on Lenocia.  
   Slaves Lands are industrial quarters, resource harvesting zones, and slums. Most of a planet's remaining cultivated land is arranged into vast estates
and lavish palaces for their masters.  Defensive facilities, such as guard barracks and hangars near slave territory use architecture reminiscent of 
prisons.  Similar structures on the estates employ tasteful facades to conceal their true nature.  Throne Estates (an area the size of a small continent) is
the home of the planetary ruler, and houses facilities for off-worlders.  Military Sectors accommodate fortresses, and ground and flight units, and 
answers to the ruling noble family.
   Each house in Barathax society will have members of the four castes.  Nobles act as administrators, and enjoy the privileges of their slave-driven 
economy.  Each house will send a noble to serve in the Regal Conclave on Lenocia.  Warriors are the backbone of the military and are the largest 
caste – serving in both family units and the Barathax conquest armada.  Spies are the smallest caste, and serve the Regal Conclave as internal and 
external intelligence.  Slavers are the lowest caste and are responsible for capturing, and supervising slaves.  Otehr castes have contempt for the 
transient nature and mercantile attitudes of the slaver caste.
   The primary form of entertainment in the Chain Worlds is combat, with gladiatorial slaves pitted against beasts, each other, or renowned Barathax 
warriors.  Nobles also enjoy hunting (animals or slaves).  Even sophisticated entertainments like operas, balls, and the like have an element of 
brutality.  One-on-one games, single combat, and competitive sports are also popular – including some imported from other cultures.
   
Foreign Relations
   Barathax maintain strong military strength near the Concordium and Lorbaat.  They are expanding into systems on their other borders, where the 
natives lack spaceflight, or strong navies.



Elven Confederation
Elves
   The Elves average two meters in height, with pointed ears and most have skin of a dark hue.  Other natural colorations include ivory, onyx, blue, 
and green, but with biokinesis, there are a wide variety of individual choices.  Elves with catlike grace and almost complete silence, even 
when in Kinetic Armor.  Most are skilled at the use of both biotech melee and missile weapons, as well as being adept at unarmed combat.  When not
in battle, they wear clothing made of a engineered silk. Their native tongue, Elverise, is identical to that spoken on Aysle.  Elves are not conisdered 
adults until they are a century old, and they can live to be as old as 600.
   Elves place personal liberty above all else.  Anything which restricts the individual is to be despised.  However, for a society to function there must 
be some laws and structure.  As these are necessary to permit personal endeavors, the elves take them quite seriously.  Laws are simple, but carry 
extreme penalties.  And few Elves would defy them.  The government and military are both small, and filled with those who have chosen to perform 
such duty.  If an Elf vows to fulfill such an occupation, he will do so to his utmost, and for whatever time is required.
   Most Elves find a calling that suits them and master it, becoming experts that other races envy.  Some, not so clear, become jacks-of-all-trades, with
skills in numerous fields.
   Elves originated on the planet Elvenos, though their history is unclear.  They must have been visited by the Mohani, though the elves deny any such
aid in their advancement.  What is known is that they were not a starfaring – or overtly advanced race – when the Akashans came.  This was their 
first attempt to act as Pultaaks.  The Elves repulsed them with fervor – angering the Akashans to war.  Though both sides fought fiercely, the Elves 
were fewer in numbers and lacked spacecraft.  The Akashans intended to pacify them and compel them to accept assistance.  In the end, it was their 
belief that they had destroyed an entire race.  On Akasha, this lead to a re-evaluation of their readiness to take over for the Mohani.  It would be some
time before they made a second attempt.
   The Elves meanwhile had escaped.  Most fled to secret underground fortifications filled with Susani Chambers.  Others used gates to flee to other 
cosms.  One exodus made it to Aysle, with various clans being left along their journey.  A small number of Chosen remained, going into hiding – first
on Elvenos, and later other worlds.  They studied and learned.  During the centuries that followed, they invented Biokinesis, and duplicated the 
technology of the Akashans.
   While they did so, their homeworld became a colony.  A pleasure world for the Akashans.  Until the Comaghaz came.  In the chaos that followed, 
the Chosen acted.  Chosen, disguised as Akashans, or other races, encouraged Client Races to revolt.  And then, with the Akashans overwhelmed, 
they acted.  Broad swaths of Elvenos were purged of life – Akashan and Comaghaz both.  Then the Sleepers were awakened, and a secret fleet 
launched.  They drove at Akasha, ultimately destroying the stargate, isolating that world from the rest of the galaxy.  From there, the Elves secured 
worlds for each clan, and enough neighboring systems to ensure their security.
   Elven society is small, with their long lifespans, they have a low birth rate.  And with over fifty worlds, they have more than enough space for their 
population.  As such, Elven cities are small.  And designed to blend into the natural environment.  From orbit, it is nearly impossible to detect Elven 
civilization on the surface.  If a ship is allowed to make landfall, the crew will swiftly find themselves overwhelmed by Elven warriors, before they 
even know they are in danger.
   Elven military consists of small units of highly skilled individuals.  Space combat relies mainly on fighters over capital ships, allowing for personal
achievements.  Ground forces and marines are well-armored and heavily armed, easily the equal (or superior) of Akashan Monitors or Concordium 
Fleet Marines.
   The government consists of a representative of each clan, who in turn is selected from among the representatives of the clan's worlds, cities, and 
ships.  Those who serve in the government chose to do so.  They are then elected by their family and peers, and remain in place unless their 
constituents vote to remove them.  All decisions made are carefully considered, and require majority support.  

Foreign Relations
   Elves are isolationists.  They do not want any aliens in their space, and defend it with nothing less than lethal force.  Should a ship enter their space 
by accident, they will still face destruction.
   The Confederation borders the Lorbaat, Concordium and Barathax.  The latter two generally respect their border.  The Lorbaat do not, but with 
their early loses, they have not made a serious attack in some time.  Waiting until they have a new advantage to employ.



Independents
Gilvahn 
   Heavy World Humans who evolved on Kovahn.  Gilvahn have short, stout frames, rarely growing taller than 1.7 meters, but with sturdy shoulders, 
dense muscles, and thick bones.  Their skin has a bronze color and a gritty rough texture from their natural hardiness.  Otherwise, their features, hair 
and eye color vary as much as other humans.
   Gilvahn developed in stable, subterranean areas where they could carve labyrinthine cities, cultivate fungus chambers, mine and process metal ore, 
and engineer industries to ensure their survival.  Unfortunately other creatures came through the same regions, particularly swarms of underground 
predators called skevvels.  The Gilvahn adapted by adding a class of fierce warriors to protect the domestic and industrial castes.  The age old 
conflict permeates the species' heroic literature and attitude towards warfare.
   Early expeditions to the surface focused on obtaining natural resources and studying weather and tectonic patterns.  With the aid of the Akashans, 
they developed high-energy generation, heat-resistant and anti-gravity technologies.  They soon engineered immense floating cities that defied 
Kovahn's heavy gravity and intense weather.  Airlocks allow visiting transports and starships to enter and dock, while sturdy sensor and 
communications bubbles maintain contact with other platforms.  The antigrav technology is the pinnacle of Gilvahn capabilities, with most of their 
technology being of lower axiom levels.  More recently, orbital installations have begun starship construction and some heavy industry.
   Gilvahn have settled across their local sector, on mineral-rich planets with moderate to high gravity.  Most display aspects of their homeworld: 
hazardous terrain, inhabitable mountainous or subterranean regions, and reasonable tectonic activity.  Industry grows quickly – starship construction, 
gas refinery, mining, heavy manufacturing.  Gilvahn conduct brisk commerce at all their starports, and sell to a number of neighboring races.
   
Hurshuka 
  Hurshuka, singular Hurshuk, stand about three meters tall and weigh about 250 kilograms.  They are cold-blooded, have no hair or fur, and subtle 
gender differences.  They have a large spiky shell, that provides much of their weight and density.  They have a muted green, grey or brown color in 
childhood.  At maturity bright colors (reds, blues, and yellows), with patterns of stripes and spots appear.  Males tend to be more brightly colored, 
and females more elaborate or intricately patterned.  In their final half-century, these colors fade, and one or two colors dominate.  Hurshuka are 
exclusively herbivores, but eat twice as much as most other species.
   Their homeworld Ala'k (“Paradise”), is a swamp world, 65% water, mostly rivers or lakes.  Its three moons are Crika, Rarrak, and Er-Crik; 
representing the three stages of maturity.  Hurshuka cities are biological in nature formed from trees and other organic structures.
   Hurshuka revere land, especially their homeworld.  Each has a genetic (or metaphysical) connection to their Ala'kale (“Personal Paradise”) or place
of birth.  During their mating cycle they must return to this general area, and possibly fight, to gain a mate.  Females will then lay three to ten eggs 
some weeks later – not necessarily in the same region - which hatch 306.5 days later.  Both parents will stay to defend the eggs from predators.  
Beyond this Hurshuka have little familial attachment.
   They are fairly peaceful, and leave others alone for the most part.  They have a curious streak, and often will set out in one-man explorers.

Lonthyn
   The Lonthyn are two races, with common ancestry.  Both are humanoid, but elongated and slender, around 90 kilograms and three meters.  Females
tend to be slightly taller, and males heavier.  Their skin ranges through light cobalt, ash, and brown.  They shave off their thin, delicate hair.  Inner-
world Lonthyn must wear braces on their arms and legs when visiting a world of higher gravity than their own.  Outer-world Lonthyn have been 
engineered to handle this strain without assistance.
   The inner world Ela (“Here”) is the originating world.  An idyllic water world, with islands and small land masses making up 10% of the surface.  
About a millennium ago, the Lonthyn entered their Second Industrial Revolution, leading to heavily pollution, extinctions, and devastating warfare.  
With Akashan aid, they formed a unifed world government, set about restoring their world, and began the colonization of Aela (“There”).  Similar in 
gravity, but colder and harsher.  Aela is about half water, which spends half the year as ice.  The colonists adapted over a few generations, and both 
sub-species are more comfortable on their own world.  
   Following the fall of Akasha, the Lonthyn Wars began, with both worlds competing for the right to be considered the “true” Lonthyn.  This ended 
in the Pact of One, which declared both to be equal.  Interstellar travel has stalled the restoration of Ela.  Instead, inner-worlders offer their services 
as coordinators, developers, and strategists; while outer-worlders serve as soldiers and special forces.  They do not start wars needlessly, but consider 
it just better than “demanding what you want.”

Malcharan
   Malcharans are a cybernetically-enhanced race of humans from the planet Malchar.  Malchar is covered in red-orange caustic smoke which escapes
cracks in the mantle and congeals into smoglike, sulfurous clouds.
   Malchar is a technocracy, lead by the Council of Crafters.  Cybernetics are seen as the right of all law-abiding cybercitizens, and the next step in 
evolution.  
   Had the Akashans ever discovered this world near the center of their galaxy, they would have been horrified by both the environment and the 
people.  Even today, their cybernetics make them unpopular with many races in the Star Sphere.

Mareen 
   Within their exoskeletons, Mareen are a intelligent fish, no larger than a Earth catfish.  They have long 'whiskers' tipped with tiny suckers, which 
act as tentacles to manipulate objects, and to emit low-level electrical impulses – which are used to control their exoskeletons.  This can be used to 
produce a potent electrical shock.  The whiskers can also produce colorful pulses which are used for communication.  Mareen are aquatic, and can 
not breathe gases.  
   Mareh has an atmosphere of carbon monoxide and ammonia.  Beneath that is a planetwide ocean, with a seaweed jungle covering most of the 
surface.  The seaweed expels oxygen into the water.  Hundreds of island chains dot the surface, and are used for starports supporting interstellar 
travel and commerce.  Offworlders are permitted to settle permanently in the polar icecap  'free enterprise zones', notably the southern starport 
Lexum.  The northern cap is used by smugglers and pirates.
   Undersea, the Mareen are nomadic, but have small cities for industry and culture.  Each is home to five to 50 ancestral school units, which serve as 
the basic unit of government.  Mareen value objects that are physically beautiful, colorful, as well as highly functional.  This makes their 
manufactured goods highly valuable.  Mareen prize culture, intelligence, and hard work as well as these material possessions.  While materialistic, 
they can also be naive in social and business dealings.  



Pherro 
   Humanoid canids; with a snout, soft, black nostrils; furry skin; pointed ears; mouth filled with carnivorous teeth, and dark gentle eyes.  Their feet 
retain the soft pads of lesser canids.  Their ears and tail can be used to read moods.  Pherro have keen senses.  Fur can vary greatly in length and 
coloration.  Unable to sweat like humans, Pherro perspire through their foot-paws, hands and tongue.  They can overheat when in tense situations, 
where they clench their jaws.  Pherro love swimming as it cools their bodies.
   Shapshat, their homeworld, has varied terrain.  Pherro settled in areas of plains, forests, and hills, where they herded kavaam, which they 
domesticated for wool and meat.  Shepherding lead to advances in defensive weapons, construction, herbalism and medicine, even before the 
Akashans began to pultaak them.  Today Gateway Port is the only major place for offworld interaction, with the rest of the planet being allowed to 
remain idyllic.  
   The family pack is the central unit of Pherro culture.  Females give birth to litters of two to six, and large extended families are common.  Males 
will join their wive's family to avoid inbreeding.  Packs appoint a pack leader for internal governance, and a delegate for interaction with other packs.
The Estate Assembly is a planetary judiciary.  
   Pherro assume anyone they meet to be friendly until hostile intention is shown.  They prefer to settle conflicts through debate, and in extreme cases 
resort to tests – such as a feat of strength , endurance, or agility.  
   Many Pherro travel as merchants, dealing in kavaam wool, woven products, and other commodities.  Others feel a wanderlust and sign on with a 
passing ship in search of adventure and fortune.  Most form strong bonds with their shipmates, adopting them as pack.  

Razithar 
   Close relations to the Edeinos, their chief difference being a jagged crest, which runs from the top of the head to the end of the tail.  Families 
consist of male and female parents and a brood of as many as 10 children.  Razithar originate on Murrg, a world of swampland, shallow seas, and 
isolated archipelagos of hills.  Three species evolved on Murrg, but the Razithar were the most advanced, and the other two (coastal fishmen and 
trollish brutes) remain only semi-sentient.  Today, Murrg stands at the hub of a vast commercial empire which borders the Barathax league, but has 
trade with the more distant Concordium.  They also have extensive trade with the Pherro and Mareen.
   Razithar society revolves around profit, a feature which the Akashans could not curb.  Corporate meritocracy governs their society, with success 
bringing reward, and failure punished.  Marketplace would be proud.  Families usually pledge loyalty to a single company, or even a single division.  
The Corporate Dome serves as a central government as well as the Exchange.  Each company maintains a fleet of merchant cruisers, and support 
vessels, in order to trade with the other worlds of the Star Sphere.  

Taurid 
   Taurids are humanoid bovies, averaging 3m tall.  They have articulated, three fingered hands, with a hoof like covering at the end of each digit; 
horns, which vary in length and shape; herbivorous molars; heavy muscles.  Their short coarse hair ranges from solid black, white or brown to 
blotched combinations.  Female udders are virtually unnoticeable when clothed.  Their four chambered stomachs can digest nearly any organic 
matter, and they constantly eat, with bales of grasses found in every tent or vessel compartment.  Stocking these are the responsibility of the lowest 
ranked Taurids.
   The Taurid homeworld of Arigadeen was lost to aggressive industrial development by the Razithar.  Facing extinction, they became nomadic space-
farers.  Some will settle on worlds with plentiful prairies or savannas, at least for a time.  Others take up mercenary work for whatever warlord, 
corporation, or crime syndicate can afford them.  But at any time at least a third of the herds (extended family unit) are traveling aboard their 
migration vessels.  Each herd keeps at least one mercenary unit for its own defense.  
   Whether serving as a mercenary, food-gatherer, scout or low-ranking family member, each Taurid works for the survival of the herd and the 
species.  Among themselves property is communal, and a council oversees resources used in dealings with other races.  They depend heavily on 
technology purchased from others.  

Verdendrian  
   Verdendrians have a central pod, approximately one meter tall, and ovular.  It is tightly covered in leafy skin, protecting a fruit-like brain, all senses
save touch, and means of processing simple sugars and proteins.  The pod sprouts eight vinelike tentacles, each about 0.8m long, four of which are 
used for locomotion, and the other four as arms.  Each has cilia which can be used for fine manipulation.  They can walk on as few as two, and stand 
on only one, which grants them exceptional balance.  Verdendrians communicate via scent bursts, and even the most advanced translators will only 
grasp broad concepts.  They eat vegetation, but prefer that which has already fallen off the main plant over 'fresh' vegetation.  They live as long as 
150 years, and are asexual, with any two members of the species being able to copulate and produce two to four seedlings.  25% of all seedlings fail 
to achieve maturity and escape the soil.
   Verda is a lush world covered in rainforests, on the far side of the Star Sphere.  Many plants are poisonous to humanoid races.  The fauna generally 
ignore the Verdendrians as they are not a suitable food source.  As such dangerous creatures, such as the Prowler are allowed to roam frely, even in 
cities.  Buildings and cities are based on plant structures, uniformly laid out, and resemble a field of crops from high altitudes.  Colony worlds closely
resemble Verda.
   Families or 'Roots' consist of hundreds of members, who live in the same dwelling.  Transplanted families retain the Root name of their place of 
origin, with new immigrants joining their Root on the new world.  Individual names consist of a one or two syllables with their Rootname as a suffix 
(example DiKo or JuRiKo of the Root of Ko).  Within the Root, adults and elders take turns caring for the seedlings, and adolescents, including 
education.  Their aptitudes are measured as they grow, and when ready, they apprentice to members of the family with the appropriate skills.  At full 
maturity (25 years), they may seek work outside the Root (if they desire).  Verdendrians might change their assignment, but rarely their profession.  
During the 15 hours of daylight, they work, and become dormant for the night cycle.  Upon death, a Verdendrian is ground up, and placed into the 
nursery soil to nourish seedlings. 
   Verdendrians do not lie, and expect a simple answer to a question to be sufficient.  They do not understand the lifecycles of most other (non-plant-
based) species.  Verdendrian exploratory ships are nearly as advanced as the Akashan Lightships, and some have crossed the galaxy to make contact 
with the Concordium, Lorbaat, Elves and Barathax.  Only the Concordium has had friendly dealings with them.



CREATURES OF THE STAR SPHERE

Dinsendas
   Dinsendas are large, three-meter tall carnivorous lizards from the world of Jukatta. Originally animals which operated on instinct alone, their genes
were altered at some point in their evolution and they now possess almost human intelligence. The eventual result of this was their conquest of their 
world, and their warlike ways have discouraged their galactic neighbors from attempting to trade with them.
   Dinsendas are covered with blue scales and their mouths are filled with needle-sharp teeth. They emit a high-pitched shriek when on the attack as a
means of intimidating their prey.  
   When pacified psionically, dinsendas can be of great use as pack animals or for hauling blocks during temple construction. When uncontrolled, 
they are murderous beasts of frightening cunning. The Akashans brought a small number along with them to South America, confident they could 
keep them in hand. Dinsendas are susceptible to the Comaghaz virus, but none of those on Earth have been infected at present.
Dinsenda
AGI 14 DEX 3 STR 18 END 16 TOU 17(19) PER 8 MIN 7 CHA 7 SPI 7 Possibility Potential: none
Unarmed combat 17, Find 10, tracking 16, trick 9, Survival 10, Charm (20), persuasion 9, taunt 11, Intimidation 18, willpower 10
Natural Tools: teeth (STR+6/24), scales (TOU+2/18)

Iemisch
   Iemisch are not new to Earth, having been present during the original expedition to South America,although those specimens were hunted down
and slain by the Incans in 1521. Iemisch are known in Mayan folklore as "water tigers," being big cats with the swimming skills of the otter and the
ability to live in the jungle or in fresh water.
   Iemisch kittens are often kept as pets by Akashans, who normally let them go when they reach their full length of two meters. Iemisch travel in
packs of up to 12, and have a particular fondness for zebu flesh. Their preferred method of hunting is to leap from a tree on to their prey and then 
drag it to a nearby lake and drown it.  They can then feast upon the animal at their leisure.
   Iemisch have been known to attack Akashans or humans when they feel their territory has been encroached upon.
Iemisch
AGI 15 DEX 6 STR 13 END 11 TOU 12 PER 12 MIN 4 CHA 4 SPI 5 Possibility Potential: none
Dodge18, long jumping16, maneuver 16, running 16, stealth 17,swimming 18, unarmed combat 17, Climbing 14, lifting 15, Tracking 15, trick (20), 
Survival 12, Charm (18), persuasion (8), taunt 8, Intimidation 14
Natural Tools: claws (STR+3/16); teeth (STR+4/17)

Lemekanns
   The lemekann, or "devil snake," is a South American anaconda mutated by Akashan gene spores into a creature with a super-sensitivity to local
psionic power usage. 
   The average lemekann is roughly eight meters in length, and makes its home in trees. It attacks by dropping on its prey and coiling itself about
them, squeezing until they are unconscious.  Against particularly large or fierce opponents, the lemekann makes use of a stinger in its mouth which
injects prey with a paralyzing venom.  The stinger takes five rounds to refill with venom. 
   The most unusual features about the lemekann are the translucency of its scales, which allow its internal organs to be seen, and its ability to detect
the use of psionic powers. Though not psionic itself. the lemekann can detect such powers when they are used within a distance equal to its 
Perception read as meters on the Torg Value Chart (i.e., a lemekann with a Perception of 12 can detect psionic powers in use up to 250 meters away).
The lemekann experiences pain as a result of psionic power usage, taking damage value 17. The lemekann will immediately seek out and destroy the
power user.
   Lemekanns have little fear of humanoids, but rarely attack men except when threatened or maddened with pain.
Lemekann
AGI 10 DEX 3 STR 16 END 16 TOU 16 PER 12 MIN 6 CHA 4 SPI 4 Possibility Potential: some (75)
Dodge 12, maneuver 12, stealth 15, unarmed combat 14, Climbing 17, Find 13, tracking 18, trick 13, Survival 11, Charm (20), persuasion (20), 
taunt (11), Intimidation 16  three additional at +1 adds
Natural Tools: coiling (STR+2/18 per round); stinger (STR+2/18); paralyzing venom (no damage. Inflicts -5 penalty to all Agility and 
Dexterity·related actions for three rounds after injection.

Megatheriums
   This primitive ancestor of the tree sloth has been spotted stalking the forests of South America again, as the result of Akashan genetic regression
experiments. Also known as a mylodon, it is almost as large as an elephant. but only half as heavy. It has a shoulder height of three meters, with
short legs, a slow, shambling gait, and huge, curved claws. It makes its home in the trees, feeding on tender shoots and leaves.
   A huge and heavy tail helps it in its deforesting maneuvers, and its thick hide and heavy fur protect it against most forms of physical attack. 
Megatherium are solitary creatures, but a mother will carry her young on her back for the first few months after birth.
   There have been some reports of attacks on humans and cattle by megatherium in the Lake Titicaca area. The reason for this violent behavior on
the part of a normally gentle animal is unknown.
Megatherium
AGI 7 DEX 7 STR 20 END 19 TOU 19(21) PER 8 MIN 5 CHA 5 SPI 5 Possibility Potential: none
Dodge 8, maneuver 8, unarmed combat 11, Climbing 21, lifting 21, Find 10, trick 9, Survival 9, charm (15), persuasion (15), taunt (20), 
Intimidation 17
Natural Tools: hide (TOU+2/21); claws (STR+2/22); tail (STR+1/21)



Munjabu
   Known for their diet of refuse and carrion, these creatures from the Gudasko homeworld stand easily two meters at the shoulder and from a 
distance resemble huge porcupines in gait and overall appearance. Their black, oily-looking skin is actually loose integument and continually
sloughs off to reveal new skin underneath.  A Munjabu is attended by flies, which are attracted to the pus-like substance which oozes from its skin.
   Munjabu rarely travel alone, preferring packs of six to eight. They were brought to Earth by Akashan bioengineers, who theorize that some 
substance in their pus might be connected to the fluid given off by third stage Comaghaz hosts. This has yet to be proven.
   The munjabu rely on their sharp teeth and their quills for protection, the latter of which they are quite proficient at firing at creatures who threaten 
one of their meals. 
   Most Akashans prefer to stay well away from munjabu, and even the Gudasko regard them largely as pests. 
Munjabu
AGI 12 DEX 5 STR 13 END 12 TOU 12 PER 9 MIN 5 CHA 3 SPI 3 Possibility Potential: none
Dodge 13, maneuver 13. running 14, stealth 13, unarmed combat 15, Tracking 10, trick 10, Survival 9, Charm (25), persuasion (20), taunt (8), 
Intimidation 12
Natural Tools: teeth (STR+2/15); quills (STR+3/16 range 3-10/40/100)

Piranhax
   Resulting from one of the more abominable experiments conducted by Akashan bioengineers, piranhax are amphibious cousins of the dreaded
piranha fish, with the limited ability to launch themselves from the water and glide a short distance. 
   Piranhax average a meter in length, with powerful jaws and razor-sharp triangular teeth. Their ventral fins double as legs when onshore, while a
set added by genetic engineering allow the piranhax to glide. To do so, they must build up speed while swimming before arcing out of the water. If 
they land on the shore, they must go back into the water before being able to glide again, or else crawl on land after their prey.
   Piranhax never attack alone, usually traveling in schools of up to 50.  They have no fear of attacking humans or other large creatures, and can 
devour an average man in mere seconds. They are particularly feared by those who travel the Amazon, where they will swim and glide silently in a
boat's wake before savaging captain and crew. Piranhax attacks are commonly resolved using the Many-on-One Table.  It was the creation of the 
piranhax which spurred Rotan Utka to ban bioengineering experiments on native species of Earth.
Piranhax
AGI 13 DEX 4 STR 5 END 6 TOU 6 PER 7 MIN 5 CHA 4 SPI 4 Possibility Potential: none
Dodge 14, flight 14, maneuver 15, running 14. stealth 14. swimming 15, unarmed combat 16, Tracking 12, trick (10), Survival 11, charm (40), 
persuasion (40), taunt (30), Intimidation 15 
Natural Tools: fin gliders (MRF 10); teeth (STR+3/9)

Rhadangea
   The rhadangea, a plant-animal hybrid from the Star Sphere, were originally planted on Earth by the first Akashan expedition. After the fall of the 
Incas, the plants lapsed into a form of hibernation until being awakened by the lighting of the Signal Fire. 
   Rhadangea bushes grows to a height of 1.5 meters, and are not mobile. They possess a multitude of vines with which they can grab and strangle 
prey, and are meat-eaters.  The rhadangea awakened into a world where the forest around them was in the process of being laid low by loggers. The 
plants responded by murdering several of the workmen, sparking concern on the part of the Brazilian authorities and some Storm Knights. 
Efforts to kill or capture the plants met with mixed success. 
   Rhadangea spores have been spreading throughout the rain forest, and an increase in the number of thriving hybrids can be expected in the next
several months.
Rhadangea
AGI 10 DEX 10 STR 13 END 10 TOU 11 PER 10 MIN 7 CHA 5 SPI 4 Possibilities: 2
Unarmed combat 13, lifting 14, Find 11, trick (14), Survival 10, Charm (20), persuasion (18), taunt (20), Intimidation (20), reality 8
Natural Tools: vines (STR+2/15)
Note: Due to its complex root system, rhadangea cannot Maneuver and suffers a -3 penalty when attempting  to dodge.

Shalmans
   These natives of the planet Salend are similar in appearance to the Core Earth vulture, but are not carrion eaters. They are bred by the Larendi to 
serve as hunters and scouts, and were brought to the realm for the same purposes.
   Shalmans are large birds with deep blue plumage. Their distinct call is a faint, high-pitched squeal which causes vibrations that are more felt than 
heard. This is a barely audible sonar - the method by which the Shalmans navigate-and is their primary sense. Although the birds have adequate 
eyesight, they do not rely on it.  The range of a full-grown Shalman's sonar is two kilometers. 
   Shalmans are let loose by Larendi to find the locations of prey animals. The Larendi then take to the skies behind their shalmans to bring down
those detected. Shalmans fly (and attack) in flocks of 10-20.
Shalman
AGI 12 DEX 5 STR 6 END 7 TOU 7 PER 15 MIN 7 CHA 5 SPI 5 Possibility Potential: none
Dodge 13, flight 16, maneuver 14, unarmed combat 14, Find 18, tracking 21, trick (16), Survival 11, Charm (9), persuasion (8), taunt (8), 
Intimidation 7
Natural Tools: claws (STR+2/8), Beak (STR+4/10), Sonar (2km), Wings (MRF 12)

Zebus
Zebus are large oxen·like creatures suitable for riding or plowing,. And their meat and milk are staples of the  Akashan diet. Zebus are gentle and as 
easy to lead as horses, although far slower. Zebus can carry a measure of weight equal to their Strength without undue fatigue. Zebus are kept in 
small herds by some Akashans, primarily those who are in rebellion against the "industrial farming" and synthetic food they regard a unnatural. Zebu 
are often the prey of other animals, particularly iemisch.
Zebu
AGI 7 DEX 3 STR 15 END 12 TOU 13 PER 7 MIN 4 CHA 3 SPI 3 Possibility Potential: none
Dodge 8, running 10, Trick (8), Charm (7), persuasion (11), taunt (6), Intimidation 13
Natural Tools: teeth (STR+3/18), Hooves (STR+4/19)



CHAPTER FOUR
THE COMAGHAZ VIRUS

   The infectious disease created by Sarila has two major effects on its host: a gradual physical breakdown, including the virtual burning out of the 
brain in many cases, and the joining of the host's mind to those of other infected, to form a group mind. 
   The Comaghaz has a three-stage lifecycle which ends with the death of the host body. It is conceivably possible to kill the virus using medical
means, though without doubt this would be extremely difficult. It is also possible for the host to destroy the disease by force of will during the second
stage of the infection. Both of these methods will be detailed below. 
   The Comaghaz virus mounts a two-pronged attack on the host, inflicting damage on a systemic basis and most specifically to the neural synapses 
and cerebral cortex of the brain. In its most severe form, the Comaghaz utterly destroys the willpower of the host, transforming him into little more  
than a slave to the will of the group mind, which is in turn dominated by Sarila. 
Comaghaz Virus - Damage Value: 15

The Contagion
   The Comaghaz infection is passed via physical contact, when perspiration passes from an afflicted host through the pores of a target. Short of a 
direct injection of the virus (a method used only once, by Sarila on herself) this is the sole means of spreading the disease until the third stage is 
reached. 
   The virus is not contagious in its first stage, so only hosts who have reached the second or third stages may infect others. To do so, the host must 
touch the exposed flesh of his victim. This may be a simple action (such as shaking the hand of someone who does not know he is dealing with a 
carrier) or it may require a successful unarmed combat attack on the part of the host. If the latter is the case, compute the damage of the unarmed 
combat attack as always,and then generate the damage total for the virus as detailed below. 
   The Comaghaz virus cannot live outside of a host body for more than a few seconds. Therefore, it is not possible to catch the illness by using an 
article handled by an infected person, wearing one of their garments, etc. Nor is it possible to catch the plague from the corpse of a carrier. 
   The disease can be spread much more effectively if the host touches an open wound on the person of the target. Comaghaz carriers have set up
twisted mockeries of hospitals where incisions are made on victims and the virus passed to them. People infected in this manner progress directly to 
the second stage of the illness. 
   Only beings capable of independent thought are susceptible to the Comaghaz virus. Beings which operate purely on instinct like most animals,
are not vulnerable to the infection.
    Once the virus has been passed, generate a damage total for the virus against a difficulty number of the target's Toughness. If the roll is successful, 
the target is infected. If the Knight is unaware the person who touched him was a carrier, keep the generation of the above total a secret, as the Knight
would not be aware he had the illness until the first symptoms appeared. If, however, the Knight knows he has been attacked by a Comaghaz host, he 
may attempt to actively defend against the illness using his Toughness (providing, of course, he is willing to surrender his action for that round to do 
so).  
   Once the infection has been passed, the new host enters the first stage of the disease.

First Stage
   The first stage of the Comaghaz infection lasts for approximately three weeks. It begins immediately upon the host's infection, and lasts until the 
virus gains enough of a hold on his system that it can proceed to attack his mind. 
   The disease is extremely difficult to detect at this point, as it is not doing any overt damage to the body as yet, and the host suffers no ill effects. 
(See the Comaghaz Detection/Treatment Chart below.) It is, however, at its weakest in its new host, and thus easier to eliminate than in later stages.
   In many ways, this is the most insidious stage of the disease. A character's best opportunity to be treated for the plague is offset by the fact that he 
may not know he has it. When the second stage arrives, the host will probably find himself unwilling to take any steps to eliminate the Comaghaz, 
for he will be one with them.

Second Stage
   At this point, the first physical symptoms appear and the Comaghaz group mind attempts to seize control of the host's consciousness. 
   The second stage is marked by an increased heart rate, fever, cold sweats, and dizziness (that last only until one joins with the group mind). The 
infection is now highly contagious, and there is a standing command from the group mind to pass the disease on to anyone encountered.
   Immediately after the physical symptoms manifest themselves, the group mind will assault the host's consciousness. For details on this, see ''The 
Group Mind" below. If the host is unable to expel it at this point, he falls under the sway of Sarila as either a Leader, Soldier, or Drone in the group
mind. 
   The virus is easier to detect at this point, but harder to treat, as it has taken firm hold of the host's body and mind. It is now more difficult to drive
from the system, and the patient is unlikely to be cooperative. 
   Second-stage hosts are extremely effective agents for Sarila. Under her control, but not yet suffering from overly conspicuous physical symptoms,
most can still perform their standard roles in society and be accepted.  A tremendous amount of sabotage and spying has been done on her behalf by
these agents prior to their exposure as Comaghaz hosts. 
   The second stage lasts for anywhere from six months to two years (the more mental faculties one retains as part of the group mind, the longer one 
remains in the second stage. This allows group mind Leaders to survive for a longer period of time.) 
   During the second stage, physical attributes are increased as the hosts become less sensitive to pain and fatigue. Mental attributes decrease, but
not among the Leaders. For more details, see "The Group Mind," below.



The Third Stage
   By the time the host body reaches the third stage, mental processes have begun to suffer as a result of the participation in a group mind. Along with 
this come physical symptoms of a dramatic nature, which leave observers no doubt that the disease rages uncontrolled through its victim. 
   In the third. stage, some physical attributes are increased again, while mental attributes take a sharp drop, even among Leaders. Drones are reduced 
to almost vegetable level, while Soldiers are little more than zombies.  As an efficient fighting force, third stage Soldiers and Drones leave something
to be desired - however, they are virtually impervious to pain and no longer are hindered by fear, anger or any other emotion. 
   Physically, the changes are more grotesque. As the body's systems rebel against the infection, the host's epidermis begins to crack open, and a green
fluid produced by the infection oozes out. (This fluid takes the place of perspiration for purposes of spreading the infection at this stage). Soldiers 
and Drones become little more than engines of destruction, their movements more clumsy, their odor foul, their only concept of human interaction,
the shedding of blood. They area legion of berserkers, used primarily for strikes against targets so well-defended that conquering them would
cost the lives of too many second stage hosts.
   In Leaders, the physical changes are less drastic, but still evident. The disease becomes well-near impossible to treat in the third stage, and the 
probability of catching the contagion from a carrier at this point is extremely high. 
   The third stage normally lasts no longer than six months, at which point the host dies. The Comaghaz virus within that body will expire shortly
thereafter (at least, that is the theory) but it is still believed wise to burn or in some other way destroy the corpse as soon as possible.

Detection and Treatment
   While it is certainly possible to detect the presence of the Comaghaz virus in someone with the naked eye in the third stage, in the earlier periods of
infection, sophisticated tests are required to confirm the presence of the disease and the systems it has attacked. 
   Tests for the Comaghaz virus require a medical laboratory of Tech 23 or better to perform. Detection difficulty numbers (using the medicine skill) 
for the various stages of the illness are listed below on the Comaghaz Detection/Treatment Chart.
   There is no known cure for the Comaghaz virus. There are, however, experimental treatments developed by the Akashans which are believed to 
render the virus dormant, effectively returning the disease to its first stage.  All attribute levels return to normal, and linkage with the group mind is
severed.
   However, these treatments are extremely complicated to perform, as precise knowledge of the extent of the infection in the host is needed so that 
dosage amounts can be set correctly.  In addition, it is possible that the dormant virus could mutate into a form in which the treatment would cease to
work and it could become active once again.
   For medicine difficulty numbers at different stages of the illness, consult the Comaghaz Detection/Treatment Chart.

Comaghaz and Miracles
Efforts have been made to perform Cure Disease miracles on those afflicted with the Comaghaz virus. These have met with some success, as the 
Akashan realm has no laws regarding “enemy mythos” and non-Zinatt miracles do not cause a contradiction there.
   The difficulty for a cure disease miracle is equal to that of curing the disease medically in any given stage.  A successful cure disease miracle will 
return the virus to its first-stage level and dormancy for an unknown period of time.

Comaghaz Detection/Treatment Chart
Stage Detection DN Treatment DN
First 25 16
Second 15 23
Third 8 25

The Group Mind
   Once linked by the presence of the Comaghaz virus, the minds of the hosts form a group mind under the domination of Sarila. She alone can tap 
into this union without being ruled by it, due to the presence of the virus in her system but her immunity to its harmful effects. 
   This group mind is broken up into small units called cells. Each cell has a single Leader, and a virtually unlimited number of Soldiers and Drones. 
All Leaders are under the command of Sarila, and they in turn command the Soldiers and Drones. 
   The group mind requires a Social axiom of 18 or higher to operate. Thus it is possible to disconnect while using group mind powers in certain  
areas. If this occurs, the Comaghaz virus will become inactive, but not revert to its first stage. Should the host reconnect to a reality with a 
sufficiently high Social axiom to support the group mind, he will become infected again to the same extent he was before. 
   Cells containing Living Land characters who have retained their own reality commit a four-ease contradiction when using group mind powers in 
Baruk Kaah's realm.

Under the Influence
   When a Comaghaz host enters the second stage of the disease, the virus attacks his consciousness, attempting to link it to the others it has infected. 
It is at this point that the host has the opportunity to destroy the virus by force of will, or assume the role of Leader, Soldier or Drone within a group 
mind cell.
   To learn the outcome of the virus' attack, the host generates a Mind total and consults the table below. Possibilities and cards may be spent on this
roll.
   A player character taken over by the group mind will become a gamemaster character until a cure is effected which returns the virus to its dormant 
stage.

Comaghaz Resistance Table
Mind Total Result
25 or above Virus destroyed
20 Leader
12 Soldier
11 or below Drone



The Cells
   One of the first discoveries Sarila made in her probes of the Comaghaz group mind was that the greater the number of hosts in a cell, the greater
the potential power of that cell. This is knowledge she has used to her advantage as the cells have carried out her orders in the cosm and realm.
   The group mind value of a cell is a measure of its power. This is equal to the Mind value of the cell's Leader plus a bonus based upon the total 
number of hosts in the cell.
   To find the bonus, first find the value of the total number of hosts in the cell on the Torg Value Chart. Then locate this number in the result points
column of the Power Push Table and read across to learn the bonus provided. 
   The group mind value governs both the maximum range of the Leader's control over the cell and the number and type of powers the cell can make 
use of.
   Group mind values should be recalculated once per week of game time, as hosts fall in battle and new ones are added. While it is certainly possible 
to do calculations for the cell in use in your campaign more often, once per week is less intrusive. 
   As stated above, cells are made up of one Leader and a number of Soldiers and Drones. Each has different strengths and weakness, which are 
detailed below. Note that Leaders, Soldiers and Drones are capable of having attributes which exceed the cosm limit of 13 due to the effects of the 
disease, and will not cause a contradiction by doing so in the realm.  This is because the axioms of the Akashan cosm support the actions of the virus,
which is responsible for the attribute increase.

The Leaders
   The existence of cell Leaders is crucial to the success of Sarila's plan to dominate the Star Sphere and Earth's cosm.  Without them, it would be 
virtually impossible for her to coordinate more than a few operations of the group mind at once. For example, she could send out orders to three cells 
to mount attacks on three different locations - but without a Leader present to react to the individual circumstances attendant to each operation, 
failure of one or all would be quite likely. 
   For this reason, the Comaghaz virus serves her purposes admirably by being geared to make only those with the strongest minds (and often those
who are Possibility-rated) cell Leaders.  These individuals, while dominated by Sarila, retain their own personalities and accumulated knowledge
well into the third stage of the disease.  
   In addition, as noted above, Leaders have the ability to stave off the coming of the third stage to allow themselves to be of greater use to Sarila.
Along with their prime instruction to spread the virus as much as possible, Leaders are also charged with ensuring their own survival, even at the cost
of thousands of Drones. Leaders are the most valuable of all the Comaghaz hosts.
Second-Stage Leader AGI, STR, END, PER, MIN +1 Third-Stage Leader AGI, STR END +2; PER, MIN, CHA -1

Soldiers
   Soldiers are the elite warriors of the group mind, not as powerful as Drones but possessed of a bit more cunning. In addition, Soldiers are capable 
of stepping in if a Leader is killed and assuming control of the cell. 
   There are commonly fewer Soldiers present in a cell than there are Drones. While the Leader is alive, they are under his complete control, but 
should he perish, the Soldier with the highest Mind value will take over for him. At this point, the group mind value for that cell must be recomputed.
   Soldiers can also be directed by the Leader to take over smaller units of the cell and split off from the main body. This is often done when a group
mind cell expands into a new geographic area. A Leader will send in a few Soldiers, each controlling several Drones, to attack,and then follow at a 
safe distance. Drones are considered to be expendable. 
   A mini-cell led by a Soldier has a group mind value which is computed in exactly the same way as that of the parent cell, with the exception that  
the Soldier's Mind value is used in place of the Leader's. The group mind value of the overall cell remains the same, as the Leader is still in control of
the Soldier.
Second-Stage Soldier AGI, STR END +2; PER, MIN, CHA -1 Third-Stage Soldier AGI, STR, END +3; PER, MIN, CHA -2;  Intimidation +2

Drones
   Drones are the laborers, foot soldiers, and cannon fodder who make up the bulk of any group mind cell. In general, they are the hosts who had the 
weakest minds at the time of their infection.
   Drones are rarely Possibility-rated, but their enhanced Strength and Toughness make them very efficient killing machines. Their biggest drawback 
is that it is more difficult for a Drone to continue to serve undetected in his pre-Comaghaz infection position, as his attributes have changed so 
radically.
Second-Stage Drone AGI, STR END +3; PER, MIN CHA -2 Third·Stage Drone AGI, STR END +4; PER, MIN CHA -3;  Intimidation +3

Group Mind Range
   The range of a group mind cell governs the maximum distance a host can travel from his Leader while still enjoying the benefits of the Leader's 
guidance and participation in the cell. The range of a cell is equal to the measure of the group mind value of that cell in meters.
   Leaders have the option of sending hosts outside the range of the group mind for special missions, if necessary.  This can be done in one of three
ways: the Leader may use the extend group mind power, if possible; he may send a force of Soldiers and Drones out, providing they have no more 
than one major objective; or he may send a party of Drones out for a limited period of time, providing they are given very specific orders. 
   To deal with the latter two options (extend group mind is explained below), a mini-cell led by a Soldier can function outside of the range of the 
Leader for an unlimited amount of time. They must, however, have their goal outlined prior to their departure, and it must be a straightforward one,
i.e., "Capture the town." They cannot be given more than one goal per mission. In such a case, the mini-cell will operate using its own group mind
value. Once outside of the Leader's range, the overall group mind value of the parent cell must be reduced based on the number of hosts who 
accompanied the Soldier. 
   When on their own, Drones cannot continue to function outside of the range of the Leader for more than 24 hours. When beyond the control of a
Leader or a Soldier, they do not have access to group mind powers, and their instructions must be simple and dearly explained. If the Drones should 
be away for more than one day, they will become confused and be uncertain of the direction they must travel to rejoin their cell. Often, they will link 
up with another cell in their new area.  
   As with Soldier-Drone parties, their departure from the parent cell's radius of effect deprives that cell of a portion of its overall group mind value.



Group Mind Powers
   In addition to the other advantages possessed by group minds, they have access to certain powers which allow them to better carry out the wishes 
of Sarila. Use of these powers does create a contradiction in realms with Social axioms of less than 18. 
   Any host in a cell can act as the initiator of a group mind power, but no more than one power can be used by a cell at one time. Some powers have
restrictions as to which members of a cell may invoke them as well as the minimum group mind value needed to attempt them.
   To use a group mind power, the initiator generates a total using the group mind value of the cell as the base number against the difficulty number of
the power.  If the initiator is Possibility-rated, he may spend a Possibility on the roll.
   The maximum range of a group mind power is equal to the range of the cell Leader's control (see "GroupMind Range" above).

Alarm
Initiator: Drone
Group Mind Value: 15
Difficulty: 4
Duration: performance
Effect: 0
Bonus Number to: na
Description: sends an alarm signal from a Drone to the nearest Soldier 
   If instructed to use this power in the event of certain explained contingencies, a Drone can alert a Soldier if those contingencies come to pass. The 
contingencies must be very carefully explained to the Drone, or the alarm will not be triggered.

Extend Group Mind
Initiator: Leader
Group Mind Value: 21
Difficulty: 27
Duration: 18 (1 hour)
Effect: 25
Bonus Number to: effect
Description: extends the range of the Group Mind
   The result points of this power are read on the Power Push Table, with the value of the push added to the cell's group mind range. This expanded 
range is in effect for all powers for the duration of the power. 

Psychic Jammer
Initiator: Leader or Soldier
Group Mind Value: 17
Difficulty: 12
Duration: performance
Effect: 20
Bonus Number to: effect
Description: projects a psionic dampening field around the cell members
   Psychic jammer is used to protect cell members from psionic attack. When initiated, it creates a psionic dampening field in a three meter radius 
around the cell members.
   Compare the effect value of the psychic jammer to the psionic manipulation value of the character attempting to use mental powers within the 
radius.  Read the result on the Power Push Table. Add the final result points to the difficulty of using any psionic power within the radius of the 
jammer.

Report
Initiator: Soldier or Drone
Group Mind Value: 14
Difficulty: 8
Duration: 5 (10 seconds)
Effect: 0
Bonus Number to: duration
Description: allows Soldiers and Drones report to their superiors
   When communication between the ranks is needed, this power is used.  Drones may use it, if previously instructed, to communicate with Soldiers,
and Soldiers can communicate with other Soldiers within the cell or with the Leader. It is, once initiated, two-way communication that lasts as
long as the superior wishes it to be or until the duration lapses (whichever is shorter).

Sentinel
Initiator: Leader or Soldier
Group Mind Value: 10
Difficulty: 5
Duration: concentration
Effect: 10
Bonus Number to: effect
Description: allows Leaders and Soldiers to observe through their underlings
   A Leader or a Soldier can perceive through the senses of an underling by using this power.  Leaders can observe through their Soldier's or their 
Drone's senses, while Soldiers can do so only with Drones. In any case, all participants of this power must belong to the same group mind cell.
   The initiator of this power must concentrate (doing nothing but simple actions) while making use of it. There is no limit to the number of 
underlings an initiator can affect with this power, but the difficulty number is adjusted using the One-On-Many chart. 
   The ability to perceive through the underling's senses is limited by the effect value. If the initiator's Perception, find, or deduction is higher
than the effect value, then it is limited to the lesser skill value when such totals are required.



Lord Of The Germs
   The brilliant bioengineer Sarila recently lost control of the Comaghaz, if only for a few heartbeats, before reestablishing command (this occurred 
during the abortive kidnapping of her by Skutharka). The experience shook Sarila badly, especially since she did not know why it had happened. 
   She has since leamed that a Lorbaat named T'ky Z'tkl has managed to link with the group mind without being exposed to the Comaghaz virus. Even
now, heis struggling for control against Sarila. 
   One of the more interesting things about Lorbaats is that some members of their species share a hive mind, but are unable to use psionic powers. 
Xenobiologists within the Star Sphere have long postulated that one advantage canceled out the other. But this particular Lorbaat has managed to use 
his hive-mind to tap into the Comaghaz by using a Comaghaz-infected Lorbaat brethren as the "gateway."
   The Lorbaats as a species blame the Akashans for infecting them with the Comaghaz. T'ky Z'tkl is vying for control of the Comaghaz because he 
wishes to free the Lorbaat from the Star Sphere alliance, and expunge the Akashans once and for all.  Whether Sarila realizes it or not, she is fighting 
for the survival of all Akashans, and perhaps the Star Sphere itself. 
   Not being as strong mentally as Sarila, the Lorbaat cannot attempt to wrest control of the group mind more than once every five days. Sarila is 
aware that it is a Lorbaat she is contesting with, but does not know his identity or location. Nor can she plead for
help from the High Council without revealing her role as originator of the virus.
   T'ky is a Lorbaat biotechnician who wants his people to be free of the Akashans. He is so single-minded in his goal that he is
even willing to use something as dangerous to all as the Comaghaz.  T'ky's hive-brother and mental link, K'lty, is kept in a suspended state in an 
isolation chamber, with a neural interface that T'ky can access. T'ky's lab is located underground in the northernmost
zone of Akashan reality in Brazil. 

Cure Or Kill?
   Although the Tharkoldu are intent on defeating the Akashans, they are unwilling to import the Comaghaz virus into their domain in the process.  
Thus they set the best minds in the realm, including a number of Race slave scientists, to the task of coming up with a cure for the Comaghaz.
   The good news is that they've succeeded.  The bad new is that it's a cure only a Tharkoldu could love. 
   Called the Beta-14 FLM (Frontal Lobe MedModule), this heinous little gadget is attached to a diseased being's forehead (precise center is best) by 
means of tiny, sharp clamps. Once in place, micro-razor thin needles enter the being's head, drilling a microscopic
hole in the skull. The needles act as probes and have amazing prehensile abilities. Once the infected parts of the brain are found, the probes spray the 
areas with Vyadin-C, a powerful antiviral chemical that is rumored to be caustic.
   If the probes sense the continued presence of the virus, a second spray is made. After this, if there are still some pockets of the plague, the probes 
become razor sharp and actually slice out the unhealthy brain tissue and suck it into the Beta-14 FLM.
   In game terms, the Beta-14 FLM is attached to the character's head, who then takes two points of shock damage. The victim's base
Toughness is then "attacked" by the FLM's damage value of 16.  If the victim is still alive, the machine's value of 16 attempts to achieve the difficulty
number of the disease, based on its stage (16 for First Stage, 23 for Second Stage, and 25 for Third Stage). All 10's are rolled again. If the difficulty 
number is met or exceeded, the victim is cured. 
   If the first attempt fails, the FLM repeats the process, this time using a damage value of 20 (the victim gets attacked first again, then the virus).  
   Should the second attempt fail, the FLM begins hacking away at the brain (damage value now 25). Whether or not the FLM succeeds the third 
time, the machine self-destructs in three minutes (make sure to remove it from the victim's head, or he and everyone in a two meter radius is attacked 
by an explosion of damage value 20). 
   This cure unit costs $25,000 US dollars, and is available on black markets in Berlin, Las Vegas, and Los Angeles.  If the victim is cured, he must 
spend one week in bed per attempt made by the FLM.


